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Abstract
This  Master  Thesis  is  performed  under  the  2017  ESAC  Trainee  Project 
program which covers the development of a low-budget VHF-UHF automated 
ground station intended for CubeSat satellite operation.
While this type of ground station is widely in the radio amateur world for its 
easy implementation, this ground station introduces the recently growing 
“software-defined radio” (SDR) technology used as its main transceiver, the 
most important part of any ground station.
Being a very different approach comparing to conventional analog radio 
transceivers, the implementation of SDR for high power applications implies 
several  difficulties  that  this  project  mostly  overcomes  by  the  analysis  of 
available RF components in the market, the purchasing of suitable devices, 
assembling and finally testing for compliance with the requirements stated in 
the first section of this thesis.
In parallel as a secondary objective, a CubeSat telecommunications system 
demonstrator is developed with the aim of emulating a CubeSat satellite to 
use for testing purposes along with the ground station to understand the 
different modulation schemes used in the space sector and the capabilities 
that SDR technology introduces.
This thesis combines the fields of aerospace and telecommunications on a 
fully  basis  providing  a  functional  ground  station  in  both  VHF  and  UHF 
frequency  bands,  including  reception  and  transmission  of  narrow  and 
wideband signals, fully documented, characterized, calibrated and integrated 
into  a  visually  attractive  rack  enclosure,  including  the  study  and 
recommendations  for  suitable  future  improvements  and  upgrades  to  the 
ground station, such as the addition of L-band and S-band capabilities.
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INTRODUCTION
This Master Thesis (MT) is developed under the European Space Astronomy
Centre  (ESAC) 2017 Trainee Project  program.  Among 26 projects  offered in
2017, the author of this MT was selected for the project nº 20 named: “CubeSat:
Science Mission Proposal and Communications subsystem demonstrator”.
ESAC is located near Villanueva de la Cañada town, West from Madrid, Spain. It
is  the  European  Space  Agency  (ESA)  base  where  almost  all  scientific
operations, scientific data storage and mission planning of ESA missions takes
place.
This MT is  divided in  2  main  parts.  The first  part  is  focused on the  primary
objective  which  consists  to  design,  develop  and  test  a  Ground  Station  (GS)
intended for CubeSat operation; while the second part is focused on a CubeSat
Communications subsystem demonstrator.
The GS is located on the A-building of ESAC and thanks to the work done in this
thesis, it is capable of transmission (TX) and reception (RX) of analog and digital
data through the two main radio bands most used nowadays for CubeSats: VHF
and UHF. The GS is composed by 2 rotating antennas on the roof, connected to
2 transceivers inside the CESAR room in the same A-building.
Part 1 of this MT will:
1. Describe the state of the GS done by the previous trainee.
2. Analyse and determine the design to comply with the GS requirements.
3. Describe the manufacture and assembly process of the GS.
4. Show the results of several tests to the GS.
Part 2 of this MT describes the design, manufacture and testing of a CubeSat
communications system demonstrator, which is also developed as an alternative
objective for the project.
Its purpose is to emulate the behaviour of a CubeSat communications system. It
is  a  single  10x10cm  Printed  Circuit  Board  (PCB)  that  includes  4  different
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) main transceivers, 3 redundant transponders, a
power amplifier and 3 microcontrollers.
Its design is not focused for actual use in space, but rather to test and determine:
 if  the  kind  of  COTS  hardware  selected  complies  with  the  required
throughput of a typical CubeSat
 to be used as a data-link tester with the ground station
 as an introductory system for a future rover-like demonstrator under the
CESAR  programme  intended  for  showing  to  middle  and  high  school
students a GS – satellite/rover configuration for educational purposes.
A GS user manual is created including technical specifications, procedures and
exclusive troubleshooting of the same GS. This document is attached on Annex
A and is cited multiple times. For deep detailing of the job performed during the
thesis, it is recommended its lecture alongside with this thesis report.
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PART I: GROUND STATION
1. GS REQUIREMENTS
Prior  to  this  MT,  the  base  concept  of  the  GS  is  already  defined  and  half-
assembled by the previous trainee in the 2016’s analogue ESAC program.
Next sections 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 briefly describes the technology in which the GS is
based, the job done by the previous trainee and the further requirements needed
for its accomplishment.
1.1. Software-defined radio
The GS is based on software-defined radio (SDR) transceivers.
SDR  consists  on  a  high-performing  analog-to-digital  converter  (ADC)  that
samples  a  received  RF  signal  after  being  down-converted  from  a  given
frequency band.
In other words, SDR radios directly samples a desired bandwidth of incoming RF
signals into  sampled digital  data (I/Q)  which then is  given to  a computer  for
software post-processing.
This process allows for a flexible GS capable of decoding and encoding all kind
of analog and digital modulations without needing any specialized hardware, but
rather just specialized software. Theoretically, SDR can encode and decode all
possible analog and digital schemes being bandwidth its only limitation.
The used SDR radio in this GS is “HackRF” which allows as well for TX using an
incorporated digital-to-analog converter (DAC).
Fig.  1.1 – HackRF. SDR in which the GS is based.
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1.2. GS basic concept
The GS is composed by two RF chains, each one driven by one HackRF SDR
and differentiated by the frequency band used:
 Amateur VHF – 2m (144MHz-148MHz)
 Amateur UHF – 70cm (430-440MHz)
To guarantee dual-link operation (TX and RX at the same time) with CubeSat
satellites, a Frequency-division multiplexing (FDM) configuration featuring both
bands is normally used. That is, for example, using UHF for downlink while VHF
for uplink or vice versa.
That is the reason of having 2 RF chains with 2 SDR, as HackRF SDR is only
half-duplex capable (RX and TX not at the same time).
By having both RF chains, the GS’ VHF chain can be in TX mode transmitting
uplink telecommands to the satellite while the UHF chain is in RX mode receiving
downlink Telemetry from the satellite.
Each RF chain prior to this MT was composed by:
 GS’ Computer
 SDRs (HackRF)
 80m Coaxial cable to the roof (!)
 Lightning arrestor
 Low Noise Amplifier (LNA)
 Yagi Antenna
Apart,  an  antenna  rotator  model  “RAS”  capable  of  Azimuth  and  elevation
pointing (AZ/EL) was already installed on the roof with the Yagi antennas. The
device which controls it is a controller named “ROT2” which is also connected to
the computer via USB.
That configuration is shown in Fig.   1 .2 and allowed for RX only.
The rotator  was mounted into  a custom-made mast-support  designed by the
previous trainee, allowing for variable height of the antennas. Due to lack of time
and problems with a faulty rotator, only the UHF antenna was properly installed.
It the same figure, it is noticeable the long coaxial cable installed between the
CESAR room and the roof of A-building. It is an unwanted situation, but needed
due to building restrictions.
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Fig.  1.2 - GS configuration prior to MT. It is shown both RF chains as upper and lower lines,
while the antenna rotator controller (ROT2) and rotator in the middle.
Both SDR and rotator controller are controlled through an Ubuntu computer into
the same CESAR’s control room.
See  in  Fig.    1  .3 a  picture  of  the  roof-end at  the  end of  this  thesis,  once
everything  is  assembled  and  cables  are  properly  dimensioned  for  the  rotor
turning limits.
Fig.  1.3 – Rotator, VHF and UHF antennas and LNAs on the antenna mast after final assembly.
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1.3. GS Requirements
The  objective  of  the  thesis  is  to  finish  the  GS.  That  is  to  comply  with  the
requirements for a fully automated VHF/UHF GS capable of RX and TX in both
bands. Those requirements can be summarized as:
1. The GS shall be based on SDR transceivers.
2. The GS shall be able to transmit with enough TX power for successful
telecommanding of general CubeSat satellites in both VHF and UHF.
3. The GS’  RF chains  shall  be  designed  to  RX with  the  least-degrading
sensitivity configuration.
4. The  GS  shall  be  automatized  with  the  same  PC  where  SDRs  are
managed.
5. The  GS  specifications  shall  comply  with  the  local  Radio  Amateur
regulations.
6. The  GS  shall  include  a  GS  user  manual  including  technical
documentation, procedures and trouble-shooting of the GS.
Given those requirements, in next chapter 2 it is developed a suitable upgrade-
design for the GS.
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2. GS DESIGN – RF SYSTEM
In this section is described the research, analysis and determination of the RF
design of the GS.
It is important to mention that the whole design of the GS is generally driven by
the availability of hardware products on few stablished websites with agreements
with ESAC.
Since ESAC is mainly an office workplace where all the hardware and RF-stuff
(like ESAC’s 2 radio telescopes) are managed by either 3 rd parties or missions
not related with this trainee project program, massive delays and complications
compared with the scope of this thesis occurs, specially when trying to purchase
products with companies other than the ones in agreement with ESAC (or for
instance the ESAC tutors of this thesis).
The websites in agreement with ESAC used for this thesis are mainly:
 Mouser1: for small electronic components.
 WiMo Antennen & Elektronik GmbH2: for RF related devices.
Since time is very limited, many aspects of the GS design changed several times
adapting to the fastest available solution in those websites.
2.1. RF chain overview
The final RF block diagram is almost identical for each VHF and UHF chains and
is shown in Fig.  2 .4.
Fig. 2.4 - Block diagram of an individual RF chain.
This design allows for half-duplex operation for each of the chains, while both
chains can be used at the same time. 
Each chain is now upgraded by:
 A RF Preconditioning stage composed by a Preamplifier and a Band Pass
Filter (BPF) in-between two coaxial relays to allow TX/RX switching.
 A Switching Power Amplifier (PA).
1 Mouser electronics. Link: https://www.mouser.es/ [Last accessed 22-08-2018]
2 WiMo Antennen & Elektronik GmbH. Link:  http://wimo.de/main_e.html  [Last accessed 22-08-
2018]
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 A  Voltage  Standing  Wave  Meter  (SWR  Meter)  also  known  as  power
meter.
The selection of new amplifiers is determined in the following section 2.3.
A more complete block diagram of the whole GS is shown in Fig.   3 .21.
2.2. RX section
Regarding  the  RF  part,  reception  is  already  performed  prior  to  this  thesis.
Thanks to the operation of LNA near the antennas, it supposes a key element for
each chain which avoids heavy losses in the Signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio through
the  long  80m  coaxial  cable.  Details  are  provided  in  the  ground  station
characterisation section 5.4.
Furthermore,  each  LNA installed  has  automatic  switching  capabilities.  In  TX
mode, the LNA detects the TX output signal and switches off automatically being
by-passed. When not transmitting, LNA activates again to RX mode.
Next sections will be focused into the TX solution, which comprises the biggest
portion of this thesis.
2.3. TX section
2.3.1. TX required power
Giving a quick look to the available power amplifiers (PA) in the website “WiMo”
it is found a suitable type of linear PA designed for handheld and mobile radios
which  allows  also  for  switching  technology  while  performing  in  the  order  of
100/200W of TX power.
Switching technology is required in order to have RX and TX in the same chain.
It consists on bypassing the PA during RX mode, and engaging and powering
the PA during TX mode.
This switching/keying is done automatically when an input TX signal is fed into
the  PA’s  input  (denominated  VOX  technology)  or  if  desired,  manually  by
grounding a pin connector included in the PA (Push-to-talk keying (PTT)).
A proper transmitting link budget is created showing that at least 2-3W of TX
power is needed to comply with the minimal required SNR at the satellite 3. Of
course, this is very theoretical and since CubeSats are usually developed by
non-experienced students, the receiver and antennas installed are usually out
from theoretical results and thus requiring way higher SNR that the originally
designed4.
3 Telecommunications system of a CubeSat satellite. Annex A – 1 (Theoretical link study). Roger 
Cano. Link: https://upcommons.upc.edu/bitstream/handle/2117/89259/memoria.pdf?
sequence=1&isAllowed=y [Last accessed 22-08-2018]
4 Based in extensive research of launched CubeSats, some cases required higher GS TX power. 
For example, CAPE1 and HRBE satellites shown in Klofas surveys.
Klofas Communications Survey 2009-2012. Bryan Klofas, Kyle Leveque. Link1: 
https://www.klofas.com/papers/Klofas_Communications_Survey_2009-2012.pdf [Last accessed 
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As a conclusion by researching about  typical  TX power of other GS5 and by
adding a margin to the performed link budget, around 10-25W TX power is used
in standard operations.
As commented, it has to be taken into account that the final value of TX power
will  be  given mainly  by  commercial  availability  solutions  in  the  few websites
described like WiMo or Mouser. 
2.3.2. PA selection
Complying with the above switching and TX power characteristics, it is selected
from WiMo website the PA shown in Table  2 .1.
Band VHF - 2m UHF - 70cm
Photo
Model SR-200 RU432-95
Output Power 200W 95W
Input Power 10-50W 6-15W
Mode SSB, FM SSB, FM
Gain 9dB 9,5dB
Power 
Requirements 23A 15A
Rx pre-
amplifier Switchable Switchable
Ext. PTT 
keying Yes Yes
Connectors PL N
Dimensions 60x180x280 60x180x280
Price 475€ 640€
Table 2.1 – Selection of PA and their characteristics.
Those PA gives maximum output powers of about 200W for VHF and 95W for
UHF.
22-08-2018]
A survey of CubeSat Communications Systems. Bryan Klofas, Kyle Leveque.  Link2:  
https://www.klofas.com/papers/CommSurvey-Bryan_Klofas.pdf [Last accessed 22-08-2018]
5 Ground segment – ground station architecture. Ramón Martínez. Link: 
http://www.gr.ssr.upm.es/docencia/grado/csat/picosatelites/LN11_Sesion6_GroundStation_v2_R
Martinez.pdf [Last accessed 22-08-2018]
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It is taken into account the problem of being restricted to having 80m coaxial
cable for each chain. Even though the choose of coaxial is of the highest quality
(M&P Broad Pro 50C6), the stated attenuation for each band is:
 VHF: 4.4dB/100m @ 144MHz
 UHF: 7.8dB/100m @ 430MHz
Assuming no other losses than the coaxial cable, the amount of power arriving to
the antennas for each selection of PA would be:
 VHF: 200W = 53dBm   48.6dBm = 72.4W
 UHF: 95W = 49.7dBm  41.9dBm = 15.5W
Although  huge  losses  are  present  due  to  the  coaxial  length,  the  resulting
transmitted power can be considered as acceptable.
During  tests  in  Annex  A  section  6.3,  it  is  found  that  the  actual  achieved
transmitted power at the antenna is higher than expected, even though the PA
output are lower:
 VHF: 170W = 52.3dBm   49dBm = 80W
 UHF: 80W = 49dBm  44.3dBm = 27W
The reason is possibly due to having lower cable length than expected. With the 
obtained values extracted from tests reported in Annex A section 6.3, measuring 
the  total  RF  loss,  and  using  the  RF cable  specifications6,  the  results  states 
shorter cable lengths:
 VHF virtual cable length = 60m.
 UHF virtual cable length = 75m.
The reason of having different lengths is unknown since no access is possible to
them, other from inside the CESAR room or from the roof where the rotator is
placed.
2.3.3. HackRF TX power
As stated on the HackRF One documentation, the maximum TX power varies by
operating frequency and is found to be 5dBm to 15dBm when operating from
10MHz to 2150MHz, generally increasing as frequency decreases.7
Given a simple interpolation using the previous information, it is found that the
maximum TX power in the VHF and UHF bands is expected to be no more than
10dBm, which corresponds to 10mW.
6M&P Broad pro 50C specs. Messi & Paoloni. Link: https://messi.it/dati/immagini/BROAD-
PRO50-All6_EN.pdf [Last accessed 22-08-2018]
7 HackRF One – Transmit Power.  Michael Mossmann. Link: 
https://github.com/mossmann/hackrf/wiki/HackRF-One   [Last accessed 22-08-2018]
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2.3.4. Preconditioning stage determination
Once a suitable PA giving the desired output power is found, the next step is to
determine the amount of power those PA requires on its input. This is extracted
from their datasheets and Table  2 .1:
 SR-200 VHF required input power: 10-50W (40-47dBm).
 RU432-95 UHF required input power: 6-15W (38-42dBm).
Since each HackRF only outputs 10mW (10dBm), a preamplifier is searched in
order to amplify from 10mW to the desired input power of the selected PAs.
In order to obtain that, the preamplifier must have following gain (G) parameters:
 VHF preconditioning amplifier G = 40dB minimum required
 UHF preconditioning amplifier G = 38dB minimum required
After some research, rare solutions were found. One solution was the use of a
RF MOSFET module manufactured by Mitsubishi electronics commonly named
as “Powermodule”.
Those Powermodule amplifiers consists on a small 5 pin device that needs to be
assembled on a proper case with SMD components like capacitors (to avoid RF
coupling) and a tension divisor (for adjusting the gain).
Fig.  2.5 – Bare Mitsubishi Powermodule amplifier example
There are several variants of the Powermodule which depends on the desired
output power and frequency. The selected ones are included in the following
Table  2 .2. 
Model RA30H4047M8 RA30H1317M9
Frequency 400-470MHz 135-175MHz
Typical gain @ 10dBm input 38dB 35dB
Max  output  power  @  10dBm
input
48dBm (~65W) 45dBm (~30W)
Table 2.2  - Properties of the selected preamplifiers.
8 RA30H4047M datasheet. Mitsubishi. – Link: 
http://www.symmetron.ru/suppliers/mitsubishi/ra/RA30H4047M.PDF   [Last accessed 23-08-2018]
9 RA30H1317M datasheet. Mitsubishi. – Link:
https://www.mitsubishielectric-mesh.com/products/pdf/ra30h1317m.pdf [Last accessed 22-08-2018]
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Those  values  are  obtained  from  each  respective  datasheet  linked  on  the
footnote. In Fig.   2 .6 and Fig.   2 .7 it is shown the most relevant graphs from
where values are obtained.
Fig.  2.6 – RA30H4047M - 430MHz and 450MHz maximum output power, power gain and drain
current vs Input power. VDD represents the feeding voltage (which in our case will be 13.5V).
VGG=5V is the maximum voltage allowed in the Powermodule which is fed in one of its pins to
regulate the amplifier gain.
Fig.  2.7 – RA30H1317M – 135MHz and 155MHz maximum output power, power gain and drain
current vs Input power.
2.3.5. Assembly solution for the Powermodule
A suitable assembly solution for the Powermodules is provided by PE1RKI – Bert
Modderman Engineer10 which was based on an aluminium box, a suitable PCB
for its assembly and the required electronic components.
10 PE1RKI amplifiers. Bert Modderman Engineer. Link: http://www.pe1rki.com/amplifiers.html 
[Last accessed 22-08-2018]
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It  was  acquired  a  fully  assembled  UHF Powermodule.  Regarding  VHF,  Bert
didn’t  have any VHF Powermodule. Instead an empty box with the PCB and
needed components was ordered buying RA30H1317M apart from eBay.
Fig.  2.8 – VHF Powermodule assembled with the materials provided by PE1RKI. Red and black
frontal wires feed 13.5V to the device and bias pins. Internally, a 5V tension regulator and a
tension divisor allows for tuning the Powermodule’s VGG gate voltage, which tunes the amplifier.
VGG=5V gives the maximum gain allowed.
In Annex A section 6.3 tests and tuning is performed to each Powermodule.
2.4. RF Filters
Band pass filters (BPF) are recommended in TX since SDR TX contains lots of
emissions  in  spurious  frequencies  outside  the  desired  band.  This  is  even
recommended in the documentation of HackRF One when its use with external
amplifiers is desired11.
This is even more critical taking into account that the critical frequency bands
such as the air band (118-136MHz) is located just below the VHF amateur band.
BPF are widely available online, but due to several factors such as cost, delivery
delays and unavailability on the mentioned websites, a homemade approach is
followed.
Different types of BPF were developed and tested. Those are described in the
following subsections.
11 HackRF One – Transmit Power. Michael Mossmann Link: https://github.com/mossmann/hackrf/
wiki/HackRF-One [Last accessed 23-08-2018]
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2.4.1. Fixed-value LC BPF
Electronic LC BPFs made with  conventional  passive components (Capacitors
and  Inductors)  was  designed.  With  the  idea  to  develop  several  Chebyshev
Narrow  BPFs  of  orders  1  to  3,  the  main  problem  was  that  the  frequency
response of such filter is very sensitive to the real values of the components.
Real fixed-value passive components have tolerances typically  10%,  5% or
2% of its stated value. The frequency response sensitivity to such variation of
component  value  is  enough to  completely  fall  outside  the  desired  bandwidth
(BW) 144-148MHz or 430-440MHz.
This is simulated using RFSim99 software. By using its included filter design tool,
by selecting a Chebyshev BPF series type with 144Hz central frequency, 10MHz
BW, 3 poles and 1dB of passband ripple,  the resulting filter is shown in  Fig.
  2 .9.
Fig.  2.9 – Designed LC Chebyshev BPF.
The problem is that those component values are not available in the market and
thus  even  if  they  were,  typical  tolerances  of  5%  and  10%  would  lead  to
frequency response as bad as shown in right part of Fig.   2 .10.
Fig.  2.10 – Frequency response simulated of a Chebyshev 3 poled BW=10MHz VHF BPF.
Theoretical frequency response shown in red S21 in left (case in which the components has
tolerance 0%). In right, real frequency response of aleatory tolerance values in 10% and 5%. It
can be seen how the tolerance can degrade the filter down to -50dB in the passband zone.
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Other designs were tested with less restrictive parameters such as wider BW or
higher passband ripple. The conclusion found was that no fixed-value passive
components can be used for a practical narrow BPF given the available time and
budget,  moreover  without  taken  into  account  the  quality  factor  of  such
components to work at such high frequencies.
2.4.2. Variable-value LC BPF
Given the previous conclusion, the stated same filter designs were tried but by
using variable capacitors and inductors.
By choosing variable components comprising the desired values, one could tune
it to obtain the desired frequency response.
A  5  pole  parallel  Chebyshev  144-149MHz BPF was  designed  and  manually
modified to reach values available in components found in Mouser website.
Its final design is shown in Fig.   2 .11 and its ideal frequency response in Fig.
 2 .12.
Fig.  2.11 – Manually tuned 144-149MHz parallel Chebyshev BPF
Fig. 2.12 – Frequency response of the designed BPF shown on Fig.   2 .11.
The variable components were purchased and assembled. Due to the lack of RF
analysis devices but, the filter was impossible to tune.
Furthermore,  its  operation  on  high  power  would  such  as  8W-15W  of  the
preconditioning amplifier would probably damage them.
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2.4.3. Cavity filters
After the failure of LC filters, extensive online research in radio amateur websites
was done and found another type of filters named as “cavity filters”.
Cavity  filters  are  metallic  physical  resonant  cavities  that  by  having  proper
dimensions can act as a BPF. They stand high power TX operation and are
known to have really low passband loses when properly tuned for VHF and UHF.
Multiple configuration of cavity filters exists. The ones selected for the GS are:
 VHF Helical cavity filter designed by Z33T.
 UHF Comb-line slab-line filter own designed.
2.4.4. VHF Helical cavity BPF
For  VHF,  an  easy  and  affordable  cavity  filter  was  found  in  the  internet.  It
consisted on a 120x90x50 mm metallic box that includes two sets of resonating
coil-capacitor tanks inside.
The filter is a modification from the “RSGB VHF-UHF Manual”12 by Mile Kokotov
(Z33T)13.  From his  YouTube  video14,  it  is  shown  in  Fig.    2  .13 the  proper
dimensions for its manufacturing.
Fig.  2.13– VHF Helical BPF design used for the GS.
12 RSGB VHF-UHF manual. G.R.Jessop.  Chapter 4 - Filters. Page 4.1. Link:
 https://archive.org/stream/Vhf-uhfManual/Jessop-Vhf-uhfManual#page/n35/mode/2up [Last 
Access 23-08-2018]
13 VHF Low loss helical Band-pass filter. Mile Kokotov, Z33T. Link: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7Bk3JifFLbSSEdzNTZaRWt4M1E/view [Last Access 23-08-
2018]
14 145MHz Low Loss Bandpass Helical Filter. Mile Kokonov. Link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBNcTn9BEy0 [Last Access 23-08-2018]
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In the same document referenced [13] examples and successful results of other
radio amateurs building the same filter are included, with different materials such
as blank PCB and slightly different dimensions.
Shopping was made in the physical electronics shop “Electronica Embajadores”
in Madrid, where a suitable aluminium case with similar dimensions to allocate
the filter seemed to be an adequate solution.
This  solution  resulted  not  optimal  as  the  case  contained  several  inner
perturbations, reduced inner dimensions and caused major soldering difficulties.
Even though the filter was assembled, a second helical filter was manufactured.
This time by using cut raw PCB substrate to compose the cavity filter box with
proper dimensions.
The wire used to create the coils was obtained from the core of a broken coaxial
cable  M&P Broad Pro  50 which  coincides to  have 2.6mm. The coils  were
shaped manually and the capacitor plates made of the same raw PCB substrate
which was cut with scissors and patience.
Fig. 2.14 – First VHF Helical cavity filter assembled and opened. Note the inner shape of the box
with undesired perturbations. Major difficulties in soldering were present as well.
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Fig. 2.15 – Second VHF Helical cavity filter assembled and opened. Much better results.
2.4.5. UHF Comb-line Slab-line cavity BPF
The filter selected for UHF is based on the famous “Altoids Tin Filter”. Altoids is a
breath  mints’  brand  which  provided  its  products  into  tin  boxes  with  exact
dimensions  that  suited  for  manufacturing  cavity  filters  in  the  VHF  and  UHF
bands.  It  was a really  affordable and effective solution for  radio amateurs in
Great Britain.
Several reports which used this kind of cavity filters were analysed, for instance
“Altoids Tin Filters” report  by Paul Wade W1GHZ15 helped to have a general
vision of the different types of cavity filters used and their performance.
The used cavity filter types in the previous stated report are named “interdigital”
and “comb-line” filters both included in the family of “distributed element filters”
where they are not composed of discrete capacitors but based on discontinuities
on the transmission line causing a reactive impedance that properly designed
can serve as approximations for lumped inductors, capacitors or resonators, as
required by the filter.16
Those distributed element filters are typically used in high frequency applications
being directly printed on PCB.
15 Altoids Tin Filters. Paul Wade W1GHZ. 2001. Link: 
http://www.w1ghz.org/filter/Altoids_Tin_Filters.pdf   [Last accessed 24-08-2018]
16 Extracted from  Connor,  F.  R. Wave Transmission,  Edward Arnold Ltd.,  1972. Page 13-14.
Viewed on Wikipedia “distributed element filter”. Link: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distributed_element_filter#cite_note-4 [Last accessed 24-08-2018]
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An interdigital or comb-line filter consists of a form of coupled-line filter which
several  λ /4 in length straight elements are placed parallel  one to each other,
being short-circuited at one end while open-circuited at the other end. Those
elements resonate at certain frequencies depending on how are designed and
acts as a BPF when adding them together.
The interdigital filter alternates the end in which every element is short-circuited
to the box wall,  while  the comb-line filter  have them all  short-circuited in  the
same end. Each open-circuited is terminated in capacitor to ground.
This topology can be physically achieved by either a PCB circuit or a mechanical
assembly  of  circular  rods  or  rectangular  bars  into  a  metal  case.  This  last
topology is commonly named as “cavity filter” and, if used, the circular rods are
known as slab-lines.
Fig. 2.16 – In left, 13cm band interdigital BPF. In right, UHF comb-line slab-line Altoids Tin BPF.17
In Fig.  2 .16 left it is shown a professionally made 13cm band interdigital slab-
line BPF, while in right it is shown a UHF comb-line slab-line Altoids Tin BPF.
Note that the attachment of each slab-line to the metallic case is alternated in the
interdigital  case,  while  in  the  comb-line  case  they  all  finishes  in  the  same
position.  The  shown  interdigital  filter  in  left  uses,  in  the  open-circuited  end,
screws that are introduced into the empty slab-lines tubes without touching them,
acting as a capacitor. In the other shown comb-line filter it uses pieces of straight
copper wire introduced inside the slab-lines acting in the same way.
Up  to  this  point,  further  research  was  done  in  cavity  filters  and  found  a
PowerPoint  presentation18 by  the  same author  of  the  Altoids  Tin  filter  report
which featured a tutorial for cavity filter design using a tool included in software
“Ansoft DesignerSV2”.
17 13cm interdigital filter image from PE1RKI. Bert Modderman Engineer Link: 
http://www.pe1rki.com/23cmfilters.html [Last accessed 24-08-2018]. Altoids tin BPF image 
extracted from [15].
18 Combline filters for VHF and UHF. Paul Wade W1GHZ. Link: 
http://flarc.net/eme-info/PDF/W1GHZ-1.pdf [Last accessed 24-08-2018].
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A final  personalized  UHF comb-line  slab-line  BPF design  is  developed  with
117x125x45mm  dimensions  that  suited  the  ones  of  another  purchased
aluminium case. 
The methodology proposed in the tutorial consists on selecting the desired type
of filter, then introducing the wanted RF characteristics, introducing the height
and substrate dielectric constant and finally playing with the TLine impedance Z1
value to obtain the desired slab-line diameter dimensions.
The final parameters of the designed filter are:
1. Type: Bandpass
2. Topology: Comb-line – Transformer input
3. Approximation: Maximally flat
4. Prototype: slab-line
The  RF  parameters  are  shown  in  Fig.   2  .17.Finally  selecting  the  Filter
properties:
 Substrate dielectric const.: 1 (air).
 Substrate height: 44.5mm.
 Side spacing: 40mm.
 Calculation with equal linewidths
The resulting dimensions for the filter are:
 p1= 114.9mm
 d1= 7.284mm
 s1= 9.207mm
 s2= 24.71mm
 C1=2.613pF
 C2=2.125pF
Where:
 p1 stands for each slab-line length,
 d1 is the slab-line diameter that is fitted to the diameter brass rods
purchased,
 s1 is the spacing between the end coupling rods and its next inner
coupling rod and
 s2 is the spacing between inner coupling rods.
All of this is depicted in Fig.   2 .18.
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Fig. 2.17 – Desired RF parameters introduced on filter designed and its theoretical frequency
response.
Fig.  2.18 – Comb-line slab-line – transformer input configuration. Note d1, s1 and s2 dimensions
noted on the picture.
Major difficulties in soldering the inner parts to the case were present as well.
After several modifications, the best solution found was to use 7.3mm brass
bought  in  “Leroy  Merlin”  shop for  the  slab-lines,  attached to  the  box not  by
soldering but screwed.
The capacitors were made by the same broken M&P Broad Pro 50 coaxial core
used  for  the  VHF Helical  filter  coils.  By  cutting  several  straight  coaxial  core
segments, and introduced inside the slab-lines brass tubes they performed as
variable capacitors.
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Fig.  2.19 – Final UHF comb-line slab-line cavity BPF assembled and opened. Note that the 3
central brass slab-lines contains 3 copper wires inside entering through one of the walls of the
case. White coaxial isolator can be seen entering as well inside the 3 central brass slab-lines.
Filter tests results are described in section 5.3.
2.5. TX-RX keying solution
It is already mentioned the PA capabilities for automatic switching between RX
and TX without the need of external elements.
This  is  not  the  case  for  the  selected  preamplifiers  in  section  2.3.4.  Those
Powermodules  do  not  allow  reverse  RX  signals  and  therefore  a  solution  is
designed to by-pass them while not transmitting.
The solution proposed is to use 2 coaxial relay commutators in combination with
each preamplifier.
As it can be seen previously in Fig.  2 .4, the preconditioning amplifier labelled as
“preamp” and the BPF are located in between 2 commutators. By simultaneous
operation (TX mode) it would connect the SDR with the input of the preamplifier,
and its output to the PA, while in the other position (RX mode) it would directly
connect the SDR with the PA by-passing completely the preconditioning stage.
This  is  performed  using  a  CX-800N 6-port  coaxial  relay  that  simultaneously
activates both internal commutators with the same magnetic coil.
It  is  seen  in  Fig.    2  .20 the  schematic  of  the  6-port  coaxial  relay  with  its
elements. 
When the relay is non-powered (as shown in  Fig.   2 .20), both switches are
short circuited with a by-pass jumper allowing for RX signals coming from the PA
(unpowered) and antenna to go straight to the SDR.
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When the relay is powered (TX mode), both commutators are switched and thus
interconnects the SDR to the preamplifier, BPF and then to the PA for TX.
Fig.  2.20 – RF relay schematic unpowered (RX mode). The preconditioning stage in below
(Relay activated - TX mode), the by-pass jumper line above (Relay deactivated - RX mode), the
SDR and the PA on both sides connected on each CON (relay common ports).
By feeding the same power line for the preamplifier and this RF coaxial relay, it is
assured that  no  damage will  ever  occur  to  the  preamplifier  by  avoiding  any
scenario of having an amplified RF signal to an open-circuit  without any load
connected.  Therefore,  avoiding  damaging  the  preamplifier  due  to  reflection
issues.
In Annex A figures 3.6 and 3.7, images of both CX-800N coaxial relay are shown
already assembled on the rack shelf that contains both preconditioning stages 
alongside with the power meters.
2.6. SWR Meters
A SWR meter is included in each RF chain in order to measure the transmitted
power and any reflection happening. It is located after every PA and does not
need any kind of switching as it is a passive symmetric element.
They measure TX power, reflected power and SWR.
The devices chosen are:
 Daiwa  CN-901HP  for  VHF,  allowing  up  to  2kW  TX  with  operative
frequency range of 1.8-200MHz
 Diamond SX-800N for UHF, allowing up to 200W with operative frequency
range of 140-525MHz although it contains as well  a second sensor for
operation in 1.8-160MHz.
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3. GS DESIGN - Power Distribution System
In this section it is described the design of the system that manages the electrical
power distribution employed for the whole GS. This system is partly homemade
as well, and named as “PDS” or “Power Distribution System”.
It is the key element to automatize the GS.
3.1. Power Budget
Since one of the requirements of  the GS is  to be fully  automated,  a  system 
providing individual power to each subsystem must be designed. Once knowing 
all the new devices included in the GS, a power budged is performed.
Device Max. Amperage Voltage
ROT2-RAS 3-5A 12V-18V**
VHF Chain
RA30H1317M 8A up to 12A 12.5V*
CX-800N 0.25A 12V*
SR-200 23A 13.5V
CN-901HP irrelevant 13.5V
SP-200 0.2A 13.5V
UHF Chain
RA30H4047M 5A up to 6A 12.5V*
CX-800N 0.25A 12V*
RU432-95 15A 13.5V
SX-600N irrelevant 13.5V
SP-70 0.2A 13.5V
*Can work with 13.5V.
**Works with an independent 24V power supply which can be fine-tuned down to 
20V. The voltage drop of the 70m cable to the roof falls to the desired 18V.
In total, it is found that the most demanding situation happens during TX.
The total consumption of the GS for each chain and for both TX simultaneously 
corresponds to:
Chain Max. Amperage
VHF on TX 42A
UHF on TX 31A
Both chains on TX 73A
That is without taking into account the consumption of preamplifiers at maximum 
output power, which is not reached for this GS configuration.
Also it is not taken into account the consumption of a possible upgrade to S-
band, which would be approximately as one of the already mounted chains.
Given those results, after some research in the market, two suitable solutions 
were found in WiMo website as for power sources.
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One possibility w a s  a  single  Microset  LT-190  power  source  capable  of 
95A  with  variable voltage priced for  385€.  The other,  a combination in 
parallel  of  two Microset PTS-150  power  sourced  capable  of  55A  each  and 
fixed  to  13.5VDC  and enhanced for RF applications priced 174€ each.
The  combined  power  source  with fixed 13.5VDC  solution  was  chosen  
a s  an accidentally  variation  of  voltage  selection  would  possibly  damage 
any  GS element.
Both selected power supplies are connected in parallel feeding the Power 
Distribution System alone, described in next sections.
3.2. PDS overview
The electrical power supply for each element of the GS is managed through the 
Power Distribution System (PDS).
It consists on a custom designed system enclosed into a 2U-Rack shelf which 
allows for autonomatic and manual operation of 16 individual power lines defined 
in this thesis as “ports”. Each element on the GS has assigned and it is 
connected to one individual “port” coming from the PDS.
In Fig.   3 .21 it is shown a general block diagram of the GS featuring the PDS. It 
is shown how PDS distributes individual 13.5VDC power lines to each element.
Fig.  3.21 – General block diagram of the GS featuring the PDS.
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3.3. PDS port description
Each port type is identified by its colour:
 Red ports: labelled from 1 to 12 are positive +13,5VDC lines managed by
the PDS internal relays. Port 0 is always connected to +13.5VDC.
 Black ports: labelled as GND are always grounded 0V lines.
 Blue ports: labelled  from A to  C are  normally  open ports.  Those are
connected to ground 0V when they are activated. Their use is intended for
the hard-activation of the PA’s PTT keying function.
Each red and blue ports are controlled by the PDS by using relay switches. PDS 
uses an internal  16-Channel  USB Relay Board which  incorporates 16 relays 
rated for 15A at 24V (named here as “secondary relays”) which are controlled by 
the PC.
Since there are elements on the GS consuming up to 28A, another set of 16 
relays rated for 50A at 14VDC are used in addition (named as “main relays” or 
“primary relays”).
The approach for each of the 12 red ports giving each one +13.5VDC is shown in 
Fig.   3 .22.
Fig.  3.22 – Approach for each port. An individual red port (+13.5V) is given as an example.
Each  “red  +13.5V  port”  consists  on  a  main  50A  relay  that,  when  activated,
connects the +13.5V IN line coming from the Power sources to the output port
connector included in the rear panel of PDS.
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This main relay is actuated by a 3-position manual switch located on the PDS 
frontal panel.
The main relay is activated when:
• The position POS3 – ON is selected on the manual switch,
• The position POS1 – AUTO is selected on the manual switch and the 
associated secondary relay on the USB board is activated as well.
In both cases, the voltage that activates each main 50A relay comes from the
+13.5VDC line connected to the common pin of each 3-position manual switch, 
previously fused to 5A.
The description of the 3-position manual switch positions is:
 UP – POS1: AUTO operation – the USB Board secondary relay controlled 
via PC powers ON or OFF the main 50A relay.
 MID – POS2: OFF operation – the main 50A relay stays OFF 
independently of the USB Board associated secondary relay status.
 DOWN – POS3: ON operation – the main 50A relay stays ON 
independently of the USB Board secondary relay status. 
Fig.   3 .23 shows a more complete scheme of the PDS. It is noted three different
types of main 50A relay (coloured in red) accordingly with the 2 different types of
active ports (Red +13.5VDC and Blue PTT keying) and the antenna controller.
The  antenna  controlled  main  relay  (number  13)  powers  the  ROT2  antenna
controller by interconnecting ROT2 with an internal 24V power supply contained
in the PDS. Due to the voltage drop of the long cable to the roof, instead about
18VDC arrives to the rotator staying within the operating voltage of the antenna
rotator.
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Fig.  3.23 – PDS electrical scheme. Main relays coloured in red, secondary relays within the USB board coloured in blue.
Note red lines are +13.5V ports, blue lines are PTT ports, orange lines are +24V for the ROT2 rotator controller.
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3.4. PDS extra features
Between the  GND IN connector  coming from the  power sources and all  the
sixteen GND black ports there is a 0.5% 100A shunt resistor which by diverging
the current by a 0.5% portion of the total, allows for the ammeter display placed
on the PDS frontal panel to measure the total instantaneous Amperage up to
100A.
Both  are  bought  from eBay  and  are  shown in  Fig.    3  .24.  The application
scheme of this type of ammeters is shown in Fig.   3 .25.
Fig.  3.24 – Ammeter display at left and shunt resistor in right19.
Fig.  3.25 – Ammeter with shunt resistor application scheme. “Motor” would represent all the fed
systems by PDS. Don’t try any other configuration like placing the shunt in the positive line, as it
will short-circuit the ammeter.20
The ammeter’s  display  acts  also  as  a  voltmeter  and both  measures can be
calibrated through two screws on the inner part of the display. 
All power consumption related to the antenna rotator and antenna controller is
provided by an external 24V power source and such is not measured by the
ammeter and voltmeter provided.
19 Amazon extracted shunt image example. Link: 
https://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/I/51E9iyVsE1L._SY355_.jpg [Last access 24-
08-2018]
20 DROK application scheme. Agnitum. Link: http://agnitum.me/digital-amp-meter-wiring-
diagram.html/need-wiring-diagram-for-combo-dc-100v-10a-meter-drok-digital-amp  [Last access 
24-08-2018]
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In addition, an internal Fan ventilates the PDS by sucking air from the bottom-
rear part of the shelf to the top-front, where the main relays are located. The fan
is directly connected in the protected pin of the 5A accessories fuse. The flowing
of air through the shelf is possible thanks to ventilation holes present on upper
and bottom enclosure panels.
3.5. PDS power capability
PDS is externally powered by two high efficient 13.5VDC power sources capable
of 55A each, allowing for 110A in overall.
PDS is designed as well to stand 110A in overall, while each individual port is
limited to 50A with a 50A fuse in each port for safety reasons.
All the accessories such as main relays powering, manual switches, ammeter
display and the USB relay board are fed by a +13.5VDC line also fused to 5A.
3.6. PDS port assignation
Next table shows the port to device assignation with a brief description of the 
device.
Port label 
– color Device assigned Notes
0 – RED – +13.5V always connected
1 – RED VHF preconditioning RF Relay + VHF preamplifier
2 – RED VHF PA
3 – RED VHF LNA
4 – RED UHF preconditioning RF relay + UHF preamplifier
5 – RED UHF PA
6 – RED UHF LNA
7 – RED – Reserved for L/S-band precond.
8 – RED – Reserved for L/S-band PA
9 – RED – Reserved for L/S-band LNA
10 – RED – Free to use
11 – RED SWR meters Backlight & AVG holding functions
12 – RED Rack FANs For rack ventilation
A – BLUE VHF PA PTT keying 
function
B – BLUE UHF PA PTT keying func.
C – BLUE – Reserved for L/S-band PTT func.
ANT ROT2 antenna controller
Table 3.3 - Port-device assignation
As  it  can  be  noted,  ports  7  to  9  are  reserved  for  a  future  L-band/S-band
implementation on the GS. A scheme of the whole GS showing the same port
assignation including the L-band/S-band concept is depicted on Fig.   3 .26.
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Fig.  3.26 - PDS port assignment scheme. In Green an S-band RF chain concept with the
available ports.
3.7. PDS Assembly
All  the subsystems in PDS are assembled inside a 2U rack enclosure brand
Hammond Manufacturing model RM2U1918VBK.
Inside there are included the following devices:
 USB 16ch  relay  board model  Denkovi  ModBus  RTU bought  through
eBay
 x16 50A 14VDC rated main relays model 896H-1AH-C-R1-U03-12VDC.
 ROT2 antenna controller.
 24V Power source feeding ROT2.
 x16 3-position ON-OFF-ON manual switches model
100SP3T1B1M1QEH.
 Ammeter-Voltmeter + 100A 0.5% shunt resistor by DROK - Amazon.
 12VDC Fan 80x25mm Sayo Denki model 9S0812M401.
All  of  them are properly  placed,  fixed and interconnected with  cables,  fuses,
thermos-retractile protection and isolated boxes following the design idea shown
in Fig.   3 .23.
Wiring schematics, PDS interior pictures and further explanations are included
and explained in Annex C.
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4. GS ASSEMBLY
The whole GS is assembled inside a rack enclosure distributed within 5 different
shelfs. See on Fig.   4 .27 an image of the assembled rack.
Fig.  4.27 – Photography of the GS rack fully assembled without lateral covers. Note the 5
different “shelves” on it.
The characteristics for each shelf are:
Shelf # Subsystems carried Dimensions
1 (bottom) 13.5 power sources 3U
2 PDS 2U
3 PC and SDR 3U
4 Preconditioning stages and power meters 3U
5 (top) PA 3U
On Annex A section 3 it is explained in detail the cable configuration and 
subsystems allocation within each shelf, including useful pictures and separate 
schematics for electrical power and RF signals.
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5. GS characterization and tests
5.1. RX calibration
One issue of HackRF is not including an S-meter to give the real  amount of
received power. Instead, a scale reading that depends on the SDR configuration
is given.
For that reason, measurements using a Vector Signal Generator are performed
in order to calibrate the readings to real RX power.
Those measurements and calibrations are explained and included on Annex A
section 2.3.4.
5.2. TX power
See  in  Annex  A  section  6  the  procedures  used  for  testing  the  different
subsystems of the GS and detailed results.
The real TX RF power loss due to the cable is computed by measuring the TX
power on the rack and on the antenna port.  The results can be observed on
Table  5 .4 and Table  5 .5.
VHF UHF
Preamplifier – rack 15W / 41.8dBm 16W / 42dBm
Preamplifier – roof 7.75W / 38.9dBm 4W / 36dBm
Losses -7.25W / -2.9dB -12W / -6dB
Table 5.4 – TX Power comparison between rack and roof. Only preamplifier used.
VHF UHF
Preamplifier + PA - rack 170W / 52.3dBm 80W / 49dBm
Preamplifier + PA - roof 80W / 49dBm 27W / 44.3dBm
Losses -90W / -3.3dB -50W / -4.7dB
Table 5.5 - TX Power comparison between rack and roof. Preamplifier + PA used.
By  using  those  results  alongside  with  the  coaxial  cable  characteristics  it  is
deducted that the real length of coaxial used in total must be around 60m for the
VHF case and 75m for UHF.
With this, it is measured that the TX RF power transmitted for VHF and UHF
respectively are 7.25W and 4W at the antenna when using just the preamplifiers,
and 80W and 27W when using the preamplifiers with the PA.
In both cases, SWR measures were 1 and 1.2 at all times and frequencies within
the Amateur VHF and UHF bands.
Those results are taken with the maximum amount of RF power achievable with
the maximum HackRF power setting. 
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5.3. BPF filter response
See the dedicated Annex B for details in the methodology and results of tests
regarding the cavity filters measurements.
The filter response shows acceptable values for the manufactured VHF filters
while degraded for the UHF filter, possibly due to the manufacturing difficulties.
The VHF filters shows passband losses of 1.2dB for the “PCB substrate” filter
and 2.2dB for the “Aluminium” filter, while out-of-band attenuation shows values
of -65dB on the FM commercial and from -48dB to -32dB in the air band.
The UHF filter shows -5dB in passband while -31dB in the VHF band increasing
down to -67dB in the 200-400MHz region.
5.4. Full RF characterization and link budget
See Annex A section 2.3.3 in which it is included a full RF characterization of the
GS by studying each component inside HackRF, the RF chain of the GS and an
antenna temperature model.
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PART II: CUBESAT DEMONSTRATOR
6. PCB design
As an extra part of the project, a printed circuit board (PCB) is developed with
the  objective  of  carrying  a  telecommunications  system  emulating  the  same
characteristics and performance of the ones used on the CubeSat sector.
With the experience obtained on the previous Bachelor’s Thesis under the name
“Telecommunications  system  of  a  CubeSat  satellite”  developed  on  the
Polytechnique de Montréal University, and given the lack of testing occurring on
the  previous  thesis,  this  part  is  a  simpler  and  straightforward  version  which
includes  bought  semi-assembled  parts  deposited  over  a  custom  made  PCB
board.
The PCB dimensions corresponds to the CubeSat standard PC104 that consists
on a squared 10x10cm board with 4 support holes on each corner with the given
dimensions of the standard21.
The  designed  PCB  interconnects  several  semi-assembled  units  such  as  2
Arduino  NANO  microprocessors  and  a  semi-assembled  STM32  processor
solution  to  several  chip-based  VHF  and  UHF  transceivers  acquired  from
conventional websites.
# Main components Description
2 Arduino NANO AVR programmable microprocessor
1 ARM MINI M4 STM32 STM32 ARM programmable microprocessor
2 RFM26W Si4460 based 140-960MHz transceiver
2 DWM-VT-CC1120 CC1120 based 140-960MHz transceiver
1 RFM82W 433MHz OOK/ASK transmitter
1 RFM110W 240MHz-960MHz OOK transmitter
1 RFM210W 240MHz-960MHz OOK receiver
1 RF5110G 150MHz-960MHz 32dBm amplifier
The implementation of the RF5110G amplifier, which requires several individual
components, is based on a more space-compacted RF5110G evaluation board
design provided by the same manufacturer.
The  rest  of  components  are  semi-assembled  components  contained  on  tiny
PCBs and are directly soldered on top of the main PCB. The main PCB function
is  to  support  each  component  and  to  interconnect  each  device  properly,
including RF connectors for input and output RF signals and external DC signals.
In Fig.   6 .31 it is shown a diagram of the PCB design.
21 PC/104 specification. Version 2.6. PC/104 Embedded Consortium. Link: https://pc104.org/wp-
content/uploads/2015/02/PC104_Spec_v2_6.pdf [Last access: 16-08-2018].
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In  Fig.   6 .28 and Fig.   6 .29 is shown the designed 2 layers composing this
PCB. Since budget is limited, the whole routing had to be manually optimized to
be able to allocate everything in 2 layers instead of the conventional 4-layer PCB
used.
Fig.  6.28 – PCB Gerber of the top layer, including vias, holes and pads.
Fig.  6.29 - PCB Gerber of the bottom layer, including vias, holes and pads.
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Fig.  6.30 – Manufactured PCB rear and front sides prior to assembly.
Fig.  6.31 – Scheme of the designed PCB. The ARM MINI M4 is depicted as yellow in centre-left.
On its top and bottom, there are located both Arduinos. On the centre of the scheme, in the same
vertical, the two CC1120 and two RFM26W transceivers are located. On bottom right it is shown
the RF5110G amplifier schematic. In top-right, the different redundant beacon transceivers are
located. As it can be seen, everything is interconnected with the addition of Zero ohm SMD
resistors which are soldered depending on which connections are desired,
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7. PCB assembly
The assembly of each component was done manually with an already available
electric solder tip,  tin and non-clean flux.  Fine tips were purchased to solder
easily the tiny SMD components along with a magnifying glass and a hot air
soldering machine for the RF5110G chip.
Assembly was performed with minor issues, and repeated up to 3 times with
several copies of the PCB design and modifications realized as it was tested.
In Fig.   7 .32 it is shown two pictures of the actual assembled PCB.
 
Fig.  7.32 – Top and bottom part of the PCB. Only Arduinos, RFM26Ws, RF5110G amplifier, TX
redundant beacons and needed SMD components are assembled.
8. PCB Testing
Several  tests  were  performed  with  the  PCB.  Early  test  only  included  the
RFM26W chip alone with the Arduino microprocessor in order to test the Ground
Station capability of decoding data.
8.1. Single packet communication without RF5110G amplifier
The first test performed consisted on transmitting a 9600bps GMSK signal at the
lowest power inside the ISM frequency band 433MHz.
Configuration  and  operation  of  “HopeRF”  RFM26W  is  performed  through
software  running on the  Arduino microprocessor.  The software  is  a  modified
version  of  the  RadioHead22 libraries  open  source  available  for  those  kind  of
“HopeRF” chips.
On the GS side, SDR receiver is operated through GNURadio software running a
created  workflow  including  default  GNURadio  blocks  for  the  decoding  and
encoding of GMSK data.
22 RadioHead libraries on GitHub. Yveaux. Link: 
https://github.com/Yveaux/RadioHead/blob/master/RadioHead/RH_RF24.h   
[Last Access 24-08-2018]
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Both ways communication tests were successfully achieved but only on a single-
packet  basis.  Further  development  would  be  required  for  a  more  complex
telecommunication system between the CubeSat demonstrator PCB and the GS.
8.2. RF5110G amplifier tests
RF5110G did not perform as expected. The first test did fail  by not providing 
enough  amplification  and  having  very  low  consumption  (0.4A  while  2.4A  is 
expected). Once re-soldering another device on the PCB, the output expected 
signal did improve but still giving far from expected parameters.
For that reason, the amplifier input was modified being now isolated from any of 
the transceivers and a connector placed instead in order to do IN-OUT testing 
with a signal generator and a spectrum analyser in the lab.
For the test performed with the spectrum analyser, as happened with the Vector 
Network analyser, few minutes of available time to take the measures were not 
enough to get familiar with the measurement devices, calibrate and configure 
them properly.
By  feeding  the  Spectrum Analyser  with  a  known UHF CW signal  created 
with  a Signal generator, readings were not coherent, showing -11dB than 
expected and highly dependent on the Spectrum Analyser configuration.
It is unknown if the issue was due either to the coaxial cable used or the proper 
spectrum analyser configuration. By not changing the configuration, results are 
extrapolated from the readings taken as a manual calibration
Taking into account the -11dB offset observed placing the coaxial cable in pass-
through, the amplifier shows the following readings:
VSG signal 
frequency
VSG signal 
power
Spectrum Analyser 
reading RBW 10kHz
Spectrum Analyser
reading RBW 1kHz
Factor correction 
for BWR 10kHz
435MHz -5dBm -26.3dBm -8.29dBm +11.3dBm
In the following table is shown several IN-OUT power measures taken with the
RF5110G amplifier only.
VSG input 
signal to 
RF5110G freq.
VSG input 
signal to 
RF5110G 
power
Spectrum 
Analyser 
reading RBW 
10kHz
Corrected 
value
RF5110G 
consumption
RF5110G 
voltage
435MHz -5dBm -6.8dBm 4.5dBm (PC) 0.51A 5.5V
435MHz 5dBm -4.24dBm 7dBm (PC) 0.7A 5.5V
435MHz 20dBm -4.219dBm 7dBm (PC) 0.77A 5.5V
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It is shown that the amplifier it is not providing the stated gain with an input of 
5dBm and an output of 7dBm. With just 2dB amplification of the signal and 
quasi  quiescent  consumption shown (2.4A expected)  it  is  concluded that  the 
amplifier setting is malfunctioning with several hypotheses on mind:
 Mismatched impedance due to the modification realized to feed an input
signal to the amplifier. Given the measured amplifier consumption, it is not
realistic to state that the amplifier is working on the compression zone. It
seems that the actual input power of the amplifier is lowered significantly.
 RF5110G damaged during the soldering process. Since it requires hot air
soldering techniques reaching ~300ºC.
 Bad PCB layout. Even though unlikely due to the design itself, given that
the low cost of manufacturing, the PCB substrate and copper quality may
be different than the stated by the manufacturer and thus waveguides fall
out of the 50ohm impedance.
 Not  optimum  SMD  capacitor  and  inductor  value.  For  a  professional
design, the impedance of actual PCB lines should be measured and then
placed  the  proper  SMD components  to  have  optimum power  transfer.
Given the time-line of this project and very limited access to measuring
devices, it was not possible to perform.
8.3. Redundant OOK/ASK beacon RFM85
The redundant beacon test indicated that the Arduino PIN keying signal (that
would activate and deactivate the OOK beacon in order to send a Morse signal)
did not perform in accordance when connected to the beacon. Possibly due to an
impedance mismatch and the need to add pull-up resistors on the line.
By activating it manually by feeding 5V to the transponder keying pin, a CW tone
is  observed in  the 433.9MHz frequency as  expected but  at  4.14dBm power,
about 8dB lower than the expected 12dBm (3.3V) 16dBm (5V).
Activated Frequency Spectrum Analyser reading RBW 10kHz Corrected value
YES 433.9MHz -7.16dBm 4.14dBm
Given that the transponder is entirely located into a semi-assembled board, the
cause possibilities are basically reduced to:
 Malfunctioning of the RFM85 from factory.
 Again, taking into account the configuration difficulties while measuring
with the spectrum analyser, those measures are likely to be erroneous.
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9.CONCLUSIONS
9.1. Future enhancements
9.1.1. PDS redesign
In  order  to  increase  reliability  and  functionality,  several  enhancements  are
recommended for the ground station.
The  idea  behind  the  actual  designed  PDS  was  initially  needed  in  order  to
interconnect  the  power  sources and  amplifiers  while  being  automated  at  the
same time. Such functionality is already found in commercial available products
such as USB relays. The main problem was that several components such as
amplifiers consumes up to 32A, not finding any USB relay rated for it.
The idea of PDS then was to create a universal controllable “USB relay” capable
of providing 50A and other functionalities in 16 different channels, while being
integrated  into  a  compact  rackmount  and  offering  flexibility  for  changes  and
additions to the GS in the future.
While  in  the  design  phase  it  seemed  a  suitable  device,  once  assembled  it
resulted to be oversized for the practical utility of the ground station.
Apart of that, it seems that the integrated USB relay board inside PDS fails to
communicate properly with the PC.
One of the recommendations is to rethink the idea of PDS and make it simpler.
More reliable commercial power distribution units are available on the market.
Even if those does not contain 16 channels or are not rated for high current, it is
recommended  to  purchase  2  units  (in  case  each  one  has  8  channels),  and
dedicate  individual  simple  sub-circuits  for  the  amplifiers,  featuring  higher
amperage rated relays.
That  would  reduce  considerably  the  amount  of  cables  and  handmade
connections (increasing safety), would made the rotator controller and the relay
systems more accessible and reduce considerably the complexity of the system,
helping to determine the cause of possible failures in the GS.
9.1.2. PCB demonstrator
If further development is desired for the CubeSat communications demonstrator,
the first improvements suggested are the correction of few flaws on the PCB
design:
 The holes to allocate the power connector are smaller than the power
connector pins, needing to cut the pins and allocate it as a SMD.
 Consider  to  drop the CC1120 transceivers and ARM MINI  M4 STM32
since it requires extensive programming skills.
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 If  amplifier  is  finally  designed  and  successfully  implemented,  thermal
solutions must be elaborated for high power TX.
 Include suitable stand pads to support the PCB on top of a surface. 
 Use EMC protection by acquiring an antistatic pad and grounded wrist
when manipulating components.
9.1.3. Enhancement of rack frontal panels
See Annex A section 7.3.
9.1.4. Rotator fail-safe system
See Annex A section 7.4.
9.1.5. S-band/L-band upgrade
See Annex A section 7.1 in which a full link study and pre-selection of suitable
components is performed in order to upgrade the GS into operation in the upper
bands L-band and S-band.
It is included several homemade solutions along with commercial solutions for
different  antenna types and dish feeds to  use in the upgrade.  Only with this
section, a whole thesis can be created for future students if further investigation
is desired.
An interesting topic of research mentioned in the section is the design, simulation
and testing of a dual-band L-band / S-band microstrip or Inverted-F dish feeds
which  would  allow  for  receiving  NOAA’s  L-band  High-resolution  picture
transmission while operating on the whole S-band. See Annex A section 7.1.6.4
and specially the references on the same section for further information.
9.1.6. TX spurious and out-of-band emissions study
Another  interesting  topic  of  research  for  further  developing  of  the  GS  and
necessary  if  formal  TX  is  required  is  the  study  of  spurious  and  out-of-band
emissions of the GS.
Those  problems that  are present  in  non-ideal  transmitters  and amplifiers  are
undesired transmission of intermodulation products and harmonics outside the
desired TX band that may cause interference with near receivers from the same
or different service using different frequencies.
Those emissions are strictly regulated by local radio regulators which in most
countries are based on the standards that the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) publishes which differ for each type of service offered and bands
employed.
An extensive research in the ITU documentation and national radio regulations
alongside with tests and improvements if necessary on the GS would be worth a
student project in the future as well.
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9.2. Final results
Regarding the Ground station, successful results are obtained for RX.
The characterisation of the GS, one of the main objectives of this project,  is
performed successfully having found the optimum configuration parameters of
HackRF to obtain the best SNR of any kind of signal on both VHF and UHF
bands.
A successful calibration for determining the RX power is performed as well.
Regarding TX, a basic system of amplifiers and switches allows extraordinary
operation on VHF and UHF bands, although it needs further development and
perhaps modifications in the GS in order to meet the radio amateur specifications
prior to operation.
A  set  of  cavity  filters  are  manufactured  and  tested,  showing  acceptable
performance given its extra low price and handmade level. In order to implement
them on the GS but, a fine tuning and more testing is needed prior to connect
them to the amplifiers to avoid any damage.
A  CubeSat  PCB  communication  demonstrator  is  designed  and  assembled,
showing successful  basic operation with the GS. Tests resulted failed but for
high power operation. Further development and design modifications should be
performed on the PCB schematics, including an impedance characterization of
the RF circuits at the operating frequencies.
For this reason, the availability of testing instrumentation is essential for future
working on both the GS and PCB demonstrator. Spectrum analyser is needed in
order to determine spurious emissions of the system and precisely determine
output power of the system.
Vector network analyser is necessary in order to properly characterise and tune
any filter to be included in the system and to determine impedance of the RF
lines on the PCB demonstrator.
Vector signal generator would be a plus in order to do fine characterization of the
GS as well and any of the amplifiers.
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9.3. Final considerations
The requirements for the GS stated in section 1.3 are successfully met with the
exception  of  requirements  4  and  5,  which  requires  further  investigation  and
programming skills in order to automatize the GS; and testing instruments and
research in order to determine compliance with radio regulations.
With this thesis it is demonstrated the level of readiness and technicality that it
can be reached for a SDR based ground station given the low budget provided.
In Annex D it is summarized all  the economic expenses related to the thesis,
which sums up to approximately 6500€.
The economic impact of this thesis to any interested CubeSat user is seen when
contrasting with  already available  ground stations solutions such as the ISIS
space  GS priced  51.500€  with  the  same capabilities  of  the  designed  in  the
thesis23,  or  more  than  87.300$  for  the  SpaceQuest  ground  station  only
transceivers24.
Given the reduced budget of standard universities in student projects or amateur
users interested in CubeSat operation, such mentioned commercial solutions are
not affordable.
This thesis demonstrated the possibility of creation of a decent GS based on the
newest technology available giving high flexibility while and at the same time
being affordable to anyone interested, from universities, high schools, developing
countries, amateurs and even small private sectors such as new space sectors,
which are nowadays in constant grow.
With the fact that technology is constantly advancing, it is expected that the SDR
technology will eventually be the replacement of all analogical transceivers, not
including the radio amateur sector,  where analogic will  stay forever.  As SDR
models gets more decent output powers and TX signal quality, GS based on
SDR will became more and more affordable and easy to implement.
As a final conclusion, the author of this thesis would say that, maybe it is too
early  for  a  proper  implementation  of  this  technology  in  actual  operation  of
satellites with budgets below 10.000€, but definitely worth in the coming decade.
23 Full Ground Station Kit for VHF/UHF. ISIS Space. Link: https://www.isispace.nl/product/full-
ground-station-kit-for-vhfuhf/ [Last access 24-08-2018]
24 Space Quest Product Price List. Space Quest. Link: 
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/53fb871ce4b02e1724b07963/t/
53fc1953e4b00c4d1bfc8f8d/1409030483463/SpaceQuest+Price+List+2014.pdf [Last Access 25-
08-2018]
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BPF Band Pass filter
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ACRONYMS 
 
 MT   Master Thesis 
 ESAC  European Space Astronomy Centre 
ESA  European Space Agency 
GS  Ground Station 
TX  Transmission 
RX  Reception 
VHF  Very High Frequency 
UHF  Ultra High Frequency 
CESAR Cooperation through Education in Science and Astronomy Research  
RF Radiofrequency 
PCB Printed Circuit Board 
COTS Commercial off-the-shelf 
SDR  Software Defined Radio 
ADC Analog-to-digital converter 
DAC Digital-to-analog converter 
FDM Frequency-division multiplexing 
LNA Low Noise Amplifier 
USB Universal Serial Bus (when referring to data cables) 
USB Upper Side Band (when referring to AM-SSB modulation) 
PA Power Amplifier 
VOX Voice-operated switch 
PTT Push-to-talk keying 
M&P Messi & Paoloni – RF/coaxial products company 
G Gain 
BPF Band Pass filter 
LC Tank circuit, resonant circuit, tuned circuit – made with capacitors and 
inductors. 
BW Bandwidth 
RSGB Radio Society of Great Britain 
PDS Power Distribution Design 
SW Software 
IF Intermediate Frequency 
BB Baseband 
IL Insertion Losses 
NF Noise Figure 
AZ Azimuth 
EL Elevation 
ROT2 Antenna rotator controller placed inside PDS. 
RAS Antenna rotator located on the roof. 
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CAUTION! 
 
 
It must be taken serious care when manipulating with amplifiers. Operation of 
the amplifier WITHOUT any charge connected on its output (antenna or 
matched terminator) will reflect all the transmitted power back to the amplifier 
and thus damage it. 
 
 
 
Serious care must be taken when manipulating amplifiers in operation. High 
voltages are being transmitted through the coaxial lines. NEVER touch with bare 
hands nor without properly protective wearing an active coaxial line core. 
 
 
 
If the preamplifier power tune is modified do not exceed the PA maximum 
input power. Otherwise it will damage not only the PA but probably the 
Preamplifier as well. 
 
 
 
Avoid operation or repairs on the roof when thunderstorm weather is present. 
 
 
 
Regarding the electrical power distribution system, the whole system is designed 
to not to have any switch configuration that could damage any amplifier as long 
as all coaxial lines are properly connected. 
 
 
 
A disconnection of ANY of the coaxial lines located after the 
amplifiers while in operation will lead to heavy damage in the 
amplifiers. 
 
 
If ROT2 happened to decalibrate, if the azimuth and elevation value is different 
than the shown in the live-cam or after reopening ROT2 the shown heading 
happened to vary, a rotator decalibration occurred. In that case: 
DO NOT track any satellite nor move the rotator. Rotator and coaxial 
cable can be destroyed! 
Go to section 6.2.2 and calibrate it. 
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1 INTRODUCTION ABOUT THE ESAC GROUND 
STATION  
With the increasing sector of small satellites named as CubeSats and 
nanosatellites being every year increased the number of launches up to the 
outstanding number of about 2000 being launched, this ground station is 
intended to introduce the European Space Agency to the CubeSat sector. 
 
It is the first step to the idea of having an ESA’s own CubeSat network with 
proper standardization for the proper future. CubeSats are expected to have a 
huge role in the proper future, from science applications to advanced 
telecommunications and future missions to other planets such as the Moon or 
Mars. 
 
2 OVERVIEW OF THE GROUND STATION 
On next sections detailing of the Ground Station (GS) is presented. This section 
is divided in two main systems: 
 
• RF System. 
• Power Distribution system (PDS). 
 
The RF System includes all the components related to radio frequency 
treatment while the PDS manages the desired electrical feed to each individual 
component depending on the GS state.  
2.1 RF System 
 Overview 
The GS is composed by two RF chains: 
 
• Operation in the amateur 2m - VHF band (144MHz-148MHz) 
• Operation in the amateur 70cm - UHF band (420MHz-450MHz) 
 
The RF block diagram for each VHF and UHF chains is almost identical and is 
shown in Figure 2.1. 
 
 
Figure 2.1 - Block diagram of an individual RF chain. 
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Its design allows for half-duplex operation (TX and RX not at the same time) for 
each of the chains, while both chains can be used at the same time. By using 
both chains at the same time, it allows full-duplex operation only if different 
bands (VHF/UHF) are used between uplink and downlink. 
 
Each chain is composed by: 
• A Software Defined Radio (SDR) 
• A RF Preconditioning stage including a Preamplifier and a Band Pass 
Filter (BPF) in-between two Coaxial Relays which allows switching 
capabilities to overpass it in RX. 
• A Switching Power Amplifier (PA). 
• A Voltage Standing Wave Meter (SWR Meter) also known as Power meter. 
• A Switching Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) up in the mast of the antenna. 
• An Antenna. 
 RF Front End 
The RF Front End is composed by The Switching Power Amplifier (PA), SWR 
meter, LNA amplifier and Antenna. 
 
Figure 2.2 - Block diagram of an individual RF chain when transmitting. Note the LNA is overpassed. 
 
Block diagram of an individual RF chain when transmitting. Note the LNA is 
overpassed. 
 
Figure 2.3 - Block diagram of an individual RF chain when receiving. Note the Preamp and BPF are 
switched off (shadowed) while the PA is overpassed as well. 
 
 
As an example of dual TX and RX capabilities, in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 it is 
represented the same RF chain. It can be noted that the PA and LNA amplifiers 
are rated as “Switching amplifier” which switches ON or OFF automatically 
when an incoming TX signal is present. This automatic technology is stated by 
the manufacturer as “VOX switching” and does not require any action to be 
performed. 
 
• The LNA is used to amplify downlink RX signals coming from the antenna 
(input). It amplifies constantly until an uplink TX signal appears on its 
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output (coming from the GS). In this situation the “VOX switching system” 
engages overpassing and switching OFF the LNA allowing the uplink TX 
signal to pass-through to the antenna. 
 
• The PA, it is normally switched OFF allowing downlink RX signals to pass-
through backwards to the SDR. When an uplink TX signal appears on its 
input, “VOX switching system” engages and activates the PA. 
 
 
This “VOX keying” technology is limited to a certain amount of TX signal power 
different for each component. An alternative function is stated as “Push-To-
Talk” keying (PTT) which is also included in both LNA and PA. 
 
• PTT keying in the LNA is actioned by simply disengaging it from the 
electrical power, moment in which switches to “pass-through” mode 
closing its input Table 2.1 indicates the maximum power values allowed 
for VOX and PTT keying for the LNA mounted. 
 
LNA Model Max allowed power VOX Max allowed power PTT 
SP-70 UHF 50W (FM) 150W (SSB) / 75W (FM) 
SP-200 VHF 100W (SSB) 750W (SSB) / 500W (FM) 
Table 2.1 – Allowed maximum TX power for the LNA installed. 
 
• PTT keying in the PA is performed by grounding its rear PTT pin 
connector. When connecting it to ground signal it hard-activates the PA 
for TX. 
 
It has to be taken into account that the real TX power that arrives to the LNA is 
heavily dimmed due to the coaxial length. The real amount of TX power arriving 
to the antenna is shown in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2, which is about 80W for VHF 
and 27W for UHF. 
 RF Preconditioning 
Between the Software Defined Radio (SDR) and the RF Front end it can be 
found the RF Preconditioning stage. It includes a Preamplifier and Band Pass 
filter (BPF) which does not have the previously explained “switching 
technology”.  
 
Instead, they are installed in-between two RF relay switches that by 
simultaneous operation allows the same desired switching function. This can be 
noted by comparing Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3. 
 
Both RF relay switches for each chain are contained into one 6-port RF relay 
unit that simultaneously switches both internal switches when it is powered. 
Figure shows the schematic of the 6-port RF relay unit. 
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Figure 2.4 - RF relay schematic. Note that while PORT 1 (VHF) or 4 (UHF) (see section 2.2) is not 
connected (while NC) PA and SDR are directly interconnected for RX operation. When PORT 1 /4 is 
connected,  (NO is now closed) PA and SDR will have the preamplifier and BPF in between for TX 
operation. 
 
By feeding all three elements (Preamplifier, BPF and RF relay unit) for each RF 
chain with the same electrical connection it avoids powering the Preamplifier 
without any charge connected on its output, case in which would damage the 
amplifier. 
 
2.1.3.1 RF Preamplifier 
In order to obtain the needed 1W-10W input signal power of the PA for each 
chain from the SDR’s weak 15mW output signal a RF preamplifier is used. 
 
It is based on a Mitsubishi “Powermodule” RA30H1317M for VHF and a 
RA30H4047M for UHF both assembled into a custom made aluminium box 
featuring a PCB with the needed matching components for its proper tuning and 
operation provided by PE1RKI “Bert amplifiers”. The output power can be tuned 
by using its internal potentiometer. Being already tuned, by increasing its 
output power will not change anything since the output of the PA will already 
give the maximum power. 
 
CAUTION! 
If the preamplifier power tune is modified do not exceed the PA maximum 
input power. Otherwise it will damage not only the PA but probably the 
Preamplifier as well. 
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2.1.3.2 Band Pass Filter (BPF) 
The Band Pass Filter used in both bands are custom made cavity filters. 
 
It consists on a metallic box including passive elements inside which by being 
placed and sized within the right dimensions, it only resonates at a certain 
frequencies acting as a very efficient and narrow band pass filter. 
 
For UHF it is used a custom designed Combline Cavity filter type which 
resembles to the interdigital filter but having all the tuning screws located on 
the same side resembling a comb. It is a 3 order transformer input filter type 
designed for 420-450 MHz operation including 3 resonating slablines and 2 
transformer input slablines. It is approximated as a maximally flat or 
Butterworth filter. 
 
For VHF two almost identical filters are used in the chain. Both consists on 
Helical Cavity filters consisting on a modification by Z33T from RSGB VHF-
UHF Manual. It consists on 2 cavity resonators inside the same box with a pair 
coil-capacitor for each. It offers -0.3dB between 144-149MHz with the 
theoretical dimensions. Two filters are being used, one contained on a more 
robust aluminium enclosure but with diminished performance due to wrong 
dimensioning and inbox interferences while the other is made of cut and 
soldered PCB achieving almost theoretical dimensions and so having better 
performance. 
 
The less performing filter is located after the VHF preamplifier only for TX, 
while the other is located in common for both RX and TX before the VHF PA. 
This allows for low losses in RX while maximizes the attenuation of undesired 
harmonics outside band when transmitting which is critical as between 118MHz 
and 136MHz the aerial band is located. 
 Software Defined Radio (SDR) 
A Software Defined Radio (SDR) for each RF chain is present on each RF end on 
the Operation Room and connected via USB to the computer. It acts as a high 
rate Analog-to-Digital converter with prior frequency down/up-converting for 
the desired RF signal. 
 
It digitally samples the desired incoming signal for post software treatment on 
the computer avoiding complex hardware demodulators and decoders on the 
RF chain. 
 RF Roof-end 
On the other RF end part located on the building’s roof, a mast holds the 
antennas and LNAs of each RF chain and a rotator that allows antenna pointing. 
Each antenna is a Crossed Yagi antenna type, receiving and transmitting 
circular polarized signals. 
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The antenna rotator is a 2-axis (Elevation/Azimuth) RAS rotator which is 
controlled via a ROT2 controller. The ROT2 controller is connected to the PC via 
USB and allows automatic tracking of satellites via software. 
 
2.2 Power Distribution System (PDS) 
The power supply for each element of the GS is managed through the Power 
Distribution System (PDS). 
 
It consists on a custom designed system enclosed into a 2U-Rack shelf which 
allows autonomous and manual operation of 16 individual power lines stated as 
“Ports”. Each element on the GS has assigned and it is connected to its own 
“Port” coming from the PDS. 
 
In Figure 2.5 it is shown a general block diagram of the GS featuring the PDS. It 
can be seen how PDS distributes individual 13.5V power lines to each element. 
 
 
Figure 2.5 - General block diagram of the Ground station. 
 
Figure 2.6 shows an image of the PDS shelf disassembled from the rack, 
featuring the 16 3-position switches, ROT2 rotator below the switches and an 
Ammeter-voltmeter. 
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Figure 2.6 – PSD shelf front face disassembled from rack. 
 PDS Port description 
 
Each Port is identified by its colour depending on its type: 
 
• Red ports: labelled (1 to 12) are positive +13,5V lines managed by the 
PDS relays. Port 0 is always connected to +13.5V. 
• Black ports: labelled GND are always grounded 0V lines. 
• Blue ports: labelled (A to C) are normally open. Those are connected to 
ground 0V when its relay is activated. Their use is intended for the 
activation of the PA’s PTT keying function.  
 
Each Red and Blue ports are controlled by the PDS by using relay switches. PDS 
uses an internal 16-Channel USB Relay Board which includes 16 relays rated for 
15A at 24V (secondary relays). Those are controlled via PC. 
 
Since there are elements on the GS consuming up to 23A, another set of 16 
relays rated for 50A at 14VDC are used in addition (main relays). 
 
The approach for each Port is shown in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7 - Approach for each port. An individual red port (+13.5V) is given as an example. 
 
It consists on a main 50A relay which, when activated, closes the +13.5V line 
with its Port N for the case of red +13.5V ports. This main relay is actioned 
directly by a 3-position manual switch when the position POS1 - ON is selected, 
or by the secondary relay on the USB board when the manual switch is selected 
on POS3 - AUTO. 
 
In both cases, the voltage that feeds each main 50A relay comes from the +13.5V 
line connected to the common pin of each 3-position manual switch. 
 
The description of the 3-position manual switch positions is: 
 
• UP – POS1: AUTO operation - the USB Board secondary relay controlled 
via PC powers ON or OFF the main 50A relay. 
• MID – POS2: OFF operation – the main 50A relay stays OFF 
independently of the USB Board secondary relay value. 
• DOWN – POS3: ON operation – the main 50A relay stays ON 
independently of the USB Board secondary relay value. 
 
Figure 2.8 shows a more complete scheme of the PDS. It can be noted three 
different types of main 50A relay (coloured in red) accordingly with the 2 
different types of active ports (Red +13.5V and Blue PTT keying) and the 
antenna controller. 
 
The antenna controlled main relay powers the ROT2 antenna controller by 
interconnecting ROT2 with an internal 24V power supply contained in the PDS. 
Due to the voltage drop of the long cable to the roof, instead about 15-18VDC 
arrives to the rotator staying within the operating voltage of the antenna rotator. 
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CAUTION! 
The whole system is designed to not to have any switch configuration that 
could damage any amplifier as long as all coaxial lines are properly 
connected. 
 PDS extra features 
Between the GND input connector and each GND Black ports there is a 0.5% 
100A shunt resistor which by diverging the current by a 0.5% portion of the 
total allows for the ammeter placed on the PDS frontal panel to measure the 
total instantaneous Amperage up to 100A. 
 
The ammeter’s display acts also as a voltmeter and both measures can be 
calibrated through two screws on the inner part of the display. For reference, 
each 50A main relay consumes about 133mA when activated, while USB relay 
board consumption when all secondary relays are deactivated is almost 
negligible. This can be used as a calibration check for the ammeter. Voltage 
should be always 13.5V. 
 
It has to be taken into account that all power consumption related to the 
antenna rotator and antenna controller is provided by an external 24V power 
source and such is not measured by the ammeter and voltmeter provided. 
 
Additionally, an internal Fan ventilates the PDS by sucking air from the bottom-
rear part of the shelf to the top-front, where the main relays are located. 
 PDS power capability 
PDS is externally powered by two high efficient 13.5V power sources capable of 
55A each, allowing for 110A in overall. 
 
PDS is designed as well to stand 110A in overall, while each individual port is 
limited to 50A with a 50A fuse for security reasons. 
 
All main relays, manual switches, ammeter display and the USB relay board is 
fed by a +13.5V line also fused to 5A. 
 
 PDS Port assignation 
Next Table 2.2 shows the port to device assignation with a brief description of 
the device. 
 
Port label 
– color Device assigned Notes 
0 – RED – +13.5V always connected 
1 – RED VHF preconditioning RF Relay + VHF preamplifier 
2 – RED VHF PA  
3 – RED VHF LNA  
4 – RED UHF preconditioning RF relay + UHF preamplifier 
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5 – RED  UHF PA  
6 – RED UHF LNA  
7 – RED – Reserved for L/S-band precond. 
8 – RED – Reserved for L/S-band PA 
9 – RED – Reserved for L/S-band LNA 
10 – RED –  
11 – RED SWR meters  Backlight & AVG holding functions 
12 – RED Rack FANs For rack ventilation 
A – BLUE VHF PA PTT keying function  
B – BLUE UHF PA PTT keying function  
C – BLUE – Reserved for L/S-band PTT func. 
ANT ROT2 antenna controller  
Table 2.2 - Port-device assignation 
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Figure 2.8 - Simplified electrical diagram of the Power Distribution System. Main relays coloured in red, 
secondary relays within the USB board coloured in blue. Note red lines are +13.5V ports, blue lines are PTT 
ports, orange lines are +24V for the ROT2 rotator controller.  
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 PDS future systems reserved functions 
PDS is designed to allow future upgrades that will require electrical feeing and 
automation as well. One of the major upgrades is the addition of S-band 
capabilities to the GS. For this purpose, as each VHF/UHF chain requires up to 
4 ports to work (Preamp, PA, PA PTT & LNA), 4 more ports are reserved for S-
band as well which are ports number 7, 8, C and 9 respectively. 
 
Port 10 not assigned to anything was reserved with the initial thought of the 
needing of addition of a better performing analogic radio transceiver such as the 
Icom IC9100 or the newer IC9700 typical of a classic satellite GS configuration 
for VHF and UHF. 
 
In Figure 2.9 it is shown the block diagram of the GS with the addition of a 
concept 3rd S-band radio chain with their PDS port assignation. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.9 - PDS port assignment scheme. In Green an S-band RF chain concept with the available ports. 
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2.3 GS characterization and software 
 
The GS computer is based on Ubuntu and contains the basic software for the 
signal treating for SDR. 
 
 Software overview 
 
Regarding to signal threatening, the main software employed for manual use of 
the GS is based on the type of operation desired. 
 
For RX only, GQRX and GNU Radio are used in conjunction or individually. 
For TX, GNU Radio only is normally used instead. Other software and terminal 
command line can TX as well. 
2.3.1.1 GQRX 
 
GQRX is convenient for full RX manual operation. It consists on a single-
window software that after proper selection of the SDR device to use and input 
rate / decimation values (optimal values are shown in section 0), it shows the 
spectrum and waterfall of the incoming signal. 
 
RX frequency can be changed by directly clicking on the number in the upper 
part of the spectrum, shown in Hz. The receiving bin is shown over the same 
spectrum as a gray area with the tuned frequency shown as an orange line. This 
can be moved by clicking on it. The above mentioned elements are shown in 
Figure 2.10 where GQRX is shown connected to the UHF chain. 
 
3 tabs on the right part allows for several configurations such as the HackRF 
gains, the type of analogical modulation to demodulate, and the 
spectrum/waterfall settings. 
 
For its proper configuration, more details and procedures are present on 
sections 2.3.2 and 4.3. 
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Figure 2.10 – GQRX window capture just finished receiving a CW carrier from LO19 CubeSat at 
437.125MHz.  Its carrier with its doppler shift can be seen on the waterfall and spectrum “ghost” hold 
function in the background as a ~30dB SNR sweeping fron 437.135MHz to 437.115MHz. It can be seen 
several fading occuring during the pass, mainly due to ground multipath. 
2.3.1.2 GNU Radio 
 
GNU Radio is a flowgraph-based GUI that allows for more complex signal 
treatment. It can be used for any kind of digital signal decoding in real time. 
Several open source projects for GNU Radio exists for decoding of different 
CubeSats. 
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Figure 2.11 – GNU Radio flowgraph decoding and showing the decoded data from AAUSAT4 CubeSat. 
 
A basic custom made GNU Radio flowgraph named “TX_GNURADIO” is 
included which allows for TX of analogical audio signal in Narrow FM (NBFM), 
Wide FM-Commercial FM (WBFM), AM, AM-DSB, AM-LSB and AM-USB by 
taking audio from a microphone, from a music recorded file or generating a 
tone. 
 
Procedures for TX with this custom made GNU Radio flowgraph is present on 
section 4.6. 
2.3.1.3 Gpredict 
 
Gpredict software is used for satellite tracking. It shows the actual position of 
the selected satellites and gives pass predictions over the GS. It controls the 
antenna rotator through “Rotctl” and can control GQRX as well by correcting 
the Doppler effect. See captures of Gpredict software in Figure 2.12 and Figure 
2.13. Further information is present on figure description. 
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For proper Gpredict configuration follow procedures in sections 4.3 and 4.4. 
 
 
Figure 2.12 – Main Gpredict window above, showing earth map with actual position of few satellites, their 
visible area, actual sky of the GS at upper right and next passes nelow. 
 
 
Figure 2.13 – Gpredict Radio Control window avobe which by “engaging” connects with GQRX tuning 
proper frequencies. Below, Gpredict Rotator control which by “engaging” sends azimuth and elevation 
values to the rotator via “Rotctl” tracking any selected satellite. 
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2.3.1.4 Rotctl 
 
Rotctl allows for controlling antenna rotators. It is called through the command 
line by selecting the model used, device, serial speed, etc. 
 
Basic commands can be sent directly through rotctl. 
 
The configuration used most of the time is via “rotctld” activated in the 
background and accessible through the localhost to allow external software to 
send commands through it to the rotator like Gpredict. 
 
Every time the computer is restarted, rotctld must be initialized and put in the 
background first by entering sudo mode in the terminal and then executing the 
following command: 
 
sudo rotctld –m 901 –r /dev/ttyUSB0 –s 600 –t 4533 &  
 
The used port can be modified manually if proper configured in Gpredict as 
well. Sometimes when “SatNOGS” software is installed and engaged, even by 
shutting down SatNOGS service, Gpredict can fail to operate the rotator. In this 
case, for immediate manual control, it can be tried to run rotctld with a different 
port such as 4535 and configuring Gpredict for the same. 
 
The model of rotator used is 901, it supports a serial speed of 600 bauds. 
 
More details are present on procedure 4.3.1 and troubleshooting procedure 
5.1.4. 
 
2.3.1.5 SatNOGS 
SatNOGS is an open source global network of satellite ground-stations that 
provides software solutions to automatize the GS and making it possible to be 
used online. 
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Figure 2.14 – SatNOGS online dashboard showing ESAC’s GS properties and upcoming satellite passes. 
 
 
Figure 2.15 – BUGSAT-1 observation. Reception, tracking and data encoded automatically through 
SatNOGS. 
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Even though its installation is not completed, procedures and comments to found 
problems are described in the proper section in annexes chapter 8. 
 
 HackRF optimal configuration 
HackRF has 3 different inner elements that allow for incoming signal gain. 
Those consists on: 
 
• A LNA in the beginning capable of 14dB – RF Gain. 
• The transceiver with selectable gain between 0dB and 40dB in 8dB steps 
on the intermediate frequency (IF) side. (On its datasheet is marked as 
“RF amplifier”). 
• The transceiver with selectable gain between 0 to 62dB on the baseband 
(BB) side. 
 
Regarding the sampling of incoming IQ data, the ADC has several parameters as 
well. The most important are: 
 
• Sampling rate up to 20Msps 
• Decimation up to 128 
 
From those, the best performing values found were: 
 
• RF 14 dB (ON) 
• IF  40dB 
• BB 40dB 
• Sampling rate 20Msps 
• Decimation 128 optimum for weak signals, 64 for narrower bandwidth, 
64/32 for powerful signals such as NOAA.  
 
 
 GS theoretical characterization 
2.3.3.1 HackRF characterization 
 
HackRF consists on a chain of elements interconnected with multiple switches 
that allows having multiple modes such as TX, RX, operation with frequencies 
above 2.7GHz, operation below 2.3GHz and operation within 2.3 and 2.7GHz. 
 
It is based on a MAX2837 transceiver capable of operating between 2.3 and 
2.7GHz. For signals outside this range, an internal mixer/synthesizer translates 
the desired frequency inside the transceiver range. For this operation, in order 
to get rid of the mirror frequencies caused by the nature of the mixer, a LPF and 
HPF are connected automatically depending on the frequency used (above or 
below). 
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Prior to this, switches allow as well to connect an RX amplifier MGA-81563 
right after the antenna connector of HackRF. 
 
As seen in Figure 2.17, MAX2837 transceiver down-converts the received signal 
between 2.3GHz and 2.7GHz to a baseband I/Q signal in which a MAX5864 
ADC samples both I and Q signal at the selected sample rate. After this, digital 
data is treated by a CPLD and a MCU prior to be sent via USB to the computer. 
 
 
Figure 2.16 – HackRF internal block diagram feauturing the digital and analogic parts. 
 
 
In Figure 2.16 it is shown a block diagram of HackRF. For better visualization, 
in Figure 2.17 it is only included the digital part, while in Figure 2.18 only the 
analogical part. 
 
 
Figure 2.17 – HackRF block diagram of the digital part. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.18 – HackRF block diagram of its analogical part. Switches placed for RX of a signal with 
f<2.3GHz (No mixer bypass and LPF selected), RF amplifier ON (shown on right part). 
 
As seen on next figures, multiple switches allow for different configurations of 
HackRF. For example, in Figure 2.19 it is shown the switch configuration when 
receiving a signal below 2.3GHz, in which the mixer is needed in order to be 
received by MAX2837 transceiver. As the signal is below 2.3GHz, Low pass 
filtering is needed in order to get rid of higher mirror frequencies which once 
mixed in the synthesizer would be overlapped on the desired signal. In the same 
example, the MGA-81563 amplifier intended for RX is activated as well. 
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Figure 2.19 – HackRF analogical part configured for RX of a signal with frequency f<2.3GHz (No bypass 
and LPF selected), RF amplifier ON. Signal path marked with thicker lines. 
 
In Figure 2.20 it is shown another example, but during transmission. Only thing 
it varies is that several switches in the upper-left part of the figure varies in 
order to inverse the mixer input and output, and that the MGA-81563 intended 
for TX is used instead. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.20 – HackRF analogical part configured for TX of a signal with frequency f<2.3GHz (No bypass 
and LPF selected), TX RF amplifier ON. Signal path marked with thicker lines. 
 
 
 
In Figure 2.21 it is shown an example of reception of a signal in between 2.3GHz 
and 2.7GHz and with no RF amplifier. It is clearly shown how the RX mixer 
bypass is activated as no mixer is needed, the signal is already within the 
designed band of the MAX2837 transceiver. 
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Figure 2.21 – HackRF analogical part configured for RX of a signal with frequency between 2.3GHz and 
2.7GHz (Mixer bypass activated as MAX2837 transceiver can directly receive this frequency). RF amplifier 
deactivated. Signal path marked with thicker lines. 
 
 
In order to have an RX signal link budget to characterize properly the GS, it is 
taken into account the insertion losses (IL) and noise figure (NF) of each 
component the signal passes while RX of a signal. Since the base station 
operates with VHF and UHF, it is the f<2.3GHz case. Those components are 
clearly shown in Figure 2.19. 
 
By analyzing each datasheet, in Table 2.3 it is shown the respective IL and NF 
for each component:  
 
Component T equiv. IL (-) or G (+) NF 
SKY13317 switch1 VHF: 17.2K; 
UHF: 20.7K 
VHF: -0.25dB; 
UHF: -0.3dB 
VHF: 0.25dB; 
UHF: 0.3dB 
SKY13350 switch2 20.7K -0.3dB VHF: 0.3dB 
MGA-81563 amplifier3 275.5K VHF: 13.02dB; 
UHF: 12.35dB 
2.9dB 
LP0603A1880ANTR 
LPF4 
20.7K -0.3dB 0.3dB 
RFFC5072 mixer5 6994.5K +3dB 10-14dB 
MAX2837 transceiver6 739K 50dB 
configured with IF 
amp set at 
“RFgainmax -8dB” 
(= 32dB IF Gain). 
5.5dB 
Table 2.3 – Most rellevant component specifications of the analogical part of HackRF. 
                                                   
1 SKY13317-373LF switch datasheet. Link: 
http://www.skyworksinc.com/uploads/documents/SKY13317_373LF_200914K.pdf  
2 SKY13350-385LF switch datasheet. Link: 
https://www.mouser.com/ds/2/472/SKY13350_385LF_201174G-370047.pdf  
3 MGA-81563 amplifier datasheet. Link: 
http://www.efo.ru/components/avago/catalog/files/pdf/AV01_0190EN.PDF  
4 LP0603 Thin-Film LPF datasheet. Link: http://datasheets.avx.com/lp0603.pdf  
5 RFFC5071/5072 datasheet. Link: https://www.qorvo.com/products/d/da000735  
6 MAX2837 datasheet. Link: 
https://datasheets.maximintegrated.com/en/ds/MAX2837.pdf  
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Those values will be used in next sections 2.3.3.2 and 2.3.3.3  to compute the 
whole link budget. NF values of passive elements are computed directly IL=NF 
as explained on the following section. Equivalent temperatures computed using 
formulas explained on next section. 
 
2.3.3.2 Chain characterization 
 
The first thing to analyze for the GS characterization is the “antenna 
temperature”. All objects with a temperature higher than 0K radiate, due to 
their temperature, electromagnetic waves which can be expressed 
mathematically as black body radiation. 
 
The equivalent antenna noise temperature Ta is the noise received by the 
antenna, converted to the equivalent temperature of a resistor. The received 
noise power, or noise temperature of the antenna, not only depends on the 
temperature T of the object received, but also how much this object is present 
on the antenna diagram. If the antenna is receiving only an object received with 
temperature T, then Ta=T. 
 
All practical antennas but, have unwanted lobes and finite front to back ratio 
from where the antenna will receive noise power. For directional antennas, a 
rule of thumb7 is taken which takes the lobes in consideration: 
 𝑇" = 0.82	𝑇)*+ + 0.13	(𝑇′)*+ + 𝑇0) 
 
Where 𝑇)*+	~	400𝐾 is the mean value of the equivalent noise temperature of 
space within the main lobe, 𝑇′)*+ = 𝑇)*+	 the same but within the side lobes, 𝑇0	~	290𝐾 the equivalent noise temperature of the ground. In this report it is 
used 𝑇0	~	1000𝐾 which is a standardization that takes into account the 
contribution of man-made urban noise. This equation is only valid for antennas 
pointing to the sky.8 
 
Given the previous formula, it is computed the equivalent temperature noise of 
the antenna: 
 𝑇" = 510𝐾 
 
The next step for the chain characterization is to compute the addition of noise, 
gain and losses applied to the found noise temperature received by the antenna 
Ta. 
 
                                                   
7 R.F.Taylor/F.J. Stocklin, VHF/UHF stellar calibration error analysis 1971.  
8 Extraction from: VHF Antenna Noise Temperature. Dragoslav Dobričić, 
YU1AW. Pages from 1 to 7. Publication in antenneX Issue No. 1332 – April 
2008. Link: 
http://g8fek.com/uploads/9/4/4/3/94435411/vhfnoisetemp_yu1aw.pdf  
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This is performed by using the Friis formula: 
 𝐹898": = 𝐹; + 𝐹< − 1𝐺; + 𝐹? − 1𝐺;𝐺< + 𝐹@ − 1𝐺;𝐺<𝐺? + ⋯ 
 
G in the formula stands for linear gain of the element, and F stands for “noise 
factor” which is the linear representation of the logarithmic noise figure NF: 
 𝑁𝐹 = 10	 log 𝐹 
 
From the Friis formula, it is shown the importance of the first element of the 
chain. Ftotal is strongly dominated by the first element for both noise factor F1 
and gain G1. A low F1 and high G1 optimizes maximally the receiver by lowering 
the effect of all the elements present after the first element. This is the reason 
why antennas usually have immediately a low-noise amplifier LNA placed. LNA 
are designed to offer low noise factor values while amplifies the signal. 
 
The Friis’s formula can be equivalently expressed in terms of noise temperature 
T in Kelvin (K)9: 
 𝑇0F = 𝑇; + 𝑇<𝐺; + 𝑇?𝐺;𝐺< + 𝑇@𝐺;𝐺<𝐺? + ⋯ 
 
G again is the linear gain of each element. 
 
The equivalence between equivalent temperature Te and noise factor F is: 
 𝑇0 = (𝐹 − 1)𝑇G 
 
Where 𝑇G is the physical temperature of the element. It is normally normalized 
to 290K, but for critical stages such as the cable losses between the antenna and 
the LNA, since it has huge effect on the final results, it is taken 308K (35ºC). 
 
And for passive elements, which only signal losses occur on them, the noise 
factor F is given by the inverse of the gain, that is the Insertion Losses (IL) of the 
device10: 
 𝐹 = 1𝐺 = 𝐼𝐿 
 
By analyzing now each element present on each chain, it is obtained the G and 
NF for each, given in the following tables: 
 
                                                   
9 Friis formulas for noise. Wikipedia. Link: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friis_formulas_for_noise  
10 Noise Figure of passive devices. Link: 
http://www.ittc.ku.edu/~jstiles/622/handouts/Noise%20Figure%20of%20Pass
ive%20Devices.pdf  
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VHF 
Component T equiv. IL or G NF 
Sky (510K)   
Antenna + Phasing 
harness 
(510K) 
5.4K 
22K 
22K 
22.3K 
12.3dBi 
-0.076dB 1m cable 
-0.3dB Phasing harns. 
-0.3dB (2N connectors) 
-0.304dB 4m cable 
By Friis, at the 
LNA entrance:  
T=588K à 
F=3.02 à 
NF=4.8dB 
SP200 LNA11 31.6K -0.04dB (TX) 
20dB 
0.45dB 
M&P Broad Pro 50 
Coaxial cable 80m 
350.2K -3.44dB 3.44dB 
PA bypass 20.7K -0.3dB* 0.3dB 
CX-800N relay14 13.7K -0.2dB 0.2dB 
* PA does not indicate any parameter for RX. Since it is an internal mechanical 
switch, it is assumed low loss like the coaxial relay. 
 
Table 2.4 – Individual specifications of the elements present on the VHF chain. 
 
UHF 
Component T equiv. IL or G NF 
Sky (510K)   
Antenna + Phasing 
harness 
(510K) 
3.1K 
22K 
22K 
22.3K 
14dBi 
-0.043dB 1m cable 
-0.3dB Phasing harns. 
-0.3dB (N connectors) 
-0.304dB 4m cable 
By Friis, at the 
LNA entrance:  
T=585K à 
F=3.01 à 
NF=4.8dB 
SP70 LNA12 50.2K -0.15dB (TX) 
22dB (RX) 
0.7dB 
M&P Broad Pro 50 
Coaxial cable 80m13 
886K -6.08dB 6.08dB 
PA bypass 20.7K -0.3dB* 0.3dB 
CX-800N relay14 10.2K -0.15dB 0.15dB 
Table 2.5 - Individual specifications of the elements present on the UHF chain 
2.3.3.3 Full chain characterization 
Taking the values stated on previous tables for each chain and HackRF, by using 
the Friis’ formula it is computed a general link budget. 
 
                                                   
11 SSB SP200 LNA datasheet. Link: 
http://www.ssb.de/download/Geraete/160913%201032%20SP-
200%20ENG.pdf  
12 SSB SP70 specifications online. Link: 
http://www.ssb.de/amplifiers/preamplifier/vox/100w/sp-70-pre-amp-
switchable-435-mhz  
13 M&P Broad Pro 50 – datasheet. Link: 
https://messi.it/dati/immagini/BROAD-PRO50-All6_EN.pdf  
14 Wimo CX-800N datasheet. Link: http://www.wimo.com/cx-800n.html  
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The following table shows the Gain G and Noise Figure NF from the antenna to 
the HackRF connector entry: 
 
RF Chain link budget 
Chain G NF 
VHF 27.08dB 6.22dB 
UHF 28.52dB 6.30dB 
Table 2.6 – Link budget of each RF chain from the antenna to the HackRF coaxial connector, computed 
after applying Friis’ formula. 
 
In this case, NF represents the amount of lost SNR from each chain prior to 
entering HackRF. 
 
The following table shows G and NF of HackRF alone: 
 
HackRF link budget 
Chain (HackRF) G NF 
VHF 60.17dB 7.59dB 
UHF 62.35dB 8.10dB 
Table 2.7 – Link budget of HackRF’s internal RF circuit from its coaxial connector to the exit of MAX2937 
transceiver. It has to taken into account that the signal in RX mode with VHF/UHF passes through 9 
switches, the LPF, mixer and RF amplifier. See Figure 2.19 for further clarification. 
Values are computed taking into account the specifications of each component in 
which the RX signal passes through stated in Table 2.3 and Figure 2.19. 
 
Applying again Friis’ formula for both chain and HackRF it is obtained the Gain 
and Noise Figure from the antenna to the MAX2837 transceiver output: 
 
GS Total link budget  
Chain G NF 
VHF 87.25dB 6.23dB 
UHF 90.87dB 6.31dB 
Table 2.8 – GS total link budget by appying Friis’ formula with the data of Table 2.6 and Table 2.7. 
 
From the obtained final results in Table 2.8, it is shown that thanks to the Gain 
present on the RF chain due to the LNA, the final Noise Figure does not degrade 
almost anything by passing through HackRF. 
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 GS Practical Characterization 
 
After several study about the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) applied by GQRX to 
the sampled I/Q and failing to obtain a theoretical explanation of its scale reading 
shown in its spectrum, a practical measure is taken in a laboratory. 
 
With the use of an accurate signal generator, a calibrated tone signal is injected 
to HackRF’s input, annotating several power reading in both VHF and UHF 
ranges. 
 
The gain parameters and configuration used for the calibration are: 
• 20Msps sample rate 
• 64 decimation 
• FFT 32768 points à RBW 9.5Hz 
• 150MHz VHF / 436MHz UHF 
 
• 14dB RF gain (MGA-81563 ON) 
• 32dB IF gain 
• 32dB BB gain 
 
The readings annotated are those shown in the spectrum graph of GQRX. The 
results are shown in Table 2.9. 
 
Signal generator 
TX power 
VHF GQRX Reading UHF GQRX Reading 
-136dBm -80dB -84dB 
-134dBm ~80dB -80dB 
-127.7dBm -75dB -75dB 
-122.9dBm  -70dB 
-119.3dBm -65dB  
-118.9dBm  -65dB 
-113.6dBm -60dB -60dB 
-104.2dBm -50dB  
-102.4dBm  -50dB 
-97.6dBm -45dB -45dB 
-93.7dBm -40dB  
-92.8dBm  -40dB 
-89.2dBm -35dB  
-88.4dBm  -35dB 
-79dBm -25dB -25dB 
-74.2dBm  -20dB 
-73.5dBm -20dB  
-61.6dBm  -20dB Without RF amp 
-59.5dBm -20dB Without RF amp  
Table 2.9 – HackRF RX Power calibration  
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By plotting those values and computing a tendency line it is shown a clearly linear 
calibration curve. Just by subtracting 52.5dB for VHF and 54.5dB for UHF to the 
shown GQRX spectrum reading, it is shown the signal power value in dBm. 
 
 
HackRF calibration curves and linear approximation for VHF and UHF bands 
shown in Figure 2.22.  
 
 
Figure 2.22 – HackRF RX power calibration. With the measured values and a linear tendency line shows 
linear behaviour with just a displacement of +52.5dBm for VHF and +54.5dBm for UHF. 
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3 INSTALLATION OF THE GROUND STATION 
 
 
Figure 3.1 – Photography of the GS rack fully assembled without lateral covers. Note 5 different “shelves” 
on it. 
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3.1 RF Schematics 
 
The ground station is implemented into a rack featuring a custom made Power 
Distribution System which is contained inside a rack shelf.  
 
 
Figure 3.2 – Image of shelves 1, 2 and 3. 
 Shelf 1 – Power sources 
In the lower level (1st Shelf) 2 power sources are capable of providing 110W in 
total. Both are directly connected to the back input positive and negatives studs 
of PDS located on the 2nd shelf. 
 
Since no RF components exist on this shelf, no schematic is presented. Refer to 
next section 3.1.2 for its power distribution schematic. 
 
 Shelf 2 - PDS 
In the 2nd shelf PDS is located. The power to all individual elements of the base 
station according to the manual switch and USB relay configuration and 
contains as well the controller ROT2 which controls the antenna rotor. 
 
Since no RF components exist on this shelf, no schematic is presented. Refer to 
next section 3.1.2 where its power distribution schematic is presented. 
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 Shelf 3 – PC & SDR 
 
On the 3rd level shelf there are contained the SDRs and more space allowing for 
future transceiver implementation. Instead of a future transceiver, the GS PC is 
located instead. 
 
Frontal USB 3.0 ports are used for both HackRF devices. Even though HackRF is 
not a USB 3.0 device, problems occur when trying to receive signals at high 
sampling rate. 
 
 
Always use USB3.0 ports for HackRF in this computer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3 - Shelf 3 scheme. PC of the GS, SDRs for VHF and UHF chains and their connections. 
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Figure 3.4 – Image of shelves 4 and 5. 
 
 
 
 Shelf 4 - RF Preconditioning and SWR meters 
The 4th level shelf contains in the background the two 6-port RF relays, 
preamplifiers and BPFs while in the front there are the SWR meters. 
 
Refer to sections 5.6 and 5.7 for preamplifier adjustment and shelf 4 disassembly 
procedures. 
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Figure 3.5 – Shelf 4 RF scheme. High power lines composed by M&P BroadPro 50 lines shown as thick 
grey lines. 
 
 
Figure 3.6 – Photography of shelf4 extracted from the rack and with all the coaxial lines assembled. 
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Figure 3.7 – Photography of shelf4 extracted from rack without high power lines for better visualization. 
 
 Shelf 5 – PA 
 
The 5th and last level shelf contains the two Power Amplifiers, located for 
proper thermal dissipation. 
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Figure 3.8 – Shelf 5 RF scheme. 
 Rack top 
An upper fan allows for improved thermal dissipation inside the rack, mainly 
for cases in long TX operation as both preamplifiers and PA gets hot. 
 
Since the rack is usually opened from the back, it is not needed when GS is not 
in operation. Port 11 is used to control it and is shown on Figure 3.9. 
 
 
Figure 3.9 – Top of the rack. Detail of the fan. 
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3.2 Power distribution schematics 
 
 Shelf 1 – Power sources 
 
As explained, 1st shelf (lower one) contains 2 power sources. Those provides 13.5V 
110A max to the PDS located in 2nd shelf. 
 
The power is transmitted through 2 wires per power source each composed by 
assemblies of 2 black cable giving a 4AWG equivalence in order to support the 
55A that the power source can provide. 
 
Figure 3.10 – Shelf 1 power schematic. 
 
 Shelf 2 – PDS 
 
PDS’ rear cover contains two input studs in which the power coming from the 
power sources from Shelf 1 are connected. If both power sources are used, 
connect them in parallel (all 13.5V interconnected between them, and GND 
interconnected between them). 
 
It includes all the red, blue and black port outputs with PowerPole connectors, 
and both USB and rotator connectors as well. 
 
See section 2.2 for further PDS description. 
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Figure 3.11 – PDS back cover showing input 13.5V power studs in the middle, output red and blue ports on 
right, black ports on left and USBs/rotator control connectors on extreme left. 
 
 Shelf 3 – PC and SDR 
PC is powered with 220VAC while both SDR does not need any external power 
more than its USB. All is already included in Figure 3.3. 
 
 Shelf 4 – RF Preconditioning & SWR meters 
 
Shelf 4 contains both RF Preconditioning stages for VHF and UHF, and the SWR 
meters. As explained on section 2.1.3 in order to avoid damaging the preamplifier 
by engaging it without any load connected while having the possibility to pass-
through it in reception, a configuration including a double-RF relay is used for 
each stage. 
 
The RF relay not powered interconnects its input and output lines (RX mode), in 
other words it directly interconnects the SDR with the PA (which in RX mode is 
in pass-through mode as well). 
 
When powered the RF relay, it includes in-between the SDR and PA the 
Preamplifier and Filter. If the Preamplifier is powered with the same power port, 
it will meet the desired behaviour as it will have always a charge (PA-Antenna) 
where to transmit the TX power. 
 
Port 1 is used to powering the RF relay and preamplifier in the VHF chain. 
Port 4 is used by the same components but for the UHF chain. 
 
SWR meters are included as well in this shelf. Since they incorporate Backlight 
and AVG functions, port 11 is used to power them both. 
 
In Figure 3.12 it is shown an schematic of the power distribution for shelf 4.  
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Figure 3.12 – Shelf 4 power shcematic. 
 Shelf 5 – PA 
Port 2 is used to power the VHF Power Amplifier. 
Port 5 is used to power the UHF Power Amplifier. 
 
As explained on section 2.1.2. there is the possibility to force the PA to amplify 
signal even if there is no TX signal or is not powerful enough to activate the VOX 
keying function of the PA. For this, GND signal has to be connected to the PTT 
rear pin each PA includes in order to activate the PTT keying function. 
 
Port A is used to the PTT keying of the VHF PA. 
Port B is used to the PTT keying of the UHF PA. 
 
In Figure it is shown the power distribution scheme of the shelf 5. 
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Figure 3.13 – Shelf 5 power scheme. 
3.3 Software 
Proper installation of GNU Radio, SatNOGS and GNU Radio packages used is 
explained on annexes in chapter 8. 
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4 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES 
This section includes several detailed procedures for normal GS operation. 
Sub-index section: 
  
1. Start-up of the ground station 
2. Switch OFF of the ground station 
3. GS software configuration 
4. Gpredict TLE addition 
5. Manual PDS’ USB relay board operation 
6. GNU Radio analogical transmission operation 
7. SWR Meter measurement operation 
8. Satellite pass acquisition operation 
 
4.1 Start-up of the GS 
Step Action Comments 
  PDS Power Supply check 
 
Make sure all 3-position manual 
switches of the PDS are in Middle 
- OFF position. 
 
Then, open both main power 
supplies located in the lower shelf 
(1st level) by its orange big switch. 
 
 
Orange light will lid the Power 
supply switch and green led 
“Output” should be illuminated. 
 
WARNING: If red led “Overload” 
is lid and stays illuminated, a 
shortcut in the 13,5V system may 
be occurring. Close 
immediately all power supplies 
and follow Troubleshooting 
section 5.2. 
 
  PDS configuration 
 
Select the proper switch 
configuration of the PDS 
accordingly for: 
 
⇒ Manual reception: go to 
step 4.1.3 
⇒ Manual transmission: go to 
step 4.1.4 
PDS stands for Power 
Distribution System and is 
contained on the custom made 
Rack Shelf of the 2nd level 
featuring 16 manual switches, a 
digital ammeter and the ROT2 
rotator interface.  
!! 
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⇒ Automatic operation: go to 
step 4.1.5 
  Manual reception 
configuration 
 
Switch ON the following on PDS: 
 
-Rotator 
-LNA VHF (for VHF RX) 
-LNA UHF (for UHF RX) 
Make sure any of the 
preconditioning ports are in OFF 
position. 
  Manual transmission 
configuration 
 
Switch ON the following on PDS: 
 
-Rotator 
-PA VHF (for VHF TX) 
-PA UHF (for UHF TX) 
-SWR meters 
-Fans (optional – for long 
operation) 
 
Switch AUTO (if configured) or 
ON momentarily (by hand only 
when transmitting): 
 
-Pre-amp VHF (for VHF TX) 
-Pre-amp UHF (for UHF TX) 
-PTT VHF (only if PA does not 
engage) 
-PTT UHF (only if PA does not 
engage) 
By “ON momentarily” it is 
understood like PTT keying, in 
which manually you switch it ON 
ONLY when an actual message or 
speaking is being transmitted. 
  For automatic operation (if 
configured) 
 
Switch all (or the desired) 
switches of PDS in AUTO. 
AUTO position allows the inner 
“USB 16-relay board” of PDS 
which is controlled by the 
computer to decide relay state. 
This is only performed if the 
computer is properly 
automatized. 
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4.2 Switch OFF of the ground station 
Step Action 
  Switch off the GS 
 
Manually switch OFF all the switches on PDS (middle position), 
specially those marked as Pre-amp, PA and PTT. 
 
Switch OFF both main power supplies located on the lower shelf 
through the orange switches. 
 
 
4.3 GS software configuration 
Step Action Comments 
  Initiate rotator driver 
 
Make sure to follow the 
operational procedure 4.1 – 
Start-up of the GS. 
 
Execute this command on 
terminal: 
 
sudo rotctld –m 901 –r 
/dev/ttyUSB0 –s 600 –t 4533 
&  
 
This command must be done 
every time the PC is booted. 
 
-m indicates the model 
-r the USB port used 
-s bauds 
-t port used 
 
Sudo may be executed first before 
the command, especially when 
the password was not asked. 
  Configure Gpredict 
 
Make sure TLE is updated. 
 
Click on the top-right arrow and 
select “Antenna Control” and 
“Radio Control” on the context 
menu. 
 
 
 
TLE update is performed through 
Edit/Update TLE data/From 
network. 
 
TLE is configured in 
Edit/Preferences/General/TLE 
Update. In here several online 
TLE sources can be introduced.  
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  Configure Antenna control 
parameters 
 
IMPORTANT: On the Antenna 
Control window, select always 
“Cycle” setting to higher values 
like 1000ms. Otherwise a 
freezing of the program will 
occur for lower values. If freezing 
still occurs, try 5000ms. 
 
Select the satellite target and 
select on “Track”. 
 
Select “Engage”. At this moment 
the antenna should start tracking 
the satellite. 
 
Make sure in “Edit/ Preferences/ 
Interface /Rotators” that rot2 is 
configured in port 4533 or any 
other configured previously in 
rotctld (step 4.3.1) listening 
through localhost Host. 
 
If after engaging “ERROR” is 
shown on the readings or it does 
not start tracking, refer to the 
troubleshooting section “5.1 
Rotor not engaging”. 
 
Monitor the antenna using the 
Live-cam mounted on the roof. 
Access it by typing the following 
IP on a browser: 10.66.2.188 
 
  GQRX configuration 
 
Make sure HackRF device to use 
is already connected via USB. 
  
Open GQRX and click on the 2nd 
icon featuring an electronic 
device icon for I/O 
configuration. 
 
Select the following I/O 
parameters in the pop-up 
window: 
• The desired HackRF 
device “936c8f” or 
“406d8f”. 
• 20000000 (20Msps) 
Input rate 
• Decimation 128 for 
narrowband signals or 
64/32 for wideband 
signals. 
 
After accepting the I/O settings, 
click on the 1st icon featuring a 
Play icon. 
 
Signal should start appearing. 
A narrowband signal example is 
SSB voice or low bitrate data. 
Wideband signal example is 
NOAA of commercial FM. 
  
Lower values on Decimation can 
be introduced in order to have 
wider visibl53e spectrum but by 
degrading the sensitivity. 
 
If a low decimation is chosen, 
chances are the USB link not 
having enough bandwidth and 
thus receiving the data 
intermittently. 
 
If signal does not start to appear, 
close and reopen GQRX.  
 
Remember that every time 
HackRF is disconnected from the 
USB port, GQRX must be closed 
and reopened. 
 
IMPORTANT: HackRF must be 
connected via a USB3.0 port in 
this computer even though it is 
not a USB3.0 device. Connection 
to another conventional USB will 
cause reception issues. 
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  HackRF configuration 
 
On the right part of GQRX 
window, select “Input Control” 
tab. Optimum gains for HackRF 
are in the order of 14-40-30 dB 
or 14-32-40 dB for RF, IF and BB 
gains respectively. 
 
 
For high power incoming signals, 
such as commercial WFM or 
NOAA APT, lower values in IF 
and BB gains will obtain much 
better results. 
  Radio remote control 
 
By selecting the 7th icon (Two 
computers icon) Gqrx will be 
remotely controlled via TCP 
listening to the configured port 
by default 4532.  
 
We can go now to “Radio 
Control” window from Gpredict 
that appeared from step 4.3.2 
and select the desired satellite 
and transponder. 
 
Select now Engage and GQRX 
should vary the tune frequency 
accordingly to Gpredict. 
If Gqrx is not being controlled, 
make sure the configured port 
4532 is configured in both GQRX 
and Gpredict programs by 
selecting “Tools/Remote control 
settings” on Gqrx and “Edit/ 
Preferences/ Interfaces/ Radios” 
on Gpredict. 
 
The host can be configured as 
::ffff: or 127.0.0.1 in Gqrx and 
localhost in Gpredict. 
4.4 Gpredict TLE addition 
Step Action 
  Gpredict  
 
On the preferences window in Gpredict (Edit/Preferences) select 
“TLE Update” tab. 
 
On the lower list there is introduced a list of TLE online sources. 
Other online sources can be added. Those are updated every time 
“Edit/Update TLE data/From network” is selected from the main 
Gpredict window. 
 
Local TLE can be added through a file contained on the Gpredict 
installation folder. In order to do this, select “Edit/Update TLE 
data/From local files”. Then select the directory where the .txt file 
containing 1 line for the satellite name  
 + 2 TLE lines for each satellite is located. 
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  Gpredict transponder update 
 
When using Gpredict to see the frequencies each satellite works and 
to correct the Doppler shift of the satellites when using Gpredict 
jointly with Gqrx in RX it is useful to update the transponder data 
of the satellites. 
 
This is done by selecting “Edit/Update Transponder data/From 
network” from the main window of Gpredict. 
 
You can see the Transponder data for each satellite by selecting the 
2nd tab of the window that appears by double clicking any desired 
satellite on Gpredict. 
 
4.5 Manual PDS’ USB relay board operation 
Step Action Comments 
  Start-up of the USB relay board 
 
Make sure to follow the operational procedure 
4.1 – Start-up of the GS. USB relay board is 
powered when PDS. 
 
Make sure the USB relay board USB cable is 
connected to the computer. 
 
⇒ For automatic use of the USB relay 
board through the created script, go to 
step 4.5.4. 
 
⇒ For manual operation, go to step 4.5.2 
and follow next procedures. 
 
 
  Commands of the USB relay board 
 
On the computer, determine the USB port 
being used by it. For this, execute: 
 
sudo su 
ls /dev/ttyUSB* 
 
Assuming the found USB port is /dev/ttyUSB1 
then the methodology for sending commands 
Some useful 
commands are: 
 
-Turn ON relay 1: 
 “01+//” 
 
-Turn OFF relay 12: 
“12-//” 
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to it is simply by sending serial commands 
through the USB port: 
 
echo “COMMAND” | sudo tee /dev/ttyUSB0 
 
For COMMAND list see the comment à 
 
The relays that are activated here are the 
“secondary relays” of PDS. If the 3-position 
manual switch is switched in AUTO, then the 
secondary relay 01 from the USB relay board 
will activate the main relay 01 of PDS and 
power as well port 01. 
 
⇒ The relationship between secondary 
relay number and main relay label is 
found in step 4.5.3 
 
-Turn ON all relays: 
“on//” 
 
-Turn OFF all 
relays: 
“off//” 
  Secondary relay – Main relay (port) 
assignment 
 
Secondary relays 01 to 12 activates respective 
ports 01 to 12. 
 
Secondary relay 13 activates ROT2 Rotator. 
 
Secondary relays 14 to 16 activates respective 
ports A to C. 
 
 
  Use of the provided script 
 
A very basic bash script is located on the 
desktop of the Computer. By first going into a 
terminal to home à desktop, and then 
executing it typing in the terminal: 
 
Bash PDS_Script 
 
It asks for different modes of the GS and sets 
the respective relays ON. 
 
Remember that to use the AUTO function of 
the GS, each manual switch located on the 
frontal panel of PDS must be switched 
upwards (AUTO). 
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4.6 GNU Radio analogical transmission operation 
Step Action Comments 
  Start-up of the USB relay board 
 
In this example it is used a custom GNU Radio 
flowgraph that allows for Analogic transmission of 
voice or music. 
 
⇒ Before starting, make sure to follow 
procedure 4.1 for Manual transmission in 
order to initialize the ground station. 
 
⇒ Also procedure 4.3 if transmission to a 
satellite is desired. 
 
Open the GNU Radio flowgraph example 
TX_TM.grc 
  
 
  TX_FM.grc configuration 
 
It is needed to be introduced the Serial number of 
the HackRF that it is going to be used.  The serial 
numbers of the HackRF SDR are shown in 
comments à 
 
Double click the “osmocom Sink” block located top-
right of the flowgraph and introduce the serial 
number on “Device Arguments” field and click OK. 
 
You can select an audio WAV file for audio 
reproduction. Double click on “Wav File Source” 
block in the flowgraph and select the .wav file in the 
“File” field. 
 
Speaking through a connected microphone is also 
possible. It has to be configured. Double click on 
“Audio Source” block on top-left. Select the “Device 
Name” of the connected microphone. For this 
computer: hw:3,0.  
 
 
There are 2 
HackRF SDR 
with the 
following 
shorted serial 
numbers: 
 
hackrf=406d8f 
hackrf=936c8f 
 
Note: take into 
account that 
the Spanish 
Amateur 
Regulation 
prohibits the 
emission of 
any kind of 
music in any 
band. 
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  TX_FM.grc execution 
 
Once configured, click on the play button “Execute 
the flow graph” in the GNU Radio main upper bar. 
 
A window will appear. In here you can select: 
-the modulation type 
-SSB choose for “AM-SSB” only 
-AM modulation index for “AM-SSB” only 
 
-Source: “Tone” for a 500Hz tone, “Music” for the 
WAV file and “Voice” to speak through the 
microphone. 
 
-PTT check box: TX activation. When it is not 
selected, nothing will be transmitted. Yet HackRF 
will be on TX mode and so it will transmit a carrier 
on the central frequency. 
 
The next group of selectors modifies the HackRF’s 
amplifier values. 
 
“RF Amp” activates the 14dB amplifier present on 
the front end of HackRF 
 
IF Gain modifies the Amplifying value of the 
HackRF mixer. 
 
Frequency selects the central frequency in Hz 
which the signal will be transmitted. Remember 
that due to the amplifiers and filters installed, the 
useful frequencies to transmit depends on the RF 
chain in which the HackRF is installed: VHF or 
UHF. 
 
The Waterfall plot shows the FFT Baseband signal 
being transmitted. 
 
  TX signal monitoring 
 
⇒ Refer to section 4.7 for SWR measurements 
of the TX signal.  
It is very 
important to 
monitor the 
signal after 
changes on the 
GS. 
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4.7 SWR Meter measurement operation 
 
Step Action Comments 
  TX signal monitoring 
 
While transmitting verify the Transmitted 
power shown on the SWR meter 
associated to the used RF chain (VHF or 
UHF). 
 
It is recommended to check the SWR 
value of the signal by selecting “SWR” on 
the UHF SWR meter or by reading the 
value the 2 needles cross in the VHF SWR 
meter. Superior than 3 means that the 
Amplifier-antenna set is not matched.  
 
Higher SWR values than 3 can 
damage the amplifier. 
 
If infinite SWR is read, stop 
immediately any transmission. An 
open circuit exists on the coaxial cable 
from the amplifier to the antenna and 
must be verified before transmitting 
again.  
 
Infinite SWR reading when transmitting 
will lead to damage the amplifier. 
 
⇒ Go to step 4.7.2 for proper use of SWR 
Meters with VHF operations. 
 
⇒ Go to step 4.7.3 for proper use of SWR 
Meters with UHF operations. 
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  VHF SWR Meter operation 
 
CN-901 SWR Meter employed for the 
VHF chain is straight-forward. 
 
The only need to do is to select the proper 
power scale for best reading. 
 
Select the minimum scale and transmit. 
If the needle reaches its maximum, 
change to a higher scale. 
 
The lower selector allows for switching 
between AVG and PEP readings. 
 
• AVG stands for average and will 
read the average instant power 
being transmitted. It is mostly 
designed to read a Constant Wave 
(CW) carrier (A tone sent with AM-
SSB: USB or LSB). 
 
• PEP stands for Peak Envelope 
Power and will show the maximum 
amplitude value of the wave. If 
PEP Hold is enabled (in its back 
switch) the reading will stay for a 
moment in the maximum reached 
power. In order to have this 
function, SWR Meter needs to be 
powered by activating Port 11 
“SWR Meters”. 
 
The reading is straightforward as well. 
Left needle-scale shows the forward 
power, while right needle-scale shows the 
reflected power. 
 
By taking the intersection of both needles, 
it is read the SWR value. 
The 3 upper buttons 
change the scale reading: 
 
 
 
2kW needs to multiply the 
scale by x100. 
200W by x10 
20W shows the real value. 
 
AVG-PEP value below. 
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  UHF SWR Meter operation 
 
SX-600 SWR Meter employed for the UHF chain is more 
complex to use compared to the VHF Meter. 
 
The forward power measure is straightforward by 
selecting the wanted scale in the left selector, “Power” in 
the middle selector and “FWD” in the right selector. No 
calibration is needed for this. 
 
 
 
In order to read Reflected power and SWR, it is needed 
to calibrate it. 
 
Place the middle switch in “CAL”, and while being 
transmitted, adjust the CAL nut until the needle points 
to the CAL marker in the screen like in this photo: 
 
 
Then, move to “POWER” in the middle selector and 
“REF” in the right selector in order to read reflected 
power (with its proper scale range). 
  
Or switch “SWR” in the middle selector and read the 
upper scale of the display. As shown, values upper than 
SWR 3 shows that the antenna is not properly matched. 
If SWR shows infinite, shut down immediately the 
amplifiers as an open circuit exists and such is reflecting 
all the TX power back to the amplifiers. 
In the first 
figure, 
200W scale 
selected for 
Forward 
power 
measuring. 
It is reading 
27W. 
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4.8 Satellite pass acquisition operation 
 
Step Action Comments 
   Already documented 
 
In order to track and receive the data of a desired 
satellite simply make sure to follow all the steps 
present on 4.3 section operation with the desired 
satellite info. 
 
Manual variations in the RX frequency in GQRX 
may be done in order to fit better the receiving 
bandpass area of GQRX. 
 
⇒ For NOAA satellites follow step 4.8.2. 
⇒ For SSB audio transponder satellites 
follow step 4.8.3. 
⇒ For satellite digital data decoding  follow 
step 4.8.4. 
 
In RX it is 
recommended to 
use “USB” (or 
“LSB”) 
demodulation for 
any CW, SSB or 
narrowband digital 
data for its audio 
hearing. 
 
NOAA and some 
selected digital 
satellites are 
received in FM 
mode. 
  Decoding APT NOAA satellites images 
 
 
⇒ Follow the previous step selecting the 
desired NOAA satellite. 
 
It is recommended to save the FM reception into 
a WAV file for its decode in third-party software. 
 
In order to do this, select “Narrow FM” in the 
“Receiver Options” tab of GQRX. Select “Wide” 
in the “Filter width” tab. This will enlarge the 
bandpass receiving filter of GQRX (Shown as 
grey zone around the central frequency) up to 
10kHz which will lead to fill 22kHz of audio data. 
Make sure as well “Squelch” is “-150,0 dB”. 
 
Having the frequency centred and being Doppler 
corrected by Gpredict (obtained from following 
procedure .) make sure the “Gain” value found in 
the bottom-right part of GQRX is 0dB. At this 
moment, audio signal mostly noise should be 
heard from the PC speakers (if proper sound 
device is selected in Ubuntu). 
 
Use a third-party audio recording software (like 
Ubuntu’s “Voice Recorder”) configured to record 
the same audio device where GQRX audio is 
APT technology in 
NOAA satellites 
stand for Automatic 
Picture 
Transmission. It 
dates from the 60’ 
and consists on the 
receiving of a 
continuous FM 
analogical signal 
that creates a 
picture of the zone 
below the satellite 
pointing to the 
earth. 
 
Since NOAAs are 
Low Earth Orbits, 
the area they cover 
is reduced to a size 
similar to half 
Europe. Since they 
are polar orbits 
(traveling from 
South to North and 
the inverse) they 
transmits long 
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being reproduce. Record the whole NOAA pass. 
It can last up to 15-20 minutes. 
 
Using WXtoImg windows software through wine 
in Ubuntu (Open with “right-
click/OpenWith/Wine”), choose “File/Audio 
source”. 
 
Then choose “…” depending on the desired 
information you want to extract from the NOAA 
image. 
 
WXsat software can be used for more manual 
NOAA image processing. The WAV file but 
MUST be recorded only in Mono mode and at 
11025Hz of sampling rate which can be 
previously configured in Voice Recorder. 
vertical scan-link 
images. 
 
The transmission is 
similar to Analogical 
TV in which every 
frame is composed 
by several 
horizontal “lines”. A 
continuous signal 
defines the 
amplitude (white-
black) of every line 
including the End of 
the line (and so start 
of the next one). 
 
  Decoding SSB voice transponder 
satellites 
 
⇒ Follow the step 4.8.1 with the desired 
satellite. 
 
No Doppler correction is needed in this case. 
Don’t engage remote control of GQRX through 
Gpredict. 
 
Any Funcube is recommended. 
 
In GQRX simply select “USB” as modulation in 
the “Receiver Options” tab. 
 
Introduce manually the frequency in which the 
satellite has its transponder for RX. Wait the 
satellite to be insight. You will see in the 
waterfall the different people speaking. Select 
with the mouse moving the frequency one of the 
speakers making sure the passband filter (area 
marked in grey around the central frequency) 
covers the SSB signal and listen through the 
speakers. 
 
Make sure as well that “Gain” value in the 
bottom-right part of GQRX is in 0dB and that 
the Ubuntu audio device is properly configured. 
SSB voice 
transponder 
satellites receives 
voice data 
modulated in 
normally USB from 
several radio 
amateurs which 
have the satellite 
insight and it 
retransmits the 
same downwards 
allowing other radio 
amateurs to speak 
between them 
(doing mostly radio 
tests). 
 
If the data is 
transmitted in VHF, 
the reception is in 
UHF and the 
contrary. 
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  Decoding Digital data 
⇒ Follow the step 4.8.1 with the desired 
satellite. 
A typical configuration for decoding digital data 
during the pass is by sending the demodulated 
signal from GQRX to GNU Radio via UDP. 
 
In order to achieve this, select “USB” or “FM” 
demodulation on “Receiver Option” tab in 
GQRX depending on the type of demodulator 
needed for the satellite to decode. If using an 
already built GNU Radio flowgraph from “gr-
satellites” package, found it on its comments 
page. 
 
Fit the bandpass receiving filter (grey area 
around the centre frequency on GQRX) to match 
the RX signal to decode. 
 
In GQRX make sure “Squelch” in the same tab is 
-150.0dB. Make sure “Gain” on the bottom-right 
part of the window is 0dB. 
 
Push “UDP” button below the “Gain” selector. 
In order to configure properly UDP, select the 4th 
button of the same button bar where UDP is 
placed, on the right featuring “…”. 
 
On the new window select the 3rd tab “Network” 
and make sure the following data is introduced: 
 
UDP host: localhost 
UDP port: 7355 
 
Open the GNU Radio GRC file with the decoder 
flowgraph of the satellite to decode. Make sure 
by double-clicking on the initial block “UDP 
Source” that is has introduced the value or 
variables: 
IP Address:    :: 
Port: 7355 
Payload Size: 1472 
Null Pkt is EOF: False 
Vec Length: 1 
 
If the GRC packet is properly installed, click on 
the play button “Execute the flow graph” in the 
GNU Radio main upper bar. Data should start 
being decoded. 
Typical digital data  
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5 TROUBLESHOOTING 
This section offers procedures that involves more technical modifications and 
solutions to find cause of wrong behaviour. 
 
1. Rotator not engaging. 
2. PDS short circuit troubleshooting. 
3. PDS disassembly. 
4. PDS not providing power. 
5. USB relay board troubleshooting. 
6. Preamplifier gain adjustment. 
7. Shelf 2 disassembly. Preamplifiers and SWR meters. 
8. Rot2 operation – Antenna calibration. 
5.1 Rotator not engaging 
 
Step Action Comments 
  Rotor not engaging 
 
Make sure the rotor controller ROT2 located 
on the 2nd level shelf of the rack (inside the 
PDS) is on Auto mode by showing “A” on the 
screen. 
⇒ If nothing appears on both ROT2 
screens jump to step 5.1.2. 
 
⇒ If numbers appear on both ROT2 
screens but “A” is not shown jump to 
step 5.1.3 
 
⇒ If numbers appears on both ROT2 
screens and “A” is shown jump to step 
5.1.4 
 
 
  Switch ON ROT2 rotor controller 
 
Make sure the manual switch on PDS 
corresponding to ROT2 is not in OFF position. 
 
Switch it on ON position to see if it engages. 
 
If not, make sure both main power supplies on 
1st level shelf are switched ON by having one 
(or both) switches illuminated in orange. 
 
Make sure that the internal 24V power source 
is fed with 220V via its rear 3 pin standard 
connector: 
If ROT2 still does 
not lid any number 
on the screens. 
Follow any of the 
PDS 
troubleshooting to 
disassemble it 
(5.3) and check its 
associated relay 
(Nº13) and  
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Make sure also that the USB connector is 
connected as well. 
 
  Set Auto mode of ROT2 rotor controller 
 
Push “F” button in ROT2 controller until “A” 
appears on the screen: 
 
 
 
  Rotctl manual test 
 
Open a terminal and try to send direct 
commands to the rotator via rotctl: 
 
sudo rotctl –m 901 –r /dev/ttyUSB0 –s 600 
–t 4533 
 
Note that “rotctl” is written instead of “rotctld” 
and no “&” is placed on the end. 
 
After sudo password introduction, it will ask 
for a Rotator command. 
 
By typing “p” it will show the actual position 
of the rotator. 
 
By typing “P” and introducing the Elevation 
and azimuth value desired it will move the 
rotator. 
 
This is shown in Figure 5.1. 
 
If still it is not 
engaging, or it 
shows connection 
error, make sure if 
the rotator is 
connected on 
ttyUSB0. If not, 
introduce the 
correct value 
(maybe like 
ttyUSB1). It can be 
checked which 
USB are connected 
by introducing on 
terminal: 
 
/dev/ttyUSB* 
 
220V 
USB 
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Figure 5.1 – Rotctl manual call. Note that in first, /dev/ttyUSB0 fails to connect, successing for 
/dev/ttyUSB1. Rotator command “p”executed for rotator position reading. Then rotator command “P” 
executed for rotator position introduction (0,0).  
 
5.2 PDS short circuit troubleshooting 
Step Action Comments 
  Overload red indication lid 
 
If the Overload red indicator of any of the 
Power sources located on the lower shelf of 
the rack is lid, close immediately both 
power sources. 
 
Disconnect the power sources from the two 
PDS +13.5V/GND back studs. 
 
Switch ON each power sources through its 
orange I/O button. 
 
⇒ If the Overload red indicator lids 
and stays ON again, go to step 5.2.2. 
 
⇒ If power sources Overload red 
indicators does not lid, go to step 
5.2.3 
 
 
 
!! 
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   Malfunctioning Power Source 
 
There should be a malfunction in the power 
source. 
 
After its disconnection from the electrical 
220V power, inspect it carefully externally 
and internally. 
If burnt smell or burnt 
marks are present, 
investigate whether bad 
ventilation occurs within 
the lower shelf of the rack 
or go to step 5.1.3 to make 
sure there is no 
malfunctioning in the PDS 
that could lead to destroy 
the power sources. 
  PDS/external short circuit determination 
 
Disconnect all the rear port out connectors from PDS. 
 
Connect both power sources to PDS through its rear input studs in the 
PDS back panel. 
 
Switch OFF all 16 frontal switches panel by switching them in the middle 
position. 
 
Switch ON both power sources through its orange I/O button. 
 
⇒ If Overload indicator immediately lids, switch OFF both power 
sources and go to step 5.2.4 
 
⇒ If Overload indicator does not lid, switch ON one by one each 3-
position manual switch. If Overload appears, identify the port 
label associated to the switch and switch OFF both power sources. 
Go to step 5.2.5. 
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  PDS short circuit inspection – before-relay failure 
 
Disconnect the rest of rear connectors from PDS. (220V plug, USBs and 
elevation/azimuth rotor plugs). 
  
Unscrew and disconnect both power input studs from PDS. 
 
⇒ Follow section 5.3 for PDS disassembly.  
 
Visually inspect PDS’ interior. Since Overload indicator lids from the 
beginning, a short circuit can be present from the input 13.5V stud to the 
3-position manual switch, including the ammeter display and USB Relay 
board. A faulty main relay can be internally short circuited as well. 
 
With a tester, test again for short circuit between both input 13.5V/GND 
studs and between +13.5V and PDS’ metallic enclosure. 
 
 
 
 
 
If short-circuit appears only between +13.5V stud and GND stud, chances 
are that the short circuit is located inside the main relays. 
 
It is possible but very unlikely to be located on the USB relay board or the 
Ammeter display since they are 5A fused. 
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If short circuit appears only between +13.5V and PDS’ metallic enclosure, 
chances are that the short circuit is due to a +13.5V peeled wire in contact 
with the metallic enclosure. 
 
Open the central black-white plastic box, and try to unscrew the nut to 
separate all the +13.5V cable assemblies. Be careful as the plastic box is 
quite fragile (if broken, it can be bought another one or found a similar 
solution to safe-isolate the nut). 
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Once the cables are separated, test for short circuit between each 
separated assembly and ground (and the PDS metallic box). 
 
 
 
 
Identify the short circuited one and follow it on a similar way until it is 
found. 
 
If happens to exists inside a main relay, replace the relay. Disconnect the 
connectors by simply pulling those out from the relay. Remember the pin 
allocation. 
 
  PDS short circuit inspection – after-relay failure 
 
Knowing which port causes short circuit,  follow section 5.3 for PDS 
disassembly. 
  
Visually inspect the PDS interior for any short circuit, especially the line 
related to the problematic port label found. 
 
Disconnect the main relay related to the problematic port by simply 
pulling out from its wire terminators. Remember the pin allocation. 
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Test for short circuit between the main relay output wire (the one that 
goes to its rear PDS port connector marked with red thermo-retractile) 
and the PDS’ metallic enclosure for short circuits in the final end of the 
line. 
 
 
 
If none is found, replace with a new main relay, reassemble PDS and 
test again for the Overload indicator. 
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5.3 PDS disassembly 
 
Step Action Comments 
  Disconnection of all cables from PDS. 
 
Open the left rack cover using a coin or screw. 
 
Make sure both main power sources are switched 
OFF. 
 
Disconnect from the rear part of PDS all the ports, 
USB, Elevation/Azimuth rotator plugs and 220V 
plug. 
 
Unscrew both +13.5V and GND studs and put the 
cables away. 
 
 
Unscrew frontal screws and pull out gently the 
PDS rack. 
 
Be careful as PDS weights around 10kg. 
CAUTION! 
 
Make sure to 
unscrew both 
+13.5V and GND 
studs and remove 
each cable as 
trying to pull-out 
the PDS shelf 
with them 
connected will 
break them. 
  PDS case opening 
 
Place PDS on a table and open the upper cover by 
unscrewing the several upper screws. 
Do not open the 
lower cover as it 
acts as a support 
of the several 
devices and 
cables which are 
attached as well 
to the inner walls. 
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5.4 PDS not providing power 
 
Step Action Comments 
  Single port malfunction 
 
If a certain device attached to a certain “port N” seems not 
to work as expected it is possible that this port N is 
malfunctioning. 
 
Disconnect the PDS’ back panel connector associated to 
the N port. With a voltmeter check for voltage output on 
the port N when the manual switch N is activated “ON”. 
 
 
If voltage is received, check the port cable that 
interconnects PDS with the device associated. 
 
If the port line is fine, the device is malfunctioning. Check 
to power the device with an external power source to 
assure the problem is not PDS related. 
 
If voltage is not received through the N port (or GND 
shorting for blue ports), disconnect all ports from PDS’, 
disconnect the 220V plug from PDS’.  
 
⇒ Follow section 5.3 for PDS disassembly. 
 
Check visually for unconnected terminals on the main 
relay and line related to the port N. 
 
With a tester check continuity between the N main relay 
output (indicated with red thermo-retracting isolator for 
red ports) and the PDS’ back N respective port connector 
(following image shows this test with port 3). 
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⇒ If continuity does not happen, go to step 5.3.2.  
 
⇒ If there is continuity, go to step 5.3.3. 
  50A fuse replacement 
 
Replace the 50A fuse by cutting the large thermo-
retracting cover.  
 
 
In order to make things more comfortable, both cable ties 
that holds the bunch of cables where the melted fuse is 
located can be cut. 
 
Cut a similar size thermo-retracting pipe and introduce it 
on any of the both fuse ends. 
If the fuse 
happens to be 
alright, try to 
fasten it 
harder. 
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Unscrew the broken fuse and screw hard the new one. 
 
Apply heat to the thermo-retracting isolator with the hot 
air soldering station. Around 150 ºC should work fine 
and faster and higher temperatures.  
 
Spare Fuses can be located into a plastic box in one of the 
corners inside the same PDS.  
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  Main relay troubleshooting 
 
Connect a 13.5V power source to the PDS’ respective 
input studs. Switch “ON” the malfunctioning “N” port.  
 
With a voltmeter check for output voltage present on the 
output of the main relay. It is indicated as the one with red 
thermo-retracting isolation. 
 
 
If no voltage is measured, check its input which is located 
on the same axis, with same wire colour, but in black 
thermo-retracting isolation. If voltage appears on its 
input, replace the main relay.  
 
If the power 
source used for 
troubleshooting 
is the small 
“telecom RPS-
1230-SWD” 
instead of the 
Microset 
PTS160 main 
one, make sure 
the frontal 
voltage switch 
is selected in 
the upper 
position 
“13.8V”.  
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If no voltage is measured on the main relay input, check 
the +13.5V line from the main relay to the +13.5V stud and 
find the open circuit. 
 
 
5.5 USB relay board troubleshooting 
Step Action 
  USB relay board not responding 
 
If after following the configuration steps for USB relay board operation 
it does not respond, try to disconnect its USB from the PC and reboot 
the PC. 
 
Reconnect the USB and start again the 4.5 manual PSD’ USB relay 
board operation procedure. 
 
If the device is not recognized in the USB device list of the computer, 
you may try to connect it with another computer to check if it is 
recognisable.  
 
⇒ Follow section 5.3 for PDS disassembly.  
 
Inspect visually the USB relay board. For better inspection, remove the 
24V antenna rotator power source by placing it out of PDS’. You may 
unscrew the 24V wires coming out from it, the 220V feeding it and 
removing it completely from the PDS’.  
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Apply 13.5V to the PDS’ back input studs to see if the USB relay board 
lids its “Power” led. 
 
Try to connect it to the computer to check if the USB relay board lids its 
“USB” led. One way to determine if the computer has made contact with 
the USB relay board, is by watching the TX/RX led lightning for an 
instance when connecting the USB. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moment of connecting the USB. 
 
If none of them lids, make sure with a voltmeter that 13.5V are 
measured on the input power connector of the USB relay board. 
 
If voltage is measured, unscrew all the cables coming to the USB relay 
board for external testing of it. 
 
If it works, burn the whole rack, the Cesar room including Abel, Enrico, 
Alejandro and David in it, and the SMOS room as well due to the noise 
it produces all the 25 hours of the day. There are ghosts present on the 
room. 
 
If it does not work, buy a replacement. 
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5.6 Preamplifier gain adjustment 
Step Action Comments 
  Preamplifier gain adjustment 
 
Preamplifiers can be adjusted through an inner 
potentiometer. It acts as a power divider giving from 0V to 
5V to the VGG pin of each Powermodule contained inside 
the preamplifier. 5V gives maximum gain. 
 
In order to modify it, open the rack side cover, and 
unscrew the screws holding the cover of the desired 
preamplifier to adjust: 
 
 
 
Locate the potentiometer and adjust. Follow procedure 4.6 
for transmission of a CW carrier. SSB USB modulation 
tone at the desired central frequency of the chain is 
desired. While transmitting, activate the preamplifier 
“VHF or UHF Pre.” switch and read the output power from 
the SWR meter while adjusting the potentiometer: 
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5.7 Shelf 2 disassembly – Preamplifiers and SWR 
meters 
 
Step Action 
  Shelf 2 disassembly. 
 
Remove Frontal aluminium black cover by unscrewing both screws of 
the panel covering both SWR meters. 
 
Open both rack side covers: 
 
 
Unplug and unscrew all connectors that goes to shelf 2 (Both ones 
connected to each SWR meter and both rear-rack facing connectors of 
each coaxial relay, including power connectors, and place them in the 
same shelf away from any entanglement upon extraction: 
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From the frontal, carefully tilt the shelf platform and extract. Caution! 
SWR are only attached with Velcro at this time. Their prior extraction 
is a good precaution. In order to do this, disconnect them first from its 
back power feed: 
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5.8 ROT2 operation - Antenna calibration 
 
Step Action Comments 
   ROT2 operation 
 
Pressing on “F” button will switch the 
different operations mode of ROT2: 
 
- Normal operations mode: Full 
manual. Nothing shown in 1st screen. 
 
 
-Half Auto mode: AZ/EL is 
preselected first. “H” Shown in 1st 
screen. 
 
 
-CPU mode: Computer operated. “A” 
is shown in the 1st screen. Pressing 
any arrow button will cancel the 
computer command. 
 
 
 
⇒ To calibrate the antenna due to 
a major reset of ROT2 
controller involving more than 
AZ 30º away from the 
calibrated measure, go to step 
5.8.2. 
⇒ For minor heading 
adjustments without turning 
the rotator, go to step  5.8.3 
 
For other adjustments regarding the 
rotator, use ROT2 user manual. 
For automatic rotator 
commanding from the 
computer, switch always to 
CPU mode “A”: 
 
 
ROT2 user manual can be 
obtained in the following 
(segmented) link:  
 
http://www.hy-gain.com/ 
Downloads/index.php 
?productid=RAS-2& 
filename=RAS-2.pdf 
&company=hygain 
  Antenna calibration 
 
Manually point the antenna to real 
South but in the state where lesser 
coaxial cable tension occurs (no 
entanglement is present on the 
coaxial cables, that is, both coaxial 
cables has an “ƧS” shape-like in 
the same plane). This position 
should be AZ 180º. 
 
Now turn anti-clockwise to North AZ 
0º (use a compass from the antenna 
base to point it to real 0º). Level the 
antennas horizontally as well (EL 0º). 
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Once you are sure that the antenna is 
well pointed to North and 
horizontally levelled, reset ROT2 
controller: 
 
   1. Turn OFF ROT2 
   2. While pressing F button, turn 
ON ROT2. 
 
AZ and EL displays should show 0 0. 
 
If another reading is displayed, 
maybe a fine tuning displacement is 
set. 
 
⇒ Go to step 5.8.3 to undo the 
fine tuning to 0 0. 
 
Antenna pointed to South 
with the coaxial cables on 
“ƧS” shape-like	in	the	same	plane	(photo	taken	from	E	building,	antenna	pointing	towards	~D	building): 
 
  Rotator fine adjustment 
 
Without moving the rotator nor 
resetting ROT2, it can be adjusted. 
 
For this, switch to “Normal operations 
mode” by pressing “F” button until 1st 
screen appears blank. 
 
 
Now press “S” button until “PP” 
appears on 1st screen. 
 
 
The actual reading is now shown in 
the AZ & EL screens. 
 
By pressing up, down, right, left 
arrows you can modify the reading 
without moving the rotator. This 
allow for tuning up to 30º away from 
the actual reading. 
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6 TECHNICAL PROCEDURES 
6.1 Tests and SWR reading 
In order to measure SWR, reflected power and transmitted power of an 
individual component, a test bed can be assembled by using the same SWR 
meters employed in the GS. 
 
As an example, in order to measure output power of a single preamplifier 
(maybe for troubleshooting), it is a good practise to disassemble it and test it 
outside the rack, with all the connectors properly connected and being 
supervised, on the desktop. 
 
One of the early tests made prior to the rack assembly was the preamplifiers 
test. Each amplifier is first tested by using a dummy load to assure that nothing 
is faulty and all is well matched. 
 
 
Figure 6.1 – VHF Preamplifier test example. 
 
 
In Figure 6.1 it is shown a scheme of a VHF preamplifier test. SDR is connected 
to the VHF preamplifier, and then one of the SWR Meters shows its output 
power. A matched dummy load must be connected at the final end, and all the 
coaxial connectors have to be checked for proper fasting. Leaving any open 
circuit in the test will lead to a 100% reflection of the TX power causing the 
preamplifier to be destroyed. 
 
Figure 6.2 – Used dummy load and TX power capability of it respect to the time being TX. For our 
amplifiers it is shown that is stands up to one minute for our 200W VHF. 
 
Once basic tests to the Preamplifiers are held (see results but once assembled on 
rack in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11) and determined that its output power will 
not damage the PA, another test is done with Preamplifier + PA in cascade as 
shown as a scheme in Figure 6.3 and as a photography on Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.3 – VHF Preamplifier + VHA PA test. 
 
 
Figure 6.4 – Photography of the test depicted in Figure 6.3. Laptop used as a computer. Small power 
source is used to power the preamplifier. Preamplifier has a heat dissipator extracted from a computer on 
it. PA is powered by PDS already assembled in the rack next to it. Note the dummy load located between 
PA and SWR meter. 
 
 
Figure 6.5 – Another test with Preamplifier + PA. This time but, with the UHF elements and using the 
antenna instead of a dummy load. 
 
Once a test scenario is assembled as described, measures with SWR Meters can 
be performed. For this, follow procedure 4.7. 
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6.2 Antenna rotator calibration issues – cable breaking! 
 Decalibration problem 
RAS rotator installed in this GS does not include any fixed rotating limits. 
Instead, ROT2 controller saves the actual position and created virtual rotating 
limits that can be configuration. 
 
One must be careful when using ROT2 controller with an instable power source 
or a power source that drops its voltage not immediately when shutting it off, as 
it loses the actual pointing values resetting to zero and their limits as well. 
 
This is a very dangerous situation since the coaxial cables and power feeds to 
the rotator are fixed on the antenna mast which does not rotate. Their length are 
designed to support up to 2 turns (360º ±180º). The problem exists if ROT2 
loses its calibration into a position next to the extreme. 
 
Let’s say for example, that the ROT2 and RAS reading is azimuth 540º 
(maximum azimuth clockwise allowed), but that a problem appears in the 
power source that drops its voltage down to let’s say 5-8V for some seconds. 
 
At that moment, ROT2 resets its values to actual azimuth 0º and elevation 0º. 
Further clockwise turn will immediately exceed azimuth 540º and thus breaking 
the coaxial cables or the rotator itself. 
 
The used power source seems to work fine when shutting it down. 
 
 
Nevertheless, the actual rotator design is not fail safe and must have an 
automated safety system if autonomous operation is wanted. 
 
 
For instance, decalibration due to voltage drop happens when feeding ROT2 
with the small external Telecom RPS-1230-SWD power source available for 
tests in this GS. More exactly when closing the power source when ROT2 is 
connected. 
 
A temporary workaround consists on using the live-cam pointed to the antenna 
to check the cable positions respect to the ROT2 reading. An example is shown 
in Figure 6.6.  
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Figure 6.6 – Antenna rotator photography. Note the coaxial cables position. Now rotated next to the 
azimuth clockwise limit. About +270º respect to the center position (180º). Reading should be AZ 450º. 
 
 ROT2 Calibration & Menus 
 
Manual calibration consists on moving manually the rotator in M mode (Manual) 
until it points north Azimuth 0º and horizon elevation 0º visually. 
 
 
Make sure that prior to pointing North to calibrate it, you must depart from 
the south azimuth 180º position which has the lesser coaxial cables tension! 
 
 
The lesser coaxial cable tension occurs when it points to south (AZ 180º) and no 
entanglement is present on the coaxial cables, that is, both coaxial cables 
has an “ƧS” shape-like in the same plane as shown more or less in Figure 
6.7. 
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Figure 6.7 – South pointing AZ 180º reading which corresponds to the middle point regarding the coaxial 
cable positioning. Note the “ƧS” shape-like of the coaxial cables, more or less in the same plane. 
 
 
Once pointed to South (AZ 180º) as explained, then manually point to North 
(AZ 0º) by turning anti-clockwise. Now ROT2 must be reset in order to show AZ 
0º and EL 0º. 
 
This is performed by turning OFF ROT2 first, and then turning it ON while 
pressing F button. 0 0 will show in the display. 
 
In this reset position AZ 0º, the rotator is now set in the counter-clockwise end 
of its normal rotation range. Normal rotation range is in a clockwise direction 
for 360º (From AZ 0º to AZ 360º). 
 
From the reset position AZ 0º, you can rotate counter-clockwise an additional 
180º in “over-travel”, as well 360º clockwise plus an additional 180º into 
clockwise over-travel. 
 
This gives the rotator -180º +540º range available, in which note that the 
central point is 180º (South), position in which the coaxial cables are installed. 
 
This over-travel is indicated as a dot above the AZ screen. 
 
⇒ For calibration, follow procedures 5.8. 
 
⇒ Regarding fail-safe solutions to avoid damaging the rotator in case of 
decalibration, see section 7.4. 
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6.3 Preamplifier adjustment and power measurements 
Both preamplifiers can be adjusted through a screw-potentiometer located 
inside each aluminium box. 
 
As stated, both preamplifiers are capable of 30W. By adjusting the preamplifiers 
as stated in section 5.6, their gain can be incremented up to the maximum 30W 
output power. This can be used in order to achieve higher TX power by locating 
both PA on the roof as mentioned in section 7.2. 
 
The following figures shows the measures of Preamplifier and Preamplifier + PA 
output Continuous Wave (CW) power of both VHF and UHF measured either in 
the rack and on the roof. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.8 – Left: VHF Preamplifier only adjusted for 15W output power. x1 scale (14.5W reading). 
Right: VHF Preamplifier+PA at max gain. X10 scale (170W reading). From the intersection of Forward 
and reflexted indicators, SWR is about 1 in both cases (Reflected inidicator stays in same measure even 
without transmitting). Measures taken inside the rack. See real power arriving to the antenna in Figure 
6.11. 
 
 
UHF preamplifier is set to have an output power of around 16W to match with 
the maximum output power the PA can provide. 
 
 
Figure 6.9 – Left: UHF Preamplifier only set for 16W TX power, 20W scale (16W reading). Right: UHF 
Preamplifier + PA, 200W scale (80W reading). Measured from Rack. See real power value arriving to the 
antenna in Figure 6.12. 
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Figure 6.10 – SWR measure of both UHF Preamplifier transmitting only in left, UHF Preamplifier + PA 
transmitting in right. Both thows between 1.1 and 1.2 SWR. 
 
Even though SWR measures shows perfect values, one has to take into account 
that from this device to the antenna we have 80m cable for each chain. That is, 
if any reflection occurs due to a mismatched antenna, this read reflection is 
attenuated twice the value that the cable attenuates. 
 
Another set of measures are taken but on the roof at the antenna to measure the 
actual forward and reflected power of the antenna. With this and comparing to 
the previous values, the exact attenuation value for the lines can be computed as 
well. 
 
 
Figure 6.11 – VHF. Left: Preamplifier only power measure on the roof (7.75W). Right: Full power measure 
on the roof (80W). 
 
 
 
Figure 6.12 – UHF. Left: Preamplifier only power measure on the roof (4W). Right: Full power measure on 
the roof (27W). 
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By comparing measures from the rack and roof, it can be computed the losses 
caused by the long cable: 
 
 VHF UHF 
Preamplifier – rack 15W / 41.8dBm 16W / 42dBm 
Preamplifier – roof 7.75W / 38.9dBm 4W / 36dBm 
Losses -7.25W / -2.9dB -12W / -6dB 
Table 6.1 – TX Power comparison between rack and roof. Only preamplifier used. 
 VHF  UHF 
Preamplifier + PA - rack 170W / 52.3dBm 80W / 49dBm 
Preamplifier + PA - roof 80W / 49dBm 27W / 44.3dBm 
Losses -90W / -3.3dB -50W / -4.7dB 
Table 6.2 - TX Power comparison between rack and roof. Preamplifier + PA used. 
 
 
Which taken an average of the different measures taken and comparing to the 
specifications of the used coaxial cable M&P Broad Pro 50 shown in Figure 6.13, 
it is obtained that both power lines have a length of 70m approx. 
 
 
Figure 6.13 – M&P Broad Pro 50 attenuation specifications.  
 
 
From Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.14 it can be seen that the SWR value measured 
on the same roof end is almost 1 and 1.2. This indicates that both Yagi antennas 
are well matched. 
 
 
Figure 6.14 – UHF SWR reading on the roof showing less than 1.2. 
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7 FUTURE 
In this section, analysis, comments and recommendations are provided 
regarding to future improvements on the GS such as upgrading the TX power, 
the addition of a 3rd L/S-band chain and the addition of a safety system to the 
rotator for decalibration cases. 
 
This section is only a recompilation of found useful references through the 
internet to help starting further investigation needed on the upgrades. 
 
7.1 S-band/L-band upgrade 
 
With the improving of small transceivers suitable for satellites and due to the 
increased throughput it allows, S-band is used nowadays more and more with 
CubeSats. A typical configuration can be a half-duplex S-band or a full-duplex S-
band/UHF configuration. 
 
For this purpose, S-band capability addition is the cleverest next step 
improvement on the GS. 
 
It has to be taken into account that PDS is designed having 3 available ports for 
S-band operation as well which are mentioned in Table 2.2. The problem is 
reduced to find suitable devices for amplification of S-band signal both for 
uplink or downlink and the most problematic: to search a solution to avoid a 3rd 
coaxial cable from the GS to the roof, especially since no 3-way configuration 
using VHF/UHF/S-band at the same time is used for CubeSat. 
A suitable configuration would UHF/S-Band full-duplex by substituting the 
VHF chain for S-Band. 
Solutions to allow this can be by the use of a diplexer on the roof.  The diplexer 
allows for certain lower frequencies to derive to the VHF antenna, while for 
upper frequencies to a new S-band antenna, and the same for downlink, mixing 
both antenna’s signals on the same coaxial line. 
Using this configuration would allow: 
• Better frequency discrimination for the diplexer as VHF is farther than 
UHF to S-Band. 
• UHF/S-Band full-duplex operation. Nothing exists as VHF/S-band. 
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 Antenna 
 
Since the path loss between the GS and satellites strongly depends on the 
wavelength of the signal, the higher is the frequency used the higher is the loss. 
 
Signals on 13cm/S-band (2400MHz) and 23cm/L-band (1300MHz) have about 
15dB and 10dB more loss respectively compared to a 70cm/UHF signal, and 
24dB and 19dB more loss respectively compared to a 2m/VHF signal. 
 
Those basic computations can be performed using the following path loss 
formula: 
 
 
Which gives the following results that can be compared between them: 
 
 Wavelength λ Path loss – d=800Km link 
VHF 2m 134dB 
UHF 70cm 143dB 
L-band 23cm 153dB 
S-band 13cm 158dB 
 
For this reason, antennas with higher directivity must be used to assure 
acceptable SNR values. This is achieved with dish antennas which can give 
typical directivities of 29dBi for a 1.9m diameter dish antenna, which is twice 
the directivity a single Yagi antenna like the ones employed in this GS provides. 
 
The main elements of a dish antenna are the parabolic reflector and the feed. 
 
The function of the reflector is to focus the incoming signal to one focal point, in 
which the feed is placed. The feed is simply a smaller antenna with lower 
directivity. It can consist on any type of directional antenna. In figures, there are 
shown different dish antenna feeds consisting on either helical antennas or 
patch antennas. Ring feeds are used as well. 
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Figure 7.1 – Left: Dualband L-band/S-band 2-port helical dish feed by DD7MH15. Right: L-band patch feed 
by K0KN based on a W0LMD.16 
 
 
A suitable solution is found by RFHamdesign.com. They provide dish antenna 
kits from 1m to 4m, made of mesh grid, and including feeds for only S-band or 
dual band L/S-band. 
 
In next tables, it is shown the prices for different configurations: 
 
With dual band ring feed, up to 250W 23cm and 100W 13cm max, 1 single 
connector type: 
Dish diameter Directivity (L-band/S-
band) 
Price 
1m 18.7dBi / 23.6dBi  390€ 
1.2m 20.3dBi / 25.2dBi 425€ 
1.5m 22.2dBi / 27.2dBi 486€ 
1.9m 24.2dBi / 29.2dBi 555€ 
 
With a single band horn feed allowing higher power up to 1000W max but only 
S-band: 
Dish diameter Directivity Price 
1m 18.7dBi / 23.6dBi  412€ 
1.2m 20.3dBi / 25.2dBi 459€ 
1.5m 22.2dBi / 27.2dBi 520€ 
1.9m 24.2dBi / 29.2dBi 589€ 
 
In order to fit one of these antennas in the same rotator of the GS, larger 
horizontal supports must be installed on the rotator. 1.9m dish antenna is 
recommended for best performance.17 
                                                   
15 DD7MH Product gallery. Link: 
http://www.dd7mh.de/Webbildgalerie/images.html  
16 K0KN AO40 solutions. “Patch Feed”. Link: 
http://www.qsl.net/k0kn/AO40.html  
 
 
17 As an example, ISIS Ground Station provides a 2m dish antenna on the same 
rotator employed for VHF and UHF. 
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The dual band feed is recommended, since few CubeSats operates on L-band 
and more important, the HRPT high resolution images of NOAA and newer 
ones operates in L-band as well. Take into consideration that the single-port 
solution must be taken. 
 
 
Figure 7.2 – Suggested dual band L/S-band feed single connector provided by Rfhamdesign. 
 
 
Figure 7.3 – 1.9m mesh dish antenna suggested by Rfhamdesign but containing an L-band septum dish 
feed. 
 LNA 
 
From the specifications of the used coaxial cable shown on Figure 6.13 it can be 
seen that the attenuation on L/S-bands rises up to 14.1dB and 19.8dB. To 
maximize the performance, a proper LNA must be choose and furthermore, 
placed as near as possible of the antenna feed. 
 
A suitable LNA found is “KU LNA 222 AH” with a price of ~250€.18 
It presents a gain of 30dB in S-band while maintains G>28dB down to 
700MHz19 making it very useful for the recommended dual band feature as well. 
                                                   
18 OZ9EAC S-band Receiver Station. HEMT LNA. Link:  
http://wiki.oz9aec.net/index.php/S-band_Receiver_Station  
19 OZ9EAC lab report. 2009.09.15. Link: 
http://wiki.oz9aec.net/index.php/Talk:Receiving_LRO_and_LCROSS#2009.0
9.15  
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 RX/TX solution 
 
Since the suggested LNA device does not provide keying function, a solution must 
be installed to allow transmitting (in the case TX is desired). 
 
This can be achieved by using a similar concept used in the rack in the VHF and 
UHF chains. By placing the same used 6-port dual coaxial relay, but parallel to 
the LNA on the dish antenna, it would allow to bypass it. 
 
 Diplexer 
 
A diplexer consists on a passive element that allows either: 
 
• Mixing 2 signals coming from 2 antennas in 1 cable 
• Dividing 2 different band signals coming from 1 coaxial cable to 2 
respective antennas. 
 
A solution to avoid installing a third coaxial cable from the roof to the rack is to 
place a diplexer to connect the S-band dish antenna and VHF antenna to the 
same coaxial cable previously used only for VHF. 
 
This would allow to use a S-band/UHF configuration and the actual VHF/UHF 
as well. In Figure 7.4 is is shown the schematic of the VHF chain with a diplexer 
inserted prior to both LNA. A diplexer is modeled as the union of two lines in 
one with the addition of two filters that gets rids of the unwanted frequency 
band. The shown configuration but would only allow for L/S-band RX. 
 
 
Figure 7.4 – VHF chain featuring a diplexer for an L/S-band antenna dish in reception only. 
 
 
The diplexer should be chose having proper cut-off frequencies. As an example, 
Microlab’s BK-24N diplexer allows to divide the frequencies 80-520MHz to one 
port and 698-2700MHz to the other port and is priced 538$20 
 
                                                   
20 Solidsignal. BK-24N. Link: https://www.solidsignal.com/pview.asp?p=bk-
24n  
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Figure 7.5 – Diplexer Microlab BK-24N. 
 
This allows for connecting the VHF antenna to the 1st port while the S/L-band 
dish antenna to the 2nd port, while the coaxial cable on the COMM port going 
down to the rack. 
 
Be careful, models like BK-12N from Microlab can appear more economic 
solutions but their 2nd port frequency range is 1710-2700MHz not allowing L-
band to be received. 
 
 L/S-Band TX solutions 
 
In case of L/S-band TX things would get more complicated with the needing of 
a triple relay switching between 2 different preamplifiers (VHF and L/S-band) 
and the RX bypass on the preconditioning stage. 
 
Furthermore, as the LNA employed by L/S-band is not switchable, another set 
of coaxial relays would be required on the roof. 
 
It has to be taken into account the huge losses that a high frequency signal is 
affected by the cable. As shown in Figure 6.13, the attenuation for the 70m 
coaxial cable for an L-band signal is 9.9dB while for an S-band signal is 13.8dB. 
 
This would imply that even having an expensive 100W L/S-band properly 
matched PA (with the required preamplifiers), it would arrive only 10.3W and 
4W respectively to the antenna. 
 
 
 Alternative designs: custom made antennas 
An interesting and economic project, but not so reliable, consists on 
manufacturing the dish feed by homemade materials. 
 
Several references exist on the net featuring building instructions for S-band 
feeds or even dual band L-band/S-band feeds made of patch antennas. 
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7.1.6.1 Helix antenna 
 
One type of directional circular polarized antenna for S-Band is by the use of 
long helix antennas. 
 
The advantage it offers is the easiness of building it being just a spiral wire of a 
given dimensions attached by any straight solid material such as wood or metal. 
 
Several designs exists over the net.21 For instance, a design for a L-band helix 
antenna adjusted for NOAA HRPT receiving is made and analyzed by Goetz 
Romahn is his webpage.22  
 
 
Figure 7.6 – 1.5m L-band long helix antenna by Arne van Belle, tested by Goetz Romahn in the link on 
reference [22]. 
 
The main disadvantage of using this type of antennas, is its reduced gain 
compared to a dish antenna with only 16dBi for a 1.5m long antenna. It is stated 
that the antenna previous mentioned 1.5m helix antenna is not enough even for 
HRPT reception, being a 60cm dish antenna even better performing. 
 
Another disadvantage of helix antennas is the need antenna matching from 50Ω 
to 140Ω. This kind of helix antennas are designed for just one band as well, 
needing 2 antennas in order to have L-band and S-band, which would add much 
more complexity to the GS design. 
 
                                                   
21 A 16 turn S-Band Helix. James Miller G3RUH. Link: 
http://www.amsat.org/articles/g3ruh/117.html  
22 Goetz Romahn’s Homepage. Helical Beam Antennas. Link: http://www.g-
romahn.de/wxsat/goetzhome/hrpt/antenna.htm  
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7.1.6.2 Long helix antenna array 
 
A solution to the problem of the decreased gain of helix antennas compared to a 
dish antenna could be the use of multiple helix antennas in array. 
 
 
Figure 7.7 – 23cm L-band helix antenna array by KB9UPS.23 
 
With this, it gain is increased significantly, but cost and complexity rises too much 
being a dish antenna much more desired.  
 
7.1.6.3 Dual feed L-band/S-band 
 
After some research, it is found a dual band helix feed that consists of two small 
helix antennas by sharing the same axis. DJ1KM mentions the use of one build 
by DD7MH and includes a photo of it, which is shown  the right part of Figure 
7.1.24 Research and simulations can be done in order to obtain a similar feed 
antenna but its main drawback again is the need of mixing the two signals 
coming from both ports of the feed. It has to be taken into account when 
designing it, that the helix of dish feeds are actually inverted compared to a 
directional helix antenna. 
 
                                                   
23 23cm L-band helix antenna array by KB9UPS. Link: 
http://www.i1wqrlinkradio.com/cc23cm/click.php?id=56  
24 H2313L4 dual helix feed antenna datasheet. DD7MH. Link: 
http://www.dd7mh.de/PDFDatenbl/H2313L4.pdf  
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More designs are found, for example by W0LMD and tested by W1GHZ25 which 
includes a dual band patch feed for L and S band and more options available on 
its book.26 
 
7.1.6.4 Dual band microstrip feed 
 
Another interesting project is to design a microstrip dual band antenna with the 
proper parameters to be used into a dish reflector. 
 
Nowadays there’s been is multiple research in the capabilities of small 
microstrip antennas allowing for resonance on multiple bands. One variant of 
antennas are called “Inverted-F” antenna, which by designing it into a PCB, is 
called Planar inverted-F antenna (PIFA). By simply designing the proper 
dimensions and shapes of a PIFA antenna, it is possible to create a feed antenna 
with a single feed connector capable to resonate on two desired frequency 
bands. 
 
As an example, Ankit P Dabhi and Shobhit K Patel offers a research paper with 
the design of a PIFA antenna designed to resonate between 1.43GHz and 
1.64GHz; then between 3.81GHz and 3.97GHz; and finally between 4.99GHz 
and 5.21GHz, all 3 bands at the same time with excellent efficiency.27  
 
Another design of a microstrip antenna is shown for 2.4GHz and 5GHz WLAN 
applications by Jiachen Yang, Huanling Wang, Zhihan Lv and Huihui Wang.28 
In it is shows the resonating bandwidth variation of modifying the shape of the 
antenna by adding slots and other design elements.  
 
 
 A nice project would be the own design of a microstrip or PIFA antenna to 
resonate mainly in the S-band portion used for cubesats from 2.2GHz to 
2.5GHz, while resonating as well near 1,7GHz where most HRPT NOAA 
satellites emits. 
 
                                                   
25 Analysis of the W0LMD Dual-band patch feed for L&S band. Paul Wade 
W1GHZ 2004. Link: 
http://www.w1ghz.org/antbook/conf/W0LMD_patch_feed.pdf  
26 The W1GHZ online microwave antenna book. Pauil Wade W1GHZ. Link: 
http://www.w1ghz.org/antbook/contents.htm  
27 Desgn of 1.7GHz multiband meandered planar inverted F antenna. Ankit P 
Dabhi and Shobhit K Patel. ISSN2277-8616. Link: http://www.ijstr.org/final-
print/june2014/Design-Of-17-Ghz-Multiband-Meandered-Planar-Inverted-F-
Antenna.pdf  
28 Design of Miniaturized Dual-Band Microstrip Antenna for WLAN 
Application. Jiachen Yang, Huanling Wang, Zhihan Lv and Huihui Wang. 
Link: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4970034/  
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Affordable mesh dish reflector intended for TV are available on the internet that 
can be adapted to a custom designed feed.29 The problem is that only up to 1m is 
found which would fall short of performance preferring about 2m diameter 
dish. 
 
7.2 GS TX power enhance 
The actual design of the GS is far from the optimal one in terms of RF 
performing. Even though in RX the effect of the long cable is almost gone 
thanks to the LNA installed, a lot of power is lost during TX. 
 
One direct improvement without the acquisition of new active elements, is to 
place both PA on the roof. 
 
Since Preamplifiers in the actual configuration allows for maximum 30W of TX 
power, by adjusting them to maximum power and giving the cable losses 
measured on Table 6.1 and Table 6.2, it is computed the amount of power 
preamplifiers only can send to the roof: 
 
 VHF UHF 
Preamplifier at max PTX 30W (44.8dBm) 30W (44.8dBm) 
Loss ~ -3.1dB ~ -5.3dB 
PTX computed in roof 14.8W 8.91W 
Table 7.1 - Maximum power arriving to the roof capable for both preamplifiers only. 
 
In Figure 7.8 it is shown the reading of the UHF preamplifier set at maximum 
output power. The adjusting potentiometer for the preamplifier gain still was 
not set at maximum gain in order to obtain the maximum 30W. 
 
 
Figure 7.8 – UHF preamplifier maximum TX power. 30W reading (200W scale). 
 
Given the capability of the preamplifiers shown in Figure 7.1, and knowing the 
needed input power of both PA and its gain, it is computed that PA up on the 
roof would receive enough power from preamplifiers down in the rack to output 
almost maximum power directly to the antenna. 
 
                                                   
29 Diesl Satellite dish 95cm offset perforated. Link: 
https://www.diesl.es/epages/eb0383.sf/en_GB/?ObjectPath=/Shops/eb0383/
Products/PD95P  
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Caution! It has to be taken into account that in this case, LNA must be 
switched off via PTT keying (disconnecting them from power) in order to not 
damage them as the TX power their receive in this new scenario overpasses the 
maximum allowed for the automatic VOX keying as stated in Table 2.1. 
 
7.3 Enhancement of frontal panels 
As it is observed, difficulties were present when machining the frontal panels to 
the desired design. Due to unprofessionalism, the specifications of the cuts and 
holes were far away from the stated tolerances being impossible to imitate a 
panel-mounting scheme for some of the devices, such as the ROT2 controller. 
 
It is suggested to design and order to any rack panel manufacturing company30 
at least a frontal panel for PDS with the proper dimensions, text indicating each 
switch function and logos like ESA on it. 
 
7.4 Rotator fail-safe system 
 
As explained on section 6.2, the actual rotator-antenna design is prone to 
decalibration which, depending on the rotator status when decalibration occurs, 
can lead to allow rotation far away of the coaxial cable limits and break them or 
break the rotator as well. 
 
As RAS rotator does not have any physical turn limit established with the mast 
assembly, an external solution should be added in order to avoid it. 
 
The simpler and mechanical is the safety system, the safer it is. For this, it is 
proposed a very simple solution, which consists on a cable that interconnects 
the rotating element of the rotator with the static mast. 
 
This cable should be assembled to be way shorter than any installed coaxial 
cable, and contain a detachable connector by simply pulling from both cables. 
 
The idea is that in case of decalibration, into a scenario in which the rotator 
starts to turn away from the stablished limits (remember the rotator limits are 
reset as well when ROT2 is reset), this cable should be entangled as well around 
the mast and be pulled and disconnected by the same rotation. 
 
This cable should then stop the rotator before any coaxial cable is over-stressed. 
Maybe this cable can be the same cable powering the rotator for more 
robustness. 
 
Several options are thought. A special pullable connector was bought and shown 
in Figure 7.9.  
                                                   
30 Rack247 seems a straight-forward fully online option. Options from ~68€ 
with delivery to Spain for a 2U panel. Link: https://www.rack247.com/  
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Figure 7.9 – Pullable connector wire. 	
Nevertheless, other solutions can be developed such as by cutting and adding 
into the same rotator power cable two (male & female) spade terminators and 
attach firmly the cable with ties in the mast and rotator arm with the proper 
dimensions in order to be automatically pulled out by the same turning force, 
always before any coaxial cable starts to be stretched or over-bended. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.10 – Male & female spade terminators which can be used on the same rotator power cables as 
safety system for the rotator overturn. 
 	Once	this	system	is	triggered,	one	would	need	to	go	up	to	the	antenna,	connect	it	again	directly	disentangling	it	(temporary	only),	move	the	rotator	manually	back	to	the	proper	position	for	calibration,	and	reconnect	properly	this	safety	cable	in	order	to	comply	its	function	the	next	time.	
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8 ANNEX 
8.1 SatNOGS-ansible installation procedures 
This section exposes instructions for the installation of SatNOGS’ Ansible 
version. Since multiple problems appears during installation, the found 
workarounds are described as well. 
 
Instructions based on Github: 
 https://wiki.SatNOGS.org/SatNOGS_Client_Ansible 
 
Material downloaded from: https://github.com/SatNOGS/SatNOGS-client-
ansible  
 
Once downloaded material from previous github address, copy folder 
“production.dist” to another new folder named: “production”. 
 
Configure production/inventory/hosts file: 
Divide the first line with each element in a new row like: 
 
 satnogs 
 ansible_host=localhost 
 ansible_user=cesar-cubesat 
 ansible_ssh_pass=Type here the ssh password (PC’s password). 
 
Configure production/inventory/host_vars/satnogs/main.yml variables: 
 
 SatNOGS_api_token: 'de9c87c1931c81ab2c3a8c04bca658b8712ae056' 
 SatNOGS_network_api_url: 'https://network.satnogs.org/api/' 
 SatNOGS_rx_device: 'hackrf' 
 SatNOGS_station_elev: '655' 
 SatNOGS_station_id: '48' 
 SatNOGS_station_lat: '40.444' 
 SatNOGS_station_lon: '-3.953' 
 
Install or make sure Ansible is installed: 
 
sudo apt-get update 
sudo apt-get install software-properties-common 
sudo apt-add-repository ppa:ansible/ansible 
sudo apt-get update 
sudo apt-get install ansible 
 
As the installation is unable to check the version, go to file: 
SatNOGS-client-ansible/roles/common/tasks/main.yml 
and erase the following lines: 
 
- name: Check distribution 
  assert: 
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    that: ansible_distribution == distribution and 
ansible_distribution_release == distribution_release 
    msg: 'This role requires {{ distribution }} {{ distribution_release }}.' 
 
Run ansible installation by entering: 
ansible-playbook -i production/inventory -K site.yml --ask-pass 
 
Type computer's password at 1st password asking, and Enter in the second 
password asking. 
 
Installation should run. Check if any error occurs. 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
---Solution to “Error fetching keys” 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Install aptitude and keyring: 
 sudo apt install aptitude 
 sudo aptitude install debian-keyring debian-archive-keyring 
 
Force gpg to get keys in port 80: 
gpg --keyserver hkp://keyserver.ubuntu.com:80 --recv-keys  
8B48AD6246925553 
 
 gpg --keyserver hkp://keyserver.ubuntu.com:80 --recv-keys 
7638D0442B90D010 
 
Run again Ansible installation. 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
---Error “libboost-filesystem1.62.0” while installing gr-satnogs 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 sudo apt upgrade 
 sudo apt-cache search libboost 
 sudo apt-get install libboost-all-dev 
(But libboost was already installed, though Ubuntu only have up to version 
1.58.0) 
 
running ansible-playbook but adding -vvv shows more info about the installation 
for debugging. 
 
It does not work, so erase from satnogs-client-ansible/roles/satnogs-
radio/tasks/main.yml: 
 
- name: Install gr-SatNOGS 
  apt: 
    deb: '{{ satnogs_radio_gr_satnogs_package }}' 
    state: 'present' 
  become: True 
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and install gr-satellites apart: https://github.com/SatNOGS/gr-SatNOGS  
by following its installation instructions. 
 
Then run again Ansible installation. 
 
  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
TO SEE THE STATUS OF SATNOGS: 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Type this to another terminal to see the log of SatNOGS which is now running in 
the background: 
 
For continuous status: 
 journalctl -u satnogs-client.service –f 
 
For past messages: 
 journalctl -u satnogs -client.service 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
TO CONFIGURE NOW SATNOGS: 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Enter SatNOGS configuration program by typing on the Terminal: 
 
 ssh –t cesar-cubesat@localhost sudo satnogs-setup 
 
In the appearing GUI, go to Basic>HAMLIB_UTILS_ROT_OPTIONS: 
 
 -m 901 -r /dev/ttyUSB0 -s 600 -t 4533_ 
 
And in Advanced> 
 IF Gain 40 
 RF Gain 14 
 BB Gain 40 
 SATNOGS_DEV_ARGS hackrf=936c8f 
 
Or for instance the other hackfr=406d8f 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
TO SHUT DOWN SATNOGS: 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
To avoid SatNOGS to start at the startup: 
 
 sudo systemctl disable satnogs-client.service 
 
To shut down SatNOGS immediately: 
 
 sudo systemctl stop satnogs-client.service 
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To search for other services that could be linked to satnogs: 
 sudo systemctl status  
 
For example: 
 tmp-. satnogs.”something” 
 rotctld.”something” 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
NO PLOTTING PROBLEM à No solution found 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
It is known that “gplot” used by SatNOGS does not creates the waterfall image of 
the scheduled passes. 
 
Several tryings without success were employed. Those are described next: 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
---Error after a pass: WARNING: Plotting with an 'unknown' terminal 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 sudo nano /usr/share/SatNOGS/scripts/satnogs_waterfall.gp  
 
to modify "satnogs_waterfall.gp" script which has "set terminal unknown" on line 
39. Change it by adding a # ahead of the line: 
 
 # set terminal unknown 
 ^O   and   ENTER --> to save 
 ^X   --> to close 
 
Even if now the error is not shown, it still does not plot the waterfall. 
If still does not work, try to search " satnogs_waterfall" in Ubuntu's file explorer, 
and modify all "SatNOGS_waterfall.gp" found in the same way stated above. Still, 
it does not work. 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--GNUPLOT REINSTALLATION à nothing changes 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Reinstall gnuplot but the x11 interactive version by 
  sudo apt-get install gnuplot-x11 
  
 To see actual terminal used: 
   echo "show term" | gnuplot '-' 
 or: 
  echo "print GNUTERM" | gnuplot  
  
 Install: 
  sudo apt-get install libx11-dev libxt-dev libreadline-gplv2-dev glib-
2.0 libgd2-xpm-dev 
  sudo apt-get install gnuplot 
  sudo apt-get install gnuplot-x11 
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 Change default terminal: 
  echo 'set term png' > .gnuplot 
  echo 'GNUTERM = "png"' > .gnuplot 
 
It creates a file ".gnuplot" in home folder in which gnuplot should access first. 
Type in the terminal: 
 
  gnuplot 
  help startup 
 
It shows that when gnuplot is run it first looks for a config file "gnuplotrc" located 
in folder reported by "show loadpath": 
 
  show loadpath --> it says gnuplotrc is read from 
/usr/share/gnuplot5/gnuplot/5.0 
 
  exit --> to close gnuplot 
  
 Modify the init file: 
 
  sudo nano /usr/share/gnuplot5/gnuplot/5.0/gnuplotrc 
 
 Scroll down to the end of the file with the "down" button. Add: 
 
  set term png 
 
 ^O and ENTER to save, ^X to close. 
 
But still no success. 
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8.2 Proper GNU Radio and gr-satellites installation 
GNU Radio exists on diferent versions. The used one is through PyBOMBS. 
 
Remove all .GNURADIO or .GRC_GNURADIO folders from home if existing. 
 
Install PyBOMBS: 
 
    $ [sudo] pip install PyBOMBS 
 
or 
 
    $ git clone https://github.com/gnuradio/pybombs.git 
    $ cd pybombs 
    $ sudo python setup.py install 
 
Add PyBOMBS recipes: 
 
    $ pybombs recipes add gr-recipes git+https://github.com/gnuradio/gr-
recipes.git   
    $ pybombs recipes add gr-etcetera git+https://github.com/gnuradio/gr-
etcetera.git 
 
Configure an installation prefix: 
 
    $ pybombs prefix init ~/prefix/default/ 
 
Install GNU Radio: 
 
    $ pybombs install gnuradio 
 
Run GNU Radio Companion from your new prefix: 
 
    $ source ~/prefix/default/setup_env.sh 
    $ gnuradio-companion 
 
or execute it without changing the current environment 
 
    $ pybombs run gnuradio-companion 
 
When executed, go to help -> about, and should show "GNU Radio Companion 
3.7.12git-295-ga0adcd33" 
or similar with "git". Shorter program names would indicate that the correct 
version is not executed properly. 
 
---------> for proper use and installation of packages, one must tell to the terminal 
the "environment" to use. That is the different paths (where pybombs' gnuradio 
is located) it will execute and look for commands. 
 
To do that, instead of execute "setup_env.sh" with "bash", do it with "." : 
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from:root@cesarcubesat: (needed root ?) ~/prefix/default          . setup_env.sh 
 
And then compiling herarchical should work (see few lines below). 
 
The environment used can be checked by typing:  
 echo $PATH 
 
And check which information contains "setup_env.sh" by doing: 
cat setup_env.sh 
 
 
 
----------------------------COMPILE   HIERARCHICAL --------------------------- 
Errors in "Correlate Access code - Tag". Suggested to go inside sync_to_pdu.grc 
with gnuradio and replace it by the existing in gnuradio "_xx_" instead of "_bb_" 
 
go to gr-satellites root folder: /prefix/default/src/gr-satellites/ and run 
compile_hierarchical.sh: 
 
sudo –s à (?) 
bash compile_hierarchical.sh 
 
if it shows "segmentation fault error", go deeper to /apps/hierarchical 
and compile each of the filer by using: 
 
grcc name_of_file.grc 
 
if grcc not installed, install it "sudo apt install grcc" 
Then, see which ones gives the error.  
Open each of those from gnuradio, press Play, close gnuradio. Try again the 
commands. 
 
-------------------------INSTALLATION OF PACKAGES-------------------------- 
For gr-satellites install: 
 
 sudo pybombs install gr-satellites 
 
In order to install repositories not included in pybombs installation, a 
workaround by modifying pybombs is done by: 
 
.... go to /home/.pybombs/recipes/gr-recipes 
.... copy one of the files like gr-display.lwr, rename to desired recipe, open and 
change the github depository link to the one desired desired. 
 
Then run pybombs install with the new name: 
 
sudo pybombs install gr-aausat 
sudo pybombs install gr-synctags 
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---------------------Installation of our own OOT packages --------------------- 
 
1. Create them by following those tutorials : 
 
 https://wiki.gnuradio.org/index.php/Guided_Tutorial_GNU_Radio_in
_Python  
 https://wiki.gnuradio.org/index.php/Guided_Tutorial_GNU_Radio_in
_C%2B%2B  
 
2. Once created, go to the directory of the OOT (THE MAIN DIRECTORY!!, for 
example gr-tutorial, NOT others): 
 
 mkdir build 
 cd build 
 
make sure we are in the proper pybombs environment 
 
 echo $PATH = something/prefix/... 
 
if not, follow upper command to change it:  
 
~/prefix/default   .  setup_env.sh 
 cmake .. 
 make 
 sudo make install 
 
3. MAC INSTALLATION SOLUTION: In MAC with gnuradio-companion 
installed through "port" will have other environments  we have to settle: 
 
gnuradio should be located on: 
 /opt/local/share/gnuradio/ 
 
it should use python located on: 
/opt/local/Library/Frameworks/Python.framework/Versions/2.7/ 
 
where the modules are located in: 
/lib/python2.7/site-packages/ 
 
Then, install: 
 cmake -DCMAKE_INSTALLATION_PREFIX=/opt/local/ .. 
 make 
 sudo make install 
  
cmake -
DCMAKE_INSTALLATION_PREFIX=/opt/local/Library/Frameworks/Python.framework
/Versions/2.7/ .. 
 make 
 sudo make install 
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One set of lines to run first for the gnuradio packages and then for python 
modules … 
 
------------------------------- AAUSAT PROBLEM------------------------------------ 
 
Still Correlate acces code is not shown… 
Replace it in GNU Radio by "Correlate Access Code - Tag stream" shown under: 
"Core>Packet Operators" 
 
Introduce the same access code, threshold 8, and "syncword" on tag name. 
 
Verify that next block of the chain "Fixes Lemgth packet tagger" has also 
"syncword" on it. 
 
--------------------------------------BEESAT TNC-------------------------------------- 
Folled previous procedures for installation of packages but with the sated: 
 
sudo pybombs install gr-tnc_nx ((its inside beesat))) 
sudo pybombs install beesat-sdr 
 
But it does not work. 
 
---------------------------------------AX-25 AFSK-------------------------------------- 
Same here: 
 
sudo pybombs -p myprefix install gr-ax25 gr-display gr-fcdproplus 
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ANNEX B – Filter response measurements
The manufactured cavity filters were tested successfully first by comparison of
received  out-of-band  signals  through  HackRF  and  then  by  using  a  Vector
Network Analyser.
By analysing them through HackRF, it is tested how received commercial FM
signals and air band signals are faded in such a way that HackRF does not
detect them anymore, while in the pass-band region, it is observed around 3dB
loss.
Fig.  B.1 – Spectrum and waterfall received of HackRF when switching OFF and back ON the
VHF filter on the Commercial FM band.
Note the transition in the waterfall to yellow (mid power) / red (high power = FM radios).
Note as well in the ghost signal of the spectrum the RX power when the filter is OFF. Signals up
to -25dBFS in this scale are attenuated down to less than -75dBFS getting blocked by the actual
sensitivity noise of the receiver.
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Fig.  B.2 - Spectrum and waterfall received of HackRF when switching OFF and back ON the
VHF filter on the air band.
Note the transition in the waterfall from some red signals (communicating airplanes) to nothing.
Note as well in the ghost signal of the spectrum the RX power when the filter is OFF. Signals up
to -20dBFS in this scale are attenuated down to less than -75dBFS getting blocked by the actual
sensitivity noise of the receiver.
Fig.  B.3 – Passband comparison of the UHF filter. Note the actual signal (filter connected) vs
ghost signal (filter disconnected), the received signals shown as peaks here, are faded by
around 3dB.
This methodology of testing filters is not very reliable and does not provide a
clear image of the filter response.
For that reason, very close to the end of this project but,  a Vector Network
Analyser  was  possible  to  use,  obtaining  the  S12  scattering  parameter  that
defines the filter response. 
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Due to limited time available for taking the measures and not being familiar with
the instrument,  a manual calibration of the measures is performed. The first
step consisted on taking several readings of loss in different frequencies for the
two coaxial cables used in pass-through.
After this, the filter is placed in-between the coaxial cables measured, and loss
measurements at different frequencies is taken again.
The methodology consists on subtracting the cable loss measurements to the
cable plus filter measurements in order to obtain just the filter response. 
The cable loss is measured as seen on Fig.   B .5. Several points are taken and
the curve is approximated to a 4 order polynomial. The plot of the curve and its
actual formula is shown in Fig.   B .5.
Fig.  B.4 – Approximation plot of the cable loss including its formula.
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Fig.  B.5 – Cable loss featuring one of the measures used for the manual calibration.
See in Fig.   B .6 the filter response of both VHF filters and its results on Table
 B .1 and Table  B .2.
 
Fig.  B.6 – S12 of the “PCB substrate” VHF helical filter in Left and “Aluminium” VHF helical
filter in Right.
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Frequency 
[MHz]
“PCB substrate” 
VHF filter [dB]
Cable loss 
[dB]
Final S12 value 
[dB]
89.585 -95.818 -30.985 -64.833
118.915 -75.295 -27.121 -48.174
133.195 -57.68 -25.478 -32.202
144.465 -25.185 -24.280 -0.905
148.105 -25.19 -23.914 -1.276
213.030 -89.147 -18.650 -70.497
376.375 -72 -12.434 -60
Table B.1 – “PCB substrate” VHF cavity filter measurements and final filter response results.
Frequency [dB] “Aluminium”  VHF
filter [dB]
Cable  loss
[dB]
Final  S12
value [dB]
140.420 -29.448 -24.7 -4.748
143.780 -25.2 -24.35 -0.85
146.3   -26.202 -24.1 -2.102
147.890 -25.036 -23.9 -1.136
149.230 -24.57 -23.8 -0.77
154.475 -23.95 -23.29 -0.66
514.7 -14.109 -10.12 -3.989
605.8 -13.840 -8.72 -5.12
Table B.2 – “Aluminium” VHF cavity filter measurements and final filter response results.
Noting that  both measures shown on  Fig.   B .6 do not  use the same plot
configuration, it can be deduced the filter shape on the band of interest. From
the tables, it is seen that the “PCB substrate” VHF filter shows passband losses
of 1.2dB while the “Aluminium” filter 2.1dB. In the “PCB substrate” filter, out of
band filter response is measured as well, showing attenuations from -48dB to -
32dB in the air band, while -65dB in the FM commercial band.
 
Fig.  B.7 – S12 f the UHF filter. 
In Left it is represented a first tuning of the filter (note 30dB/div!!).
In Right another tuning of the filter (10dB/div).
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Frequency UHF filter Cable loss Final S12 value
131.748 -57.415 -25.64 -31.775
140.380 -58.363 -24.7 -33.663
144.54 -58.550 -24.275 -34.275
283.700 -83.0 -15.085 -67.915
284.083 -82.965 -15.07 -67.895
384 -19.030 -12.277 -6.753
392.54 -15.921 -12.108 -4
417.97 -21.455 -11.640 -9.815
438.930 -16.11 -11.288 -4.822
Table B.3 – UHF cavity filter measurements and final filter response results.
The UHF filter has worse performance than the VHF filter. Perhaps due to the
aluminium material employed and the difficulties of its manufacturing, shows a
filter response of about -5dB in the passband while attenuates the VHF band
about -31dB and the in-between band by -67dB.
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ANNEX C – PDS interior schematics
This section explains with schematics all the interconnections inside the power
distribution system.
For further understanding and detail visualization of PDS, it is recommended to
follow the troubleshooting section contained on Annex A sections 5.2, 5.3, 5.4
and 5.5.
Fig.  C.8 – PDS interior image.
The different  subsystems inside  PDS are  depicted  in  several  schematics  in
order to facilitate its comprehension.
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In  Fig.    B  .2  it  is  shown all  the wiring related to  high power feeding.  As
mentioned,  the  base idea of  PDS is  to  distribute  a 13.5VDC power  source
(connected on PDS’ input nuts) to several devices in a controlled way.
To achieve this  functionality,  the  +  PDS 13.5VDC input  is  distributed along
twelve 50A relays (see red wires in the schematic).
Each relay has then an output (depicted as orange lines in the schematic),
which is driven to the output PowerPole socket connectors and having a 50A
fuse in-between. As it can be seen, those output ports (which are +13.5VDC
RED PORTS), are distributed along 2 different zones of the PDS shelf.
The GND INPUT nut,  marked in grey, is connected into the ammeter shunt
resistor, and then to the 16 PowerPole socket connectors. The sole purpose of
routing inside PDS the ground signals is to have a reading for total consumption
of the GS.
Fig.  C.9 – PDS high current lines scheme. Dark-red shows “before-relay” +13.5VDC. Orange
“after-relay” +13.5VDC. Between the 50A relays and the 24DCV supply, it can be seen a direct
connection between red and orange lines, representing the fixed +13.5V port 0. Grey indicated
GND lines. Blue indicates GND ports A, B and C for amplifier PTT/keying purposes. Clear-red
and skin coloured lines shows the +24VDC line that feeds the antenna rotor.
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In same  Fig.   C .9, it is observed that from the output GND ports marked in
grey, there is a blue line, that feeds 3 of the 50A relays. Those relays provide 3
other blue outputs which corresponds to the PORTS A, B and C, to be used for
PTT / keying purposes.
Finally, the 24VDC power source is located on the lower-left area inside PDS.
Its +24VDC output signal is fed first into a single relay (Relay 13) and then
routed to the rotor controller (which is located inside the same PDS). 
Fig.  C.10 – PDS relay activation system scheme. Red indicates +13.5VDC which feeds the
sixteen 3-position switches depicted in blue on the bottom. Blue indicates the individual
connections between 3-position switches and USB relay board “secondary relays” for AUTO
mode. Green indicated each individual connection between “secondary relays” in the USB relay
board and “primary relays” for AUTO mode. Orange indicates each individual connection
between 3-position switch and “primary relays” for MANUAL-ON mode.
In Fig.   C .10 it is depicted the wiring related to the acting of each relay. As it
can be seen, a +13.5VDC signal (red wire) is routed first to a 5A fuse and then
feeds all COMM pins of the sixteen 3-position manual switches located in the
bottom  of  the  schematic.  The  same  red  wire  feeds  the  Ammeter  display
(bottom-left) and the USB relay board.
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From the same switches,  sixteen individual  lines  (depicted in  orange in  the
scheme) feeds each 50A relay. Those lines are powered when the switch is
placed in the Manual ON position, activating always each 50A relay.
From the same sixteen switches, other sixteen individual cables (shown in blue)
interconnects  the remaining pin  of  each switch with  each of  the “secondary
relays” situated on the USB relay board. When the switch is placed in AUTO,
the +13.5V signal is fed into the selected secondary relays.
From  each  secondary  relay  in  the  USB  relay  board,  another  sixteen  lines
(depicted in green) interconnects them with  the main 50A relays.  When the
manual  switch  is  activated  on  AUTO  position,  and  the  USB  relay  board
associated relay is activated, then the 50A primary relay is activated.
Another grey cable shows the GND signal  that  grounds each primary relay,
alongside with the ammeter screen and the USB relay board.
Fig.  C.11 – Scheme with the same colours depicted in Fig.   C .10 for its further understanding.
The functionality described in this last page is summarized in Fig.   C .11 for a 1
set of relays and switch (aka. 1 PORT).
In Fig.   C .12 it is shown data wiring. From the ROT2 antenna rotator controller
a USB (marked in black) and two rotator signals (Azimuth and Elevation motors,
marked in blue) goes away from PDS as connectors.
The USB relay board includes another USB cable. The 24VDC power source is
fed through a cable (marked in red) that terminates as a standard 230VAC OEM
female connector.
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Fig.  C.12 – PDS data cables scheme. Two USB in black powers the USB relay board and
ROT2 antenna rotator controller. From ROT2, Elevation and Azimuth control cables (EL/AZ)
marked in blue. The 24VDC power source 230VAC feed marked in red.
Finally,  in  Fig.   C .13,  a schematic is shown including several  accessories
included inside PDS such as a Ventilation Fan, which is always powered from
the 5A accessories fuse, the shunt resistor and the shunt signal (marked as a
blue cable) going to the Ammeter display.  
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Fig.  C.13 – Some more accessories included inside PDS. Ventilation Fan powered from the 5A
accessories fuse. The ammeter shunt signal, marked in blue, feeds the ammeter display in
order to indicate the total current that passes through the shunt resistor (block in blue in the
GND circuit).
For further  details,  follow the troubleshooting section contained on Annex A
sections  5.2,  5.3,  5.4  and  5.5,  which  includes  more  visual  images  of  the
interiors.
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ANNEX D – BOMs and bills
This annex contains attached all the list of materials purchased for this thesis.
Independent purchases:
Units Product Price Link
1 BNC – N connector 11.29€ Link
1 Air soldering station 63.95€ Link
1 Ammeter ~10€ Link
1 DVI-HDMI 19.99€ Link
1 DP-DP 8.99€ Link
1 USB-USBB 7.49€ Link
Table D.4 – Independent purchases.
Orders with BOMs attached on the next pages:
BOM
# Description Price
1 1st Mouser order for CubeSat PCB components 92.14€
2 Other purchases on eBay / amazon 258.28€
3 WiMo main RF components 2709.9€
4 Mouser order for GS 584.32€
5 Powermodule 279.12€
6 Dwmzone Others 2 for the PCB transceivers 71.19$ (60.3€)
7 Mouser “4” 264.94€
- BPF electronica embajadores 1 - components 32.40€
- BPF electronica embajadores 2 - components 45.56€
- PCB 30$ (25,81€)
Table D.5 – Orders placed.
TOTAL economic expenses by this thesis  4474.48€
Approximate economic expenses prior to this thesis  ~3000€
TOTAL approximate GS price  7500€
See in the following pages al 7 attached BOMs mentioned on table Table  D .5.
Ordenar Detalle del producto Descripción Cant. Disponibilidad Precio
unitario
(EUR)
Precio total
(EUR)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Ver información adicional del producto
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Ver información adicional del producto
26
Ver información adicional del producto
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
CESTA DE LA COMPRA Esto no es una factura.
Mouser REF: 810-C2012X7R1E335K
Fabr. N.º: C2012X7R1E335K125AB
Fabr.: TDK
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 0805
3.3uF 25volts X7R 10%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,459 € 0,92 €
Mouser REF: 81-GRM40X104K50L
Fabr. N.º: GRM21BR71H104KA01L
Fabr.: Murata
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 0805
0.1uF 50volts X7R 10%
Cumple RoHS
3
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
3 Se envía ahora 0,145 € 0,44 €
Mouser REF: 81-GRM40X103K50D
Fabr. N.º: GRM216R71H103KA01D
Fabr.: Murata
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 0805
0.01uF 50volts X7R 10%
Cumple RoHS
4
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
4 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,34 €
Mouser REF: 81-GCM2165C1H102JA6D
Fabr. N.º: GCM2165C1H102JA16D
Fabr.: Murata
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
0.001uF 50Volts C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
4
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
4 Se envía ahora 0,179 € 0,72 €
Mouser REF: 81-GRM40C331J50D
Fabr. N.º: GRM2165C1H331JA01D
Fabr.: Murata
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 0805
330pF 50volts C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,153 € 0,31 €
Mouser REF: 80-C0805C470J5G
Fabr. N.º: C0805C470J5GACTU
Fabr.: KEMET
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
50volts 47pF C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,17 €
Mouser REF: 80-C0805C560J5G
Fabr. N.º: C0805C560J5GACTU
Fabr.: KEMET
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
50volts 56pF C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,094 € 0,19 €
Mouser REF: 80-C0805C180K5G
Fabr. N.º: C0805C180K5GACTU
Fabr.: KEMET
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
50volts 18pF C0G 10%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,17 €
Mouser REF: 80-C0805C220J5G
Fabr. N.º: C0805C220J5GACTU
Fabr.: KEMET
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
50volts 22pF C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,09 €
Mouser REF: 77-VJ0805A6R8BXACBC
Fabr. N.º: VJ0805A6R8BXACW1BC
Fabr.: Vishay
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 0805
6.8pF 50volts C0G
+/-0.1pF
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,09 €
Mouser REF: 603-CC805CRNPO9BN4R0
Fabr. N.º: CC0805CRNPO9BN4R0
Fabr.: Yageo
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 4.0pF
50V NPO .25pF
Conforme con RoHS por
exención
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,09 €
Mouser REF: 581-08055A2R0C
Fabr. N.º: 08055A2R0CAT2A
Fabr.: AVX
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 50V
2pF C0G 0805 .25pF Tol
Conforme con RoHS por
exención
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,09 €
Mouser REF: 603-RC0805JR-070RL
Fabr. N.º: RC0805JR-070RL
Fabr.: Yageo
Ref. Cliente:
Resistores de
pel&iacute;cula gruesa -
SMD ZERO OHM
JUMPER
Conforme con RoHS por
exención
50
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
50 Se envía
ahora
0,011 € 0,55 €
Mouser REF: 603-RC0805FR-0718RL
Fabr. N.º: RC0805FR-0718RL
Fabr.: Yageo
Ref. Cliente:
Resistores de
pel&iacute;cula gruesa -
SMD 18 OHM 1%
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,09 €
Mouser REF: 603-RC0805FR-07180RL
Fabr. N.º: RC0805FR-07180RL
Fabr.: Yageo
Ref. Cliente:
Resistores de
pel&iacute;cula gruesa -
SMD 180 OHM 1%
Conforme con RoHS por
exención
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,17 €
Mouser REF: 652-CE201210-2N7D
Fabr. N.º: CE201210-2N7D
Fabr.: Bourns
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 2.7nH
.3% .85mm Multi Layer
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,136 € 0,14 €
Mouser REF: 994-0805HT-4N3TJLB
Fabr. N.º: 0805HT-4N3TJLB
Fabr.: Coilcraft
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 0805HT
Low Profile 4.3 nH 5 %
0.8 A
Cumple RoHS
1
1 Se envía ahora 0,951 € 0,95 €
Mouser REF: 994-0603HC-6N8XJLW
Fabr. N.º: 0603HC-6N8XJLW
Fabr.: Coilcraft
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 0603HC
High Current 6.8 nH 5 %
2.1A
Cumple RoHS
1
1 Se envía ahora 0,951 € 0,95 €
Mouser REF: 963-NR3012T1R0N
Fabr. N.º: NR3012T1R0N
Fabr.: Taiyo Yuden
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 3012 1uH
60mOhms +/-30%
1490mA LwPrfl
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,366 € 0,37 €
Mouser REF: 595-OPA320AIDBVR
Fabr. N.º: OPA320AIDBVR
Fabr.: Texas Instruments
Ref. Cliente:
Amplificadores de
precisión
PRECISION,20MHZ,RRIO
CMOS OP AMP
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 1,80 € 1,80 €
Mouser REF: 584-ADT7420UCPZ-R2
Fabr. N.º: ADT7420UCPZ-R2
Fabr.: Analog Devices Inc.
Ref. Cliente:
Sensores de temperatura
montados en placa 0.25
Deg C Accurate 16-Bit
Digital I2C
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 6,30 € 6,30 €
No hay imagen
Mouser REF: 772-RF5110GTR7
Fabr. N.º: RF5110GTR7
Fabr.: Qorvo
Ref. Cliente:
Amplificador de RF 150-
960MHz Pout 32dBm PAE
53%
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 10,04 € 10,04 €
Mouser REF: 603-RC0805FR-0710KL
Fabr. N.º: RC0805FR-0710KL
Fabr.: Yageo
Ref. Cliente:
Resistores de
pel&iacute;cula gruesa -
SMD 10K OHM 1%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,17 €
Mouser REF: 932-MIKROE-1367
Fabr. N.º: MIKROE-1367
Fabr.: MikroElektronika
Ref. Cliente:
Equipos y placas de
desarrollo - ARM MINI M4
STM32
Cumple RoHS
1
1 Se envía ahora 24,65 € 24,65 €
Mouser REF: 739-BMIS-206-C
Fabr. N.º: BMIS-206-C
Fabr.: Laird Technologies
Ref. Cliente:
Juntas, láminas y
dispositivos de absorción
de EMI BMIS-206 Cover
1.468"x1.344"
Cumple RoHS
1
1 Se envía ahora 1,80 € 1,80 €
Mouser REF: 739-BMIS-206-F
Fabr. N.º: BMIS-206-F
Fabr.: Laird Technologies
Ref. Cliente:
Juntas, láminas y
dispositivos de absorción
de EMI BMIS-206 Frame
1.450"x1.326"
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 1,40 € 1,40 €
Mouser REF: 855-M20-7820842
Fabr. N.º: M20-7820842
Fabr.: Harwin
Ref. Cliente:
Alojamientos de cables y
cabecera 8 PIN SIL
VERTICAL SOCKET
GOLD+TIN
Cumple RoHS
3
3 Se envía ahora 0,935 € 2,81 €
Mouser REF: 538-22-28-4163
Fabr. N.º: 22-28-4163
Fabr.: Molex
Ref. Cliente:
Alojamientos de cables y
cabecera 16CKT
HEADER
Cumple RoHS
2
2 Se envía ahora 0,969 € 1,94 €
Mouser REF: 798-DF11-6DP-2DSA01
Fabr. N.º: DF11-6DP-2DSA(01)
Fabr.: Hirose Electric
Ref. Cliente:
Alojamientos de cables y
cabecera 2MM V PCB
HEADER 6P DR THRU-
HOLE GLD
Cumple RoHS
3
3 Se envía ahora 0,646 € 1,94 €
Mouser REF: 798-DF11-6DS-2R2605
Fabr. N.º: DF11-6DS-2R26(05)
Fabr.: Hirose Electric
Ref. Cliente:
Alojamientos de cables y
cabecera 6P IDC
HOUSING 26 AWG
WIRE,SN
Cumple RoHS
3
3 Se envía ahora 0,536 € 1,61 €
Mouser REF: 712-CONSMA007
Fabr. N.º: CONSMA007
Fabr.: Linx Technologies
Ref. Cliente:
Conectores RF /
conectores coaxiales
SMA Male Cable End
Crimp RG-174 Cable
Cumple RoHS
6
6 Se envía ahora 1,90 € 11,40 €
Mouser REF: 581-12061A6R0CAT2A
Fabr. N.º: 12061A6R0CAT2A
Fabr.: AVX
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 100V
6pF C0G 1206 .25pF Tol
Cumple RoHS
4
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
4 Se envía ahora 0,298 € 1,19 €
Mouser REF: 815-AISC-1210-22NJ-T
Fabr. N.º: AISC-1210-22NJ-T
Fabr.: ABRACON
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 22nH
+/-5% 1000mA 0.10ohm
Cumple RoHS
4
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
4 Se envía ahora 0,272 € 1,09 €
Mouser REF: 994-1008CT-300XJLB
Fabr. N.º: 1008CT-300XJLB
Fabr.: Coilcraft
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 1008CT
Low Profile 30 nH 5 % 0.6
A
Cumple RoHS
2
2 Se envía ahora 1,09 € 2,18 €
Mouser REF: 80-C1210C220J5G
Fabr. N.º: C1210C220J5GACTU
Fabr.: KEMET
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
50volts 22pF C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,621 € 1,24 €
Mouser REF: 712-CONSMA001-G
Fabr. N.º: CONSMA001-G
Fabr.: Linx Technologies
Ref. Cliente:
Conectores RF /
conectores coaxiales
SMA Female PCB Mount-
Gold
Cumple RoHS
6
6 Se envía ahora 2,29 € 13,74 €
Al enviar su pedido, usted acepta estos términos y condiciones. 
Para información adicional sobre disponibilidad, pulse en el N.º Ref. Mouser
**Los artículos de la serie MouseReel™ no se pueden cancelar ni devolver.
Incoterms:DDP
Todos los precios incluyen impuestos y tasas de aduanas en los métodos de envío
seleccionados.
Envío de pedido gratuito en la mayoría de pedidos superiores a 50 € (EUR)
Total de mercancías: 92,14 €
Gastos de envío: 0,00 €
Total del pedido: 92,14 €
Productos Fabricantes Pedidos realizados Mi cuenta | Terminar sesión 36Más
Ordenar Detalle del producto Descripción Cant. Disponibilidad Precio
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CESTA DE LA COMPRA Esto no es una factura.
Mouser REF: 810-C2012X7R1E335K
Fabr. N.º: C2012X7R1E335K125AB
Fabr.: TDK
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 0805
3.3uF 25volts X7R 10%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,459 € 0,92 €
Mouser REF: 81-GRM40X104K50L
Fabr. N.º: GRM21BR71H104KA01L
Fabr.: Murata
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 0805
0.1uF 50volts X7R 10%
Cumple RoHS
3
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
3 Se envía ahora 0,145 € 0,44 €
Mouser REF: 81-GRM40X103K50D
Fabr. N.º: GRM216R71H103KA01D
Fabr.: Murata
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 0805
0.01uF 50volts X7R 10%
Cumple RoHS
4
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
4 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,34 €
Mouser REF: 81-GCM2165C1H102JA6D
Fabr. N.º: GCM2165C1H102JA16D
Fabr.: Murata
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
0.001uF 50Volts C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
4
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
4 Se envía ahora 0,179 € 0,72 €
Mouser REF: 81-GRM40C331J50D
Fabr. N.º: GRM2165C1H331JA01D
Fabr.: Murata
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 0805
330pF 50volts C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,153 € 0,31 €
Mouser REF: 80-C0805C470J5G
Fabr. N.º: C0805C470J5GACTU
Fabr.: KEMET
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
50volts 47pF C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,17 €
Mouser REF: 80-C0805C560J5G
Fabr. N.º: C0805C560J5GACTU
Fabr.: KEMET
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
50volts 56pF C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,094 € 0,19 €
Mouser REF: 80-C0805C180K5G
Fabr. N.º: C0805C180K5GACTU
Fabr.: KEMET
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
50volts 18pF C0G 10%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,17 €
Mouser REF: 80-C0805C220J5G
Fabr. N.º: C0805C220J5GACTU
Fabr.: KEMET
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
50volts 22pF C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,09 €
Mouser REF: 77-VJ0805A6R8BXACBC
Fabr. N.º: VJ0805A6R8BXACW1BC
Fabr.: Vishay
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 0805
6.8pF 50volts C0G
+/-0.1pF
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,09 €
Mouser REF: 603-CC805CRNPO9BN4R0
Fabr. N.º: CC0805CRNPO9BN4R0
Fabr.: Yageo
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 4.0pF
50V NPO .25pF
Conforme con RoHS por
exención
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,09 €
Mouser REF: 581-08055A2R0C
Fabr. N.º: 08055A2R0CAT2A
Fabr.: AVX
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 50V
2pF C0G 0805 .25pF Tol
Conforme con RoHS por
exención
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,09 €
Mouser REF: 603-RC0805JR-070RL
Fabr. N.º: RC0805JR-070RL
Fabr.: Yageo
Ref. Cliente:
Resistores de
pel&iacute;cula gruesa -
SMD ZERO OHM
JUMPER
Conforme con RoHS por
exención
50
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
50 Se envía
ahora
0,011 € 0,55 €
Mouser REF: 603-RC0805FR-0718RL
Fabr. N.º: RC0805FR-0718RL
Fabr.: Yageo
Ref. Cliente:
Resistores de
pel&iacute;cula gruesa -
SMD 18 OHM 1%
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,09 €
Mouser REF: 603-RC0805FR-07180RL
Fabr. N.º: RC0805FR-07180RL
Fabr.: Yageo
Ref. Cliente:
Resistores de
pel&iacute;cula gruesa -
SMD 180 OHM 1%
Conforme con RoHS por
exención
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,17 €
Mouser REF: 652-CE201210-2N7D
Fabr. N.º: CE201210-2N7D
Fabr.: Bourns
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 2.7nH
.3% .85mm Multi Layer
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,136 € 0,14 €
Mouser REF: 994-0805HT-4N3TJLB
Fabr. N.º: 0805HT-4N3TJLB
Fabr.: Coilcraft
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 0805HT
Low Profile 4.3 nH 5 %
0.8 A
Cumple RoHS
1
1 Se envía ahora 0,951 € 0,95 €
Mouser REF: 994-0603HC-6N8XJLW
Fabr. N.º: 0603HC-6N8XJLW
Fabr.: Coilcraft
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 0603HC
High Current 6.8 nH 5 %
2.1A
Cumple RoHS
1
1 Se envía ahora 0,951 € 0,95 €
Mouser REF: 963-NR3012T1R0N
Fabr. N.º: NR3012T1R0N
Fabr.: Taiyo Yuden
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 3012 1uH
60mOhms +/-30%
1490mA LwPrfl
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,366 € 0,37 €
Mouser REF: 595-OPA320AIDBVR
Fabr. N.º: OPA320AIDBVR
Fabr.: Texas Instruments
Ref. Cliente:
Amplificadores de
precisión
PRECISION,20MHZ,RRIO
CMOS OP AMP
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 1,80 € 1,80 €
Mouser REF: 584-ADT7420UCPZ-R2
Fabr. N.º: ADT7420UCPZ-R2
Fabr.: Analog Devices Inc.
Ref. Cliente:
Sensores de temperatura
montados en placa 0.25
Deg C Accurate 16-Bit
Digital I2C
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 6,30 € 6,30 €
No hay imagen
Mouser REF: 772-RF5110GTR7
Fabr. N.º: RF5110GTR7
Fabr.: Qorvo
Ref. Cliente:
Amplificador de RF 150-
960MHz Pout 32dBm PAE
53%
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 10,04 € 10,04 €
Mouser REF: 603-RC0805FR-0710KL
Fabr. N.º: RC0805FR-0710KL
Fabr.: Yageo
Ref. Cliente:
Resistores de
pel&iacute;cula gruesa -
SMD 10K OHM 1%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,17 €
Mouser REF: 932-MIKROE-1367
Fabr. N.º: MIKROE-1367
Fabr.: MikroElektronika
Ref. Cliente:
Equipos y placas de
desarrollo - ARM MINI M4
STM32
Cumple RoHS
1
1 Se envía ahora 24,65 € 24,65 €
Mouser REF: 739-BMIS-206-C
Fabr. N.º: BMIS-206-C
Fabr.: Laird Technologies
Ref. Cliente:
Juntas, láminas y
dispositivos de absorción
de EMI BMIS-206 Cover
1.468"x1.344"
Cumple RoHS
1
1 Se envía ahora 1,80 € 1,80 €
Mouser REF: 739-BMIS-206-F
Fabr. N.º: BMIS-206-F
Fabr.: Laird Technologies
Ref. Cliente:
Juntas, láminas y
dispositivos de absorción
de EMI BMIS-206 Frame
1.450"x1.326"
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 1,40 € 1,40 €
Mouser REF: 855-M20-7820842
Fabr. N.º: M20-7820842
Fabr.: Harwin
Ref. Cliente:
Alojamientos de cables y
cabecera 8 PIN SIL
VERTICAL SOCKET
GOLD+TIN
Cumple RoHS
3
3 Se envía ahora 0,935 € 2,81 €
Mouser REF: 538-22-28-4163
Fabr. N.º: 22-28-4163
Fabr.: Molex
Ref. Cliente:
Alojamientos de cables y
cabecera 16CKT
HEADER
Cumple RoHS
2
2 Se envía ahora 0,969 € 1,94 €
Mouser REF: 798-DF11-6DP-2DSA01
Fabr. N.º: DF11-6DP-2DSA(01)
Fabr.: Hirose Electric
Ref. Cliente:
Alojamientos de cables y
cabecera 2MM V PCB
HEADER 6P DR THRU-
HOLE GLD
Cumple RoHS
3
3 Se envía ahora 0,646 € 1,94 €
Mouser REF: 798-DF11-6DS-2R2605
Fabr. N.º: DF11-6DS-2R26(05)
Fabr.: Hirose Electric
Ref. Cliente:
Alojamientos de cables y
cabecera 6P IDC
HOUSING 26 AWG
WIRE,SN
Cumple RoHS
3
3 Se envía ahora 0,536 € 1,61 €
Mouser REF: 712-CONSMA007
Fabr. N.º: CONSMA007
Fabr.: Linx Technologies
Ref. Cliente:
Conectores RF /
conectores coaxiales
SMA Male Cable End
Crimp RG-174 Cable
Cumple RoHS
6
6 Se envía ahora 1,90 € 11,40 €
Mouser REF: 581-12061A6R0CAT2A
Fabr. N.º: 12061A6R0CAT2A
Fabr.: AVX
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 100V
6pF C0G 1206 .25pF Tol
Cumple RoHS
4
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
4 Se envía ahora 0,298 € 1,19 €
Mouser REF: 815-AISC-1210-22NJ-T
Fabr. N.º: AISC-1210-22NJ-T
Fabr.: ABRACON
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 22nH
+/-5% 1000mA 0.10ohm
Cumple RoHS
4
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
4 Se envía ahora 0,272 € 1,09 €
Mouser REF: 994-1008CT-300XJLB
Fabr. N.º: 1008CT-300XJLB
Fabr.: Coilcraft
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 1008CT
Low Profile 30 nH 5 % 0.6
A
Cumple RoHS
2
2 Se envía ahora 1,09 € 2,18 €
Mouser REF: 80-C1210C220J5G
Fabr. N.º: C1210C220J5GACTU
Fabr.: KEMET
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
50volts 22pF C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,621 € 1,24 €
Mouser REF: 712-CONSMA001-G
Fabr. N.º: CONSMA001-G
Fabr.: Linx Technologies
Ref. Cliente:
Conectores RF /
conectores coaxiales
SMA Female PCB Mount-
Gold
Cumple RoHS
6
6 Se envía ahora 2,29 € 13,74 €
Al enviar su pedido, usted acepta estos términos y condiciones. 
Para información adicional sobre disponibilidad, pulse en el N.º Ref. Mouser
**Los artículos de la serie MouseReel™ no se pueden cancelar ni devolver.
Incoterms:DDP
Todos los precios incluyen impuestos y tasas de aduanas en los métodos de envío
seleccionados.
Envío de pedido gratuito en la mayoría de pedidos superiores a 50 € (EUR)
Total de mercancías: 92,14 €
Gastos de envío: 0,00 €
Total del pedido: 92,14 €
Productos Fabricantes Pedidos realizados Mi cuenta | Terminar sesión 36Más
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CESTA DE LA COMPRA Esto no es una factura.
Mouser REF: 810-C2012X7R1E335K
Fabr. N.º: C2012X7R1E335K125AB
Fabr.: TDK
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 0805
3.3uF 25volts X7R 10%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,459 € 0,92 €
Mouser REF: 81-GRM40X104K50L
Fabr. N.º: GRM21BR71H104KA01L
Fabr.: Murata
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 0805
0.1uF 50volts X7R 10%
Cumple RoHS
3
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
3 Se envía ahora 0,145 € 0,44 €
Mouser REF: 81-GRM40X103K50D
Fabr. N.º: GRM216R71H103KA01D
Fabr.: Murata
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 0805
0.01uF 50volts X7R 10%
Cumple RoHS
4
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
4 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,34 €
Mouser REF: 81-GCM2165C1H102JA6D
Fabr. N.º: GCM2165C1H102JA16D
Fabr.: Murata
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
0.001uF 50Volts C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
4
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
4 Se envía ahora 0,179 € 0,72 €
Mouser REF: 81-GRM40C331J50D
Fabr. N.º: GRM2165C1H331JA01D
Fabr.: Murata
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 0805
330pF 50volts C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,153 € 0,31 €
Mouser REF: 80-C0805C470J5G
Fabr. N.º: C0805C470J5GACTU
Fabr.: KEMET
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
50volts 47pF C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,17 €
Mouser REF: 80-C0805C560J5G
Fabr. N.º: C0805C560J5GACTU
Fabr.: KEMET
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
50volts 56pF C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,094 € 0,19 €
Mouser REF: 80-C0805C180K5G
Fabr. N.º: C0805C180K5GACTU
Fabr.: KEMET
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
50volts 18pF C0G 10%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,17 €
Mouser REF: 80-C0805C220J5G
Fabr. N.º: C0805C220J5GACTU
Fabr.: KEMET
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
50volts 22pF C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,09 €
Mouser REF: 77-VJ0805A6R8BXACBC
Fabr. N.º: VJ0805A6R8BXACW1BC
Fabr.: Vishay
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 0805
6.8pF 50volts C0G
+/-0.1pF
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,09 €
Mouser REF: 603-CC805CRNPO9BN4R0
Fabr. N.º: CC0805CRNPO9BN4R0
Fabr.: Yageo
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 4.0pF
50V NPO .25pF
Conforme con RoHS por
exención
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,09 €
Mouser REF: 581-08055A2R0C
Fabr. N.º: 08055A2R0CAT2A
Fabr.: AVX
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 50V
2pF C0G 0805 .25pF Tol
Conforme con RoHS por
exención
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,09 €
Mouser REF: 603-RC0805JR-070RL
Fabr. N.º: RC0805JR-070RL
Fabr.: Yageo
Ref. Cliente:
Resistores de
pel&iacute;cula gruesa -
SMD ZERO OHM
JUMPER
Conforme con RoHS por
exención
50
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
50 Se envía
ahora
0,011 € 0,55 €
Mouser REF: 603-RC0805FR-0718RL
Fabr. N.º: RC0805FR-0718RL
Fabr.: Yageo
Ref. Cliente:
Resistores de
pel&iacute;cula gruesa -
SMD 18 OHM 1%
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,09 €
Mouser REF: 603-RC0805FR-07180RL
Fabr. N.º: RC0805FR-07180RL
Fabr.: Yageo
Ref. Cliente:
Resistores de
pel&iacute;cula gruesa -
SMD 180 OHM 1%
Conforme con RoHS por
exención
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,17 €
Mouser REF: 652-CE201210-2N7D
Fabr. N.º: CE201210-2N7D
Fabr.: Bourns
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 2.7nH
.3% .85mm Multi Layer
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,136 € 0,14 €
Mouser REF: 994-0805HT-4N3TJLB
Fabr. N.º: 0805HT-4N3TJLB
Fabr.: Coilcraft
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 0805HT
Low Profile 4.3 nH 5 %
0.8 A
Cumple RoHS
1
1 Se envía ahora 0,951 € 0,95 €
Mouser REF: 994-0603HC-6N8XJLW
Fabr. N.º: 0603HC-6N8XJLW
Fabr.: Coilcraft
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 0603HC
High Current 6.8 nH 5 %
2.1A
Cumple RoHS
1
1 Se envía ahora 0,951 € 0,95 €
Mouser REF: 963-NR3012T1R0N
Fabr. N.º: NR3012T1R0N
Fabr.: Taiyo Yuden
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 3012 1uH
60mOhms +/-30%
1490mA LwPrfl
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,366 € 0,37 €
Mouser REF: 595-OPA320AIDBVR
Fabr. N.º: OPA320AIDBVR
Fabr.: Texas Instruments
Ref. Cliente:
Amplificadores de
precisión
PRECISION,20MHZ,RRIO
CMOS OP AMP
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 1,80 € 1,80 €
Mouser REF: 584-ADT7420UCPZ-R2
Fabr. N.º: ADT7420UCPZ-R2
Fabr.: Analog Devices Inc.
Ref. Cliente:
Sensores de temperatura
montados en placa 0.25
Deg C Accurate 16-Bit
Digital I2C
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 6,30 € 6,30 €
No hay imagen
Mouser REF: 772-RF5110GTR7
Fabr. N.º: RF5110GTR7
Fabr.: Qorvo
Ref. Cliente:
Amplificador de RF 150-
960MHz Pout 32dBm PAE
53%
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 10,04 € 10,04 €
Mouser REF: 603-RC0805FR-0710KL
Fabr. N.º: RC0805FR-0710KL
Fabr.: Yageo
Ref. Cliente:
Resistores de
pel&iacute;cula gruesa -
SMD 10K OHM 1%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,17 €
Mouser REF: 932-MIKROE-1367
Fabr. N.º: MIKROE-1367
Fabr.: MikroElektronika
Ref. Cliente:
Equipos y placas de
desarrollo - ARM MINI M4
STM32
Cumple RoHS
1
1 Se envía ahora 24,65 € 24,65 €
Mouser REF: 739-BMIS-206-C
Fabr. N.º: BMIS-206-C
Fabr.: Laird Technologies
Ref. Cliente:
Juntas, láminas y
dispositivos de absorción
de EMI BMIS-206 Cover
1.468"x1.344"
Cumple RoHS
1
1 Se envía ahora 1,80 € 1,80 €
Mouser REF: 739-BMIS-206-F
Fabr. N.º: BMIS-206-F
Fabr.: Laird Technologies
Ref. Cliente:
Juntas, láminas y
dispositivos de absorción
de EMI BMIS-206 Frame
1.450"x1.326"
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 1,40 € 1,40 €
Mouser REF: 855-M20-7820842
Fabr. N.º: M20-7820842
Fabr.: Harwin
Ref. Cliente:
Alojamientos de cables y
cabecera 8 PIN SIL
VERTICAL SOCKET
GOLD+TIN
Cumple RoHS
3
3 Se envía ahora 0,935 € 2,81 €
Mouser REF: 538-22-28-4163
Fabr. N.º: 22-28-4163
Fabr.: Molex
Ref. Cliente:
Alojamientos de cables y
cabecera 16CKT
HEADER
Cumple RoHS
2
2 Se envía ahora 0,969 € 1,94 €
Mouser REF: 798-DF11-6DP-2DSA01
Fabr. N.º: DF11-6DP-2DSA(01)
Fabr.: Hirose Electric
Ref. Cliente:
Alojamientos de cables y
cabecera 2MM V PCB
HEADER 6P DR THRU-
HOLE GLD
Cumple RoHS
3
3 Se envía ahora 0,646 € 1,94 €
Mouser REF: 798-DF11-6DS-2R2605
Fabr. N.º: DF11-6DS-2R26(05)
Fabr.: Hirose Electric
Ref. Cliente:
Alojamientos de cables y
cabecera 6P IDC
HOUSING 26 AWG
WIRE,SN
Cumple RoHS
3
3 Se envía ahora 0,536 € 1,61 €
Mouser REF: 712-CONSMA007
Fabr. N.º: CONSMA007
Fabr.: Linx Technologies
Ref. Cliente:
Conectores RF /
conectores coaxiales
SMA Male Cable End
Crimp RG-174 Cable
Cumple RoHS
6
6 Se envía ahora 1,90 € 11,40 €
Mouser REF: 581-12061A6R0CAT2A
Fabr. N.º: 12061A6R0CAT2A
Fabr.: AVX
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 100V
6pF C0G 1206 .25pF Tol
Cumple RoHS
4
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
4 Se envía ahora 0,298 € 1,19 €
Mouser REF: 815-AISC-1210-22NJ-T
Fabr. N.º: AISC-1210-22NJ-T
Fabr.: ABRACON
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 22nH
+/-5% 1000mA 0.10ohm
Cumple RoHS
4
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
4 Se envía ahora 0,272 € 1,09 €
Mouser REF: 994-1008CT-300XJLB
Fabr. N.º: 1008CT-300XJLB
Fabr.: Coilcraft
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 1008CT
Low Profile 30 nH 5 % 0.6
A
Cumple RoHS
2
2 Se envía ahora 1,09 € 2,18 €
Mouser REF: 80-C1210C220J5G
Fabr. N.º: C1210C220J5GACTU
Fabr.: KEMET
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
50volts 22pF C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,621 € 1,24 €
Mouser REF: 712-CONSMA001-G
Fabr. N.º: CONSMA001-G
Fabr.: Linx Technologies
Ref. Cliente:
Conectores RF /
conectores coaxiales
SMA Female PCB Mount-
Gold
Cumple RoHS
6
6 Se envía ahora 2,29 € 13,74 €
Al enviar su pedido, usted acepta estos términos y condiciones. 
Para información adicional sobre disponibilidad, pulse en el N.º Ref. Mouser
**Los artículos de la serie MouseReel™ no se pueden cancelar ni devolver.
Incoterms:DDP
Todos los precios incluyen impuestos y tasas de aduanas en los métodos de envío
seleccionados.
Envío de pedido gratuito en la mayoría de pedidos superiores a 50 € (EUR)
Total de mercancías: 92,14 €
Gastos de envío: 0,00 €
Total del pedido: 92,14 €
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CESTA DE LA COMPRA Esto no es una factura.
Mouser REF: 810-C2012X7R1E335K
Fabr. N.º: C2012X7R1E335K125AB
Fabr.: TDK
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 0805
3.3uF 25volts X7R 10%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,459 € 0,92 €
Mouser REF: 81-GRM40X104K50L
Fabr. N.º: GRM21BR71H104KA01L
Fabr.: Murata
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 0805
0.1uF 50volts X7R 10%
Cumple RoHS
3
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
3 Se envía ahora 0,145 € 0,44 €
Mouser REF: 81-GRM40X103K50D
Fabr. N.º: GRM216R71H103KA01D
Fabr.: Murata
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 0805
0.01uF 50volts X7R 10%
Cumple RoHS
4
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
4 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,34 €
Mouser REF: 81-GCM2165C1H102JA6D
Fabr. N.º: GCM2165C1H102JA16D
Fabr.: Murata
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
0.001uF 50Volts C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
4
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
4 Se envía ahora 0,179 € 0,72 €
Mouser REF: 81-GRM40C331J50D
Fabr. N.º: GRM2165C1H331JA01D
Fabr.: Murata
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 0805
330pF 50volts C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,153 € 0,31 €
Mouser REF: 80-C0805C470J5G
Fabr. N.º: C0805C470J5GACTU
Fabr.: KEMET
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
50volts 47pF C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,17 €
Mouser REF: 80-C0805C560J5G
Fabr. N.º: C0805C560J5GACTU
Fabr.: KEMET
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
50volts 56pF C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,094 € 0,19 €
Mouser REF: 80-C0805C180K5G
Fabr. N.º: C0805C180K5GACTU
Fabr.: KEMET
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
50volts 18pF C0G 10%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,17 €
Mouser REF: 80-C0805C220J5G
Fabr. N.º: C0805C220J5GACTU
Fabr.: KEMET
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
50volts 22pF C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,09 €
Mouser REF: 77-VJ0805A6R8BXACBC
Fabr. N.º: VJ0805A6R8BXACW1BC
Fabr.: Vishay
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 0805
6.8pF 50volts C0G
+/-0.1pF
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,09 €
Mouser REF: 603-CC805CRNPO9BN4R0
Fabr. N.º: CC0805CRNPO9BN4R0
Fabr.: Yageo
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 4.0pF
50V NPO .25pF
Conforme con RoHS por
exención
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,09 €
Mouser REF: 581-08055A2R0C
Fabr. N.º: 08055A2R0CAT2A
Fabr.: AVX
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 50V
2pF C0G 0805 .25pF Tol
Conforme con RoHS por
exención
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,09 €
Mouser REF: 603-RC0805JR-070RL
Fabr. N.º: RC0805JR-070RL
Fabr.: Yageo
Ref. Cliente:
Resistores de
pel&iacute;cula gruesa -
SMD ZERO OHM
JUMPER
Conforme con RoHS por
exención
50
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
50 Se envía
ahora
0,011 € 0,55 €
Mouser REF: 603-RC0805FR-0718RL
Fabr. N.º: RC0805FR-0718RL
Fabr.: Yageo
Ref. Cliente:
Resistores de
pel&iacute;cula gruesa -
SMD 18 OHM 1%
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,09 €
Mouser REF: 603-RC0805FR-07180RL
Fabr. N.º: RC0805FR-07180RL
Fabr.: Yageo
Ref. Cliente:
Resistores de
pel&iacute;cula gruesa -
SMD 180 OHM 1%
Conforme con RoHS por
exención
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,17 €
Mouser REF: 652-CE201210-2N7D
Fabr. N.º: CE201210-2N7D
Fabr.: Bourns
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 2.7nH
.3% .85mm Multi Layer
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,136 € 0,14 €
Mouser REF: 994-0805HT-4N3TJLB
Fabr. N.º: 0805HT-4N3TJLB
Fabr.: Coilcraft
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 0805HT
Low Profile 4.3 nH 5 %
0.8 A
Cumple RoHS
1
1 Se envía ahora 0,951 € 0,95 €
Mouser REF: 994-0603HC-6N8XJLW
Fabr. N.º: 0603HC-6N8XJLW
Fabr.: Coilcraft
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 0603HC
High Current 6.8 nH 5 %
2.1A
Cumple RoHS
1
1 Se envía ahora 0,951 € 0,95 €
Mouser REF: 963-NR3012T1R0N
Fabr. N.º: NR3012T1R0N
Fabr.: Taiyo Yuden
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 3012 1uH
60mOhms +/-30%
1490mA LwPrfl
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 0,366 € 0,37 €
Mouser REF: 595-OPA320AIDBVR
Fabr. N.º: OPA320AIDBVR
Fabr.: Texas Instruments
Ref. Cliente:
Amplificadores de
precisión
PRECISION,20MHZ,RRIO
CMOS OP AMP
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 1,80 € 1,80 €
Mouser REF: 584-ADT7420UCPZ-R2
Fabr. N.º: ADT7420UCPZ-R2
Fabr.: Analog Devices Inc.
Ref. Cliente:
Sensores de temperatura
montados en placa 0.25
Deg C Accurate 16-Bit
Digital I2C
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 6,30 € 6,30 €
No hay imagen
Mouser REF: 772-RF5110GTR7
Fabr. N.º: RF5110GTR7
Fabr.: Qorvo
Ref. Cliente:
Amplificador de RF 150-
960MHz Pout 32dBm PAE
53%
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 10,04 € 10,04 €
Mouser REF: 603-RC0805FR-0710KL
Fabr. N.º: RC0805FR-0710KL
Fabr.: Yageo
Ref. Cliente:
Resistores de
pel&iacute;cula gruesa -
SMD 10K OHM 1%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,085 € 0,17 €
Mouser REF: 932-MIKROE-1367
Fabr. N.º: MIKROE-1367
Fabr.: MikroElektronika
Ref. Cliente:
Equipos y placas de
desarrollo - ARM MINI M4
STM32
Cumple RoHS
1
1 Se envía ahora 24,65 € 24,65 €
Mouser REF: 739-BMIS-206-C
Fabr. N.º: BMIS-206-C
Fabr.: Laird Technologies
Ref. Cliente:
Juntas, láminas y
dispositivos de absorción
de EMI BMIS-206 Cover
1.468"x1.344"
Cumple RoHS
1
1 Se envía ahora 1,80 € 1,80 €
Mouser REF: 739-BMIS-206-F
Fabr. N.º: BMIS-206-F
Fabr.: Laird Technologies
Ref. Cliente:
Juntas, láminas y
dispositivos de absorción
de EMI BMIS-206 Frame
1.450"x1.326"
Cumple RoHS
1
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
1 Se envía ahora 1,40 € 1,40 €
Mouser REF: 855-M20-7820842
Fabr. N.º: M20-7820842
Fabr.: Harwin
Ref. Cliente:
Alojamientos de cables y
cabecera 8 PIN SIL
VERTICAL SOCKET
GOLD+TIN
Cumple RoHS
3
3 Se envía ahora 0,935 € 2,81 €
Mouser REF: 538-22-28-4163
Fabr. N.º: 22-28-4163
Fabr.: Molex
Ref. Cliente:
Alojamientos de cables y
cabecera 16CKT
HEADER
Cumple RoHS
2
2 Se envía ahora 0,969 € 1,94 €
Mouser REF: 798-DF11-6DP-2DSA01
Fabr. N.º: DF11-6DP-2DSA(01)
Fabr.: Hirose Electric
Ref. Cliente:
Alojamientos de cables y
cabecera 2MM V PCB
HEADER 6P DR THRU-
HOLE GLD
Cumple RoHS
3
3 Se envía ahora 0,646 € 1,94 €
Mouser REF: 798-DF11-6DS-2R2605
Fabr. N.º: DF11-6DS-2R26(05)
Fabr.: Hirose Electric
Ref. Cliente:
Alojamientos de cables y
cabecera 6P IDC
HOUSING 26 AWG
WIRE,SN
Cumple RoHS
3
3 Se envía ahora 0,536 € 1,61 €
Mouser REF: 712-CONSMA007
Fabr. N.º: CONSMA007
Fabr.: Linx Technologies
Ref. Cliente:
Conectores RF /
conectores coaxiales
SMA Male Cable End
Crimp RG-174 Cable
Cumple RoHS
6
6 Se envía ahora 1,90 € 11,40 €
Mouser REF: 581-12061A6R0CAT2A
Fabr. N.º: 12061A6R0CAT2A
Fabr.: AVX
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT) 100V
6pF C0G 1206 .25pF Tol
Cumple RoHS
4
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
4 Se envía ahora 0,298 € 1,19 €
Mouser REF: 815-AISC-1210-22NJ-T
Fabr. N.º: AISC-1210-22NJ-T
Fabr.: ABRACON
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 22nH
+/-5% 1000mA 0.10ohm
Cumple RoHS
4
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
4 Se envía ahora 0,272 € 1,09 €
Mouser REF: 994-1008CT-300XJLB
Fabr. N.º: 1008CT-300XJLB
Fabr.: Coilcraft
Ref. Cliente:
Inductores fijos 1008CT
Low Profile 30 nH 5 % 0.6
A
Cumple RoHS
2
2 Se envía ahora 1,09 € 2,18 €
Mouser REF: 80-C1210C220J5G
Fabr. N.º: C1210C220J5GACTU
Fabr.: KEMET
Ref. Cliente:
Condensadores de
cerámica multicapa
(MLCC- SMD/SMT)
50volts 22pF C0G 5%
Cumple RoHS
2
Embalaje:
**Cinta
extraída
2 Se envía ahora 0,621 € 1,24 €
Mouser REF: 712-CONSMA001-G
Fabr. N.º: CONSMA001-G
Fabr.: Linx Technologies
Ref. Cliente:
Conectores RF /
conectores coaxiales
SMA Female PCB Mount-
Gold
Cumple RoHS
6
6 Se envía ahora 2,29 € 13,74 €
Al enviar su pedido, usted acepta estos términos y condiciones. 
Para información adicional sobre disponibilidad, pulse en el N.º Ref. Mouser
**Los artículos de la serie MouseReel™ no se pueden cancelar ni devolver.
Incoterms:DDP
Todos los precios incluyen impuestos y tasas de aduanas en los métodos de envío
seleccionados.
Envío de pedido gratuito en la mayoría de pedidos superiores a 50 € (EUR)
Total de mercancías: 92,14 €
Gastos de envío: 0,00 €
Total del pedido: 92,14 €
Productos Fabricantes Pedidos realizados Mi cuenta | Terminar sesión 36Más
OTROS OCT-2017 ORDER:
Product Shop site Units Link Price €
USB 16 
Channel Relay 
Module,
Ebay 1 http://www.ebay.es/itm/USB-16-Channel-Relay-
Module-Board-for-Your-Home-Automation-Project-
12V/170759984590?_trkparms=aid
%3D222007%26algo%3DSIM.MBE%26ao
%3D2%26asc%3D20170831090034%26meid
%3D6962f5b135004a91b1ad61bd80d96bb4%26pid
%3D100005%26rk%3D2%26rkt%3D6%26sd
%3D180946986176&_trksid=p2047675.c100005.m1
851 
83.3
220V SMD aire
caliente 
Estación de 
Reacondiciona
miento 
Soldadura 
Soldador + 
pistola de aire 
caliente + 
Boquillas UK
Ebay 1 http://www.ebay.es/itm/220V-SMD-HOT-AIR-
REWORK-SOLDERING-STATION-WELDER-
HOT-AIR-GUN-NOZZLES-UK/191851164363?
_trkparms=aid%3D222007%26algo%3DSIM.MBE
%26ao%3D2%26asc%3D20170831090034%26meid
%3Db5117b8ff95d40519a56d05b35b02991%26pid
%3D100005%26rk%3D6%26rkt%3D6%26mehot
%3Dpp%26sd
%3D263232766708&_trksid=p2047675.c100005.m1
851 
54.58
Canal De 
Goma Mediano
Puntilla trim 
sello 1mm-
3mm U
Ebay 3 http://www.ebay.es/itm/Medium-Rubber-U-Channel-
Edging-Trim-Seal-1mm-3mm-/222633989732?
hash=item33d6051664:g:Zh0AAOSwMVdYIJRL 
5.8 x 3
DC 100A 
corriente de 
AMP Medidor 
analógico de 
Panel 
Amperímetro
Ebay 1 http://www.ebay.es/itm/DC-100A-Analog-Panel-
AMP-Current-Meter-Ammeter-Gauge-85C1-0-
100ADC-White-Shunt-/281821597719?
hash=item419de05017:g:hQ4AAOSw5VFWFfqJ 
8.95
Tira velcro Amazon 3 https://www.amazon.es/dp/B01BY9Y15U/ref=twiste
r_B01CLPWXJ2?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1 
12.99 x 3
DYMO 160 - 
Etiquetadora, 
negro y 
plateado 
Amazon 1 https://www.amazon.es/DYMO-160-Etiquetadora-
negro-
plateado/dp/B006O87KUA/ref=nav_ya_signin?
ie=UTF8&qid=1508146136&sr=8-
10&keywords=impresora+etiquetas& 
21.09
Dymo D1 
Standard, 
Cintas, White 
over black
Amazon 1 https://www.amazon.es/Standard-Cintas-impresoras-
etiquetas-Est
%C3%A1ndar/dp/B0009LY3E4/ref=sr_1_8?
s=office&ie=UTF8&qid=1508146620&sr=1-
8&keywords=dymo+white+on+black 
15.72
Cinta aislante
Amazon 2 https://www.amazon.es/Wolfpack-14060085-Cinta-
Aislante-30x25/dp/B00MDJZSA8/ref=sr_1_1?
ie=UTF8&qid=1508147043&sr=8-
1&keywords=cinta+aislante 
1.99 x 2
SFTlite 30g 
pasta de 
soldadura
Amazon 1 https://www.amazon.es/SFTlite-30g-pasta-soldadura-
fundente/dp/B01MDQQ0ZP/ref=sr_1_3?
ie=UTF8&qid=1508340313&sr=8-
3&keywords=flux+soldar 
6.89
WOLFPACK 
7060005 
Estaño 60/40 
% 1,5 mm
Amazon 1 https://www.amazon.es/WOLFPACK-7060005-Esta
%C3%B1o-Rollo-
Gramos/dp/B00MDJXR5Q/ref=sr_1_2?
ie=UTF8&qid=1508340364&sr=8-
2&keywords=esta%C3%B1o+1.5 
7.40
TOTAL = 258.28 €
Cable:
Type
(American - Metric)
Color Length m
6 AWG ≡ 16 mm² ≈ 5 mm ø Black 4
6 AWG ≡ 16 mm² ≈ 5 mm ø Red 3,5
8 AWG ≡ 10 mm² ≈ 4 mm ø Black 3
8 AWG ≡ 10 mm² ≈ 4 mm ø Red 9,5
8 AWG ≡ 10 mm² ≈ 4 mm ø Blue (black if not available) 3
16 AWG ≡ 1.5 mm² ≈ 1.5 mm ø Black 8
16 AWG ≡ 1.5 mm² ≈ 1.5 mm ø Red 7
Total = ??
WIMO OCT-2017 ORDER (Update 2):
Coaxial:
WiMo Order Num. Name Quantity Unit price €
40004 Hyperflex-5 Coaxial 
Cable per meter
10 m 1.45
42908.155 SMA plug, angled, 
crimp, for H-155, 
Hyperflex-5
4 8.90
42901.155 SMA plug, crimp, for 
H-155, Hyperflex-5
2 4
42052.155 N plug, solder for H-
155, Hyperflex-5
7 5.4
42205.155 N plug, angled, crimp 
for H-155, Hyperflex-5
9 5.8
42002.155 PL plug, solder, for H-
155, Hyperflex-5
1 2.1
40002 Broad-Pro 50 double 
jacket
12 m 3.5
42080.DELUXE N plug, solder, WGT 
finish
6 6.9
42855.01 Adaptor BNC plug 
(m) / SMA jack (f)  
Stable version, black
1 10.5
42032 Adaptor PL plug (m) / 
N jack (f) 
3 4.1
42028 N angle 3 8.3
42030 N jack/jack 3 3.8
42035 Adaptor BNC plug 
(m) / N jack (f) 
1 4.1
Amplifiers and others:
WiMo Order Num. Name Quantity Unit price €
SR-200 Microset SR-200 
Linear amplifier 2m
1 475
RU432-95 Microset RU432-95 
Linear amplifier 70cm
1 640
PTS-150 Microset Switching 
Power Supply
2 - (TWO) 174
CN-901HP Daiwa SWR Meter 1.8 
- 200 MHz, 2000 W
1 146
24004.N Diamond SX-600N 
1.8-160 + 140-
525MHz, 200 W
1 139
31111 CX-800 N coax relay 2 - (TWO) 175
MFJ-264N Dummy load MFJ-
264N N jack
1 102.9
HACK-SHIELD RF Shield for HackRF-
One
2 19
Power accessories:
WiMo Order Num. Name Quantity Unit price €
PP-PIN-45 20 pcs contact 45A 3 14.3
PP-GE-BLAU 10 Powerpole Housing 
blue
2 5.9
PP-C45 10 Set (20 pcs). max. 
45A
3 16.5
PP-SNAP8 Snap-In frame for 8 
contacts
4 16.1
PP-CLIPMINI Set of 5 pcs Powerpole 
clips
1 5.6
TOTAL = 2709.9€
24/8/2018 Mouser Electronics, Inc. España
https://www.mouser.es/ProjectManager/ProjectDetail.aspx?AccessID=4a321bf5f4 1/3
Política de privacidad y cookies
Mouser Electronics emplea cookies y tecnologías similares con el fin de ofrecer la mejor experiencia posible en
nuestro sitio web. Nuestras cookies son necesarias para el funcionamiento del sitio web, supervisar el
rendimiento del sitio y ofrecer contenido relevante. Puede visitar nuestro Centro de privacidad para obtener
más información sobre su configuración en línea.
Aceptar y cerrar
Seleccionar todo Actualizar proyecto Hacerlo editable Ordenar por  X  1
0,437 € 8,74 €
4,79 € 9,58 €
1,93 € 3,86 €
1,93 € 3,86 €
4,93 € 4,93 €
7,81 € 7,81 €
3,50 € 14,00 €
15,62 € 15,62 €
Regresar a Inicio de Gestor de proyectos 
Examinar catálogo de Mouser 
Ir a Todos los productos
¿Necesita ayuda para crear un proyecto? 
¿Necesita ayuda para modificar un proyecto? 
¿Necesita ayuda para solicitar un proyecto? 
Modificar proyecto: BaseSTAT ¿Necesita ayuda para hacer su pedido?  
Solicite ayuda en el número: +1­800­346­6873
BaseSTAT   Cambiar nombre del proyecto Archivar proyecto Exportar a Excel  Imprimir proyecto Compartir proyecto
 
   
 
 
Quitar Detalle del producto N.º Ref. del cliente Ctd. pedido Precio  
(EUR)
Precio
total  
(EUR)
Mouser
REF:
576-156.5677.5501
Fabr. N.º: 156.5677.5501
Fabricante: Littelfuse
Desc.: Fusibles para automoción 32VDC 50A HSB Strip
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
20
 
Disponibilidad 
20 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
652-91A1A-B28-A10L
Fabr. N.º: 91A1A-B28-A10L
Fabricante: Bourns
Desc.: Potenciómetros 1K 10% 5/8" SQ ST
RoHS: Conforme con RoHS por exención
2
 
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
576-0ATO005.HXGLO
Fabr. N.º: 0ATO005.HXGLO
Fabricante: Littelfuse
Desc.: Fusibles para automoción 12VDC 5A ATO SmartGlow
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
2
 
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
576-0ATO010.HXGLO
Fabr. N.º: 0ATO010.HXGLO
Fabricante: Littelfuse
Desc.: Fusibles para automoción 12VDC 10A ATO SmartGlow
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
2
 
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
578-LT-D
Fabr. N.º: LT-D
Fabricante: Apex Tool Group
Desc.: Soldadores Weller Chisel Tip .181" x .43" Reach
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
1
 
Disponibilidad 
1 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
661-ESMH160VSN104MA8
Fabr. N.º: ESMH160VSN104MA80T
Fabricante: United Chemi­Con (UCC)
Desc.: Capacitadores electrolíticos de aluminio ­ A presión 100000uF 16 Volt
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
1
 
Disponibilidad 
0 Se envía ahora
1 Pedidos en espera
Mouser
REF:
893-896H1CHS1R1T12V
Fabr. N.º: 896H-1CH-S1-R1-T-12VDC
Fabricante: Song Chuan
Desc.: Relés para automoción 1FormC SPDT 12V 50A
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
4
 
Disponibilidad 
4 Se envía ahora
Mouser 546-PBPA19003BK2 1
  Productos   Fabricantes     Pedidos realizados   Iniciar sesión  |  Registrar   11Más
24/8/2018 Mouser Electronics, Inc. España
https://www.mouser.es/ProjectManager/ProjectDetail.aspx?AccessID=4a321bf5f4 2/3
0,714 € 7,14 €
0,119 € 5,95 €
21,57 € 64,71 €
4,69 € 9,38 €
218,41 € 218,41 €
13,26 € 26,52 €
2,87 € 51,66 €
2,58 € 46,44 €
15,58 € 15,58 €
16,95 € 16,95 €
REF:
Fabr. N.º: PBPA19003BK2
Fabricante: Hammond
Desc.: Accesorios para bastidores y armarios de bastidores Aluminum Panel 3.5",
Black
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
 
Disponibilidad 
1 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
644-ABMM-A-D
Fabr. N.º: ABMM-A-D
Fabricante: Panduit
Desc.: Latiguillos 4­WAY ADH. 3/4 WHT
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
10
 
Disponibilidad 
10 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
651-3240709
Fabr. N.º: 3240709
Fabricante: Phoenix Contact
Desc.: Latiguillos WT­BASE LS HF 6 BK
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
50
 
Disponibilidad 
50 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
546-PBPA19005BK2
Fabr. N.º: PBPA19005BK2
Fabricante: Hammond
Desc.: Accesorios para bastidores y armarios de bastidores Aluminum Panel 5.25",
Black
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
3
 
Disponibilidad 
3 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
652-91U1A-T22-A15L
Fabr. N.º: 91U1A-T22-A15L
Fabricante: Bourns
Desc.: Potenciómetros 10K 10% 5/8" SQ ST
RoHS: Conforme con RoHS por exención
2
 
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
546-RM2U1918VBK
Fabr. N.º: RM2U1918VBK
Fabricante: Hammond
Desc.: Recintos, cajas y estuches Chassis ­ Vented 16.6x18"
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
1
 
Disponibilidad 
1 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
978-9S0812M401
Fabr. N.º: 9S0812M401
Fabricante: Sanyo Denki
Desc.: Ventiladores CC DC Fan, 80x25mm, 12VDC, Silent Series, Tachometer
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
2
 
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
506-A101SYZQ04
Fabr. N.º: A101SYZQ04
Fabricante: TE Connectivity
Desc.: Conmutadores de palanca SP ON­ON LNG BAT PC TOGGLE SWITCH
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
18
 
Disponibilidad 
18 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
893-896H1AHCR1U0312V
Fabr. N.º: 896H-1AH-C-R1-U03-12VDC
Fabricante: Song Chuan
Desc.: Relés para automoción 1FormA SPST 12V 50A
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
18
 
Disponibilidad 
0 Se envía ahora
18 Pedidos en espera
Mouser
REF:
504-C1938-1
Fabr. N.º: C1938-1
Fabricante: Eaton
Desc.: Terminales BLACK 5/16"STUD JB TIN PLATE
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
1
 
Disponibilidad 
1 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
504-C1938-1R
Fabr. N.º: C1938-1R
Fabricante: Eaton
1
 
Disponibilidad 
0 Se envía ahora
1 Pedidos en espera
24/8/2018 Mouser Electronics, Inc. España
https://www.mouser.es/ProjectManager/ProjectDetail.aspx?AccessID=4a321bf5f4 3/3
0,476 € 4,76 €
3,36 € 3,36 €
18,73 € 18,73 €
0,196 € 9,80 €
0,111 € 5,55 €
0,179 € 3,58 €
1,85 € 7,40 €
TOTAL DE MERCANCÍA: 584,32 € (EUR)
Actualizar proyecto X  1 
Eliminar proyecto  Notas del proyecto Búsqueda de productos  Continuar comprando
Desc.: Terminales RED 5/16"STUD JB TIN PLATE
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
Mouser
REF:
571-33466
Fabr. N.º: 33466
Fabricante: TE Connectivity
Desc.: Terminales 5/16 6 AWG RING
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
10
 
Disponibilidad 
10 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
485-907
Fabr. N.º: 907
Fabricante: Adafruit
Desc.: Accesorios Adafruit Panel Mount USB Cbl B Male to B Female
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
1
 
Disponibilidad 
1 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
978-9S1212F4011
Fabr. N.º: 9S1212F4011
Fabricante: Sanyo Denki
Desc.: Ventiladores CC DC Fan, 120x25mm, 12VDC, Silent Series, Ribless,
Tachometer
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
1
 
Disponibilidad 
0 Se envía ahora
1 Pedidos en espera
Mouser
REF:
644-PLT2I-M0
Fabr. N.º: PLT2I-M0
Fabricante: Panduit
Desc.: Latiguillos LOCKING 8.0 NYL
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
50
 
Disponibilidad 
50 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
644-PLT.7M-M30
Fabr. N.º: PLT.7M-M30
Fabricante: Panduit
Desc.: Latiguillos HEAT STBLZ 3.1 NYLON 6/6 BLACK
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
50
 
Disponibilidad 
50 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
644-SG200S-M0
Fabr. N.º: SG200S-M0
Fabricante: Panduit
Desc.: Latiguillos 8.3 50 LBS Black
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
20
 
Disponibilidad 
20 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
650-DWP-125-3/8-0-ST
Fabr. N.º: DWP-125-3/8-0-STK
Fabricante: TE Connectivity
Desc.: Tubos y fundas de disipadores de calor HS­TBG 9.5MM 3:1 BK PRICE PER
FT
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
Información: Ver información adicional del producto
4
 
Disponibilidad 
4 Se envía ahora
 
 
Para información adicional sobre disponibilidad, pulse en el N.º Ref. Mouser
  Producto pesado o de gran tamaño. Esto aumenta sus costos de envío.
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
UHF SHF Engineering Bert Modderman PE1RKI
Akkersplein 54
To: 8443 AP Heerenveen
Roger Cano Marí Netherlands
cano.roger@outlook.com Tel. 316-15401681
CubeSat Telecommunications Trainee
ESAC/ESA
European Space Astronomy Centre invoice nr 20170182
Camino bajo del Castillo, s/n invoce date 20161026
28692 Villanueva de la Cañada
Madrid, Spain St,-Nr. 01120173
Ust.-IdNr. NL109316204B01
Your Ust.-Id
INVOICE
Pos Device Title/Description Amount Price/Unit Price
1 Fully assembled set with RA30H4047M 1 132.23 132.23
2 box + board + components 1 76.45 76.45
3 shipping 1 22 22
Subtotal 230.68
all prices in euro VAT 21% 48.44
Total Due 279.12
Bank Acccount: Rabobank IBAN NL39 RABO 0326 4602 25
Account nr. 32.64.60.225 SWIFT BIC RABONL2U
Account holder Bert Modderman Address Heerenveen
bert@pe1rki.com
ORDER: Small transceivers for the “small” PCB:
All from “dwmzone.com” website.
Product Reference Link Quantity Unitary Price
DWM-VT-CC1120 
433MHz /868MHz /
915MHz TI CC1120
Narrow-Band 
wireless Transceiver
module
DWM17080801 http://dwmzone.com/en/sub-
1ghz-rf-module/459-dwm-vt-
cc1120-433mhz-868mhz-
915mhz-ti-cc1120-narrow-
band-wireless-transceiver-
module.html#/center_frequen
cy-433mhz 
2  – 
SELECT 
433MHz!
7.5$
RFM26W 500MW 
433MHz /868MHz /
915MHZ HopeRF 
transceiver RF 
module
DWM15010501 http://dwmzone.com/en/sub-
1ghz-rf-module/198-rfm26w-
500mw-433mhz-868mhz-
915mhz-hoperf-transceiver-
rf-module.html 
2  -
 SELECT 
433MHz
4.65$
RFM85W 433MHz 
ASK transmitter 
module
DWM14120801 http://dwmzone.com/en/sub-
1ghz-rf-module/174-rfm85w-
433mhz-ask-transmitter-
module.html 
1 2.5$
RFM110W 
/RFM117W HopeRF
CMT series 
240MHz to 960 
MHz single-chip 
OOK transmitter
DWM15080801 http://dwmzone.com/en/sub-
1ghz-rf-module/235-
rfm110w-rfm117w-hoperf-
cmt-series-240mhz-to-960-
mhz-single-chip-ook-
transmitter.html#/center_freq
uency-433mhz/work_mode-
ook_ask/part_number-
rfm117w 
1 – SELECT 
433MHz / 
RFM117W
2.64$
RF antenna SMA 
Connector
DWM14032902 http://dwmzone.com/en/sma/
26-rf-antenna-sma-
connector.html#/connector-
sma_kwe/degree-right_angle 
4 -
SELECT:
SMA-KWE
RIGHT ANGLE
0.8$
DWM-TQC-4.5A 
150MHz / 470MHz 
3.5dBi Sucker 
Antenna
DWM16121903 http://dwmzone.com/en/suck
er-antenna/384-dwm-tqc-
45a-150mhz-470mhz-35dbi-
sucker-
antenna.html#/center_freque
ncy-470mhz 
(2 in total):
1 – 470MHz
1 – 150MHz
5.6$
SUB 1GHz-
433MHz /868MHz /
915MHz Whip-
antenna
DWM14032102 http://dwmzone.com/en/whip
-antenna/9-sub-1ghz-
433mhz-868mhz-915mhz-
whip-antenna.html 
1 - 433MHz 1.8$
RFM210W 
/RFM217W 
HopeRF CMT series
240MHz to 960 
MHz OOK stand-
DWM15080802 http://dwmzone.com/en/sub-
1ghz-rf-module/236-
rfm210w-rfm217w-hoperf-
cmt-series-240mhz-to-960-
mhz-ook-stand-alone-rf-
1 – 433MHz / 
RFM217W
2.8$
alone RF receiver receiver.html#/center_freque
ncy-315mhz/work_mode-
ook_ask/part_number-
rfm217w 
Arduino Nano v3.0 DWM15101801 http://dwmzone.com/en/ardui
no/298-arduino-nano-
v30.html 
1 5.99$
DWM-IPEX Male 
50ohm RF coaxial 
connector
DWM15100402 http://dwmzone.com/en/ipex/
285-dwm-ipex-male-50ohm-
rf-coaxial-connector.html 
4 0.79$
DWM-SCJ SMA 
RG178 extension 
jumper Female cable
DWM14042401 http://dwmzone.com/en/rf-
jumper-cable/44-dwm-scj-
sma-rg178-extension-
cable.html#/color-
orange/length-
20_cm/connector-
ipex_to_sma 
3 2.2$
Subtotal = 64.19$
Shipping “EMS” 10-15 days to Spain (28692) = 7$
TOTAL = 71.19$ (aprox 60.3€)
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Política de privacidad y cookies
Mouser Electronics emplea cookies y tecnologías similares con el fin de ofrecer la mejor experiencia posible en
nuestro sitio web. Nuestras cookies son necesarias para el funcionamiento del sitio web, supervisar el
rendimiento del sitio y ofrecer contenido relevante. Puede visitar nuestro Centro de privacidad para obtener
más información sobre su configuración en línea.
Aceptar y cerrar
Actualizar proyecto Ordenar por  X  1
2,24 € 40,32 €
2,50 € 5,00 €
3,43 € 10,29 €
-0- -0-
4,12 € 4,12 €
3,71 € 3,71 €
3,43 € 3,43 €
Regresar a Inicio de Gestor de proyectos 
Examinar catálogo de Mouser 
Ir a Todos los productos
¿Necesita ayuda para crear un proyecto? 
¿Necesita ayuda para modificar un proyecto? 
¿Necesita ayuda para solicitar un proyecto? 
Modificar proyecto: Mouser4 ¿Necesita ayuda para hacer su pedido?  
Solicite ayuda en el número: +1­800­346­6873
Mouser4   Exportar a Excel  Imprimir proyecto Guardar como mi proyecto
 
   
 
 
Quitar Detalle del producto N.º Ref. del cliente Ctd. pedido Precio  
(EUR)
Precio
total  
(EUR)
Mouser
REF:
612-100-C1111
Fabr. N.º: 100SP3T1B1M1QEH
Fabricante: E-Switch
Desc.: Conmutadores de palanca ON­OFF­ON SLDR MNT
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
Información: Ver información adicional del producto
18
 
Disponibilidad 
18 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
994-143-15J12SL
Fabr. N.º: 143-15J12SL
Fabricante: Coilcraft
Desc.: Inductores variables 143 Unicoil Tunable 23.9 mOhms 6.1 A
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
2
 
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
994-165-01A06L
Fabr. N.º: 165-01A06L
Fabricante: Coilcraft
Desc.: Inductores variables 164 Unicoil Tunable 150 MHz 6.5 A
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
3
 
Disponibilidad 
3 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
659-GKG3R015
Fabr. N.º: GKG3R015
Fabricante: Sprague Goodman
Desc.: Condensadores ajustables ­ trimmer 1­3pF 100V 85 DEG
RoHS: Conforme con RoHS por exención
2
 
Pedido mínimo de 2500
 
Los pedidos de este
artículo se deben
realizar en múltiplos de
100
Mouser
REF:
598-CD5EC510GO3F
Fabr. N.º: CD5EC510GO3F
Fabricante: Cornell Dubilier
Desc.: Condensadores de mica 51pF 300V +/­2%
RoHS: Conforme con RoHS por exención
1
 
Disponibilidad 
1 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
659-GKG10015
Fabr. N.º: GKG10015
Fabricante: Sprague Goodman
Desc.: Condensadores ajustables ­ trimmer 3­10pF 100V 85 DEG
RoHS: Conforme con RoHS por exención
1
 
Disponibilidad 
1 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
994-164-07A06L
Fabr. N.º: 164-07A06L
Fabricante: Coilcraft
Desc.: Inductores variables 164 Unicoil Tunable 100 MHz 3.1 A
1
 
Disponibilidad 
1 Se envía ahora
  Productos   Fabricantes     Pedidos realizados   Iniciar sesión  |  Registrar   11Más
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2,17 € 6,51 €
5,83 € 5,83 €
4,65 € 4,65 €
4,37 € 17,48 €
3,04 € 3,04 €
3,04 € 3,04 €
2,17 € 4,34 €
2,07 € 2,07 €
2,30 € 9,20 €
2,14 € 8,56 €
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
Mouser
REF:
994-148-04J12L
Fabr. N.º: 148-04J12L
Fabricante: Coilcraft
Desc.: Inductores variables 148 Lw Prfile Tunble 50 MHz Yellow
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
3
 
Disponibilidad 
3 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
659-GYA5R000
Fabr. N.º: GYA5R000
Fabricante: Sprague Goodman
Desc.: Condensadores ajustables ­ trimmer 1.6­ 5pF 100V 8mm
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
1
 
Disponibilidad 
1 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
659-GKG30015
Fabr. N.º: GKG30015
Fabricante: Sprague Goodman
Desc.: Condensadores ajustables ­ trimmer 6.5­30pF 100V 85 DEG
RoHS: Conforme con RoHS por exención
1
 
Disponibilidad 
1 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
81-TZR1Z010A001B00
Fabr. N.º: TZR1Z010A001B00
Fabricante: Murata
Desc.: Condensadores ajustables ­ trimmer 1.0pF 25 volt Trimmer Capacitor
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
Ciclo de
vida:
Descatalogado: Retirada prevista. El fabricante va a descatalogar este
producto.
4
 
Disponibilidad 
4 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
994-150-06J08L
Fabr. N.º: 150-06J08L
Fabricante: Coilcraft
Desc.: Inductores variables 150 Unicoil Tunable 14.7 mOhms 8.2 A
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
1
 
Disponibilidad 
1 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
994-150-05J08L
Fabr. N.º: 150-05J08L
Fabricante: Coilcraft
Desc.: Inductores variables 150 Unicoil Tunable 13.2 mOhms 8.7 A
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
1
 
Disponibilidad 
1 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
994-143-20J12L
Fabr. N.º: 143-20J12L
Fabricante: Coilcraft
Desc.: Inductores variables 143 Unicoil Tunable 30 mOhms 5.5 A
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
2
 
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
712-CONSMA007
Fabr. N.º: CONSMA007
Fabricante: Linx Technologies
Desc.: Conectores RF / conectores coaxiales SMA Male Cable End Crimp RG­174
Cable
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
1
 
Disponibilidad 
1 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
712-CONSMA011
Fabr. N.º: CONSMA011
Fabricante: Linx Technologies
Desc.: Conectores RF / conectores coaxiales SMA Female Cable End Crimp RG­174
Cable
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
4
 
Disponibilidad 
4 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
712-CONSMA007-R58
Fabr. N.º: CONSMA007-R58
Fabricante: Linx Technologies
Desc.: Conectores RF / conectores coaxiales SMA Male Cable End Crimp ­ RG­58
Cable
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
4
 
Disponibilidad 
4 Se envía ahora
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0,578 € 1,16 €
0,298 € 0,60 €
0,231 € 0,46 €
0,196 € 0,39 €
0,604 € 2,42 €
0,191 € 0,76 €
0,706 € 2,82 €
1,67 € 1,67 €
0,196 € 0,20 €
1,34 € 1,34 €
Mouser
REF:
810-FA24NP2W472JNU06
Fabr. N.º: FA24NP02W472JNU06
Fabricante: TDK
Desc.: Condensadores de cerámica multicapa (MLCC), con alimentación 450V
4700pF NP0 5% RAD LS:5mm AEC­Q200
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
Ciclo de
vida:
Nuevo producto: Novedad de este fabricante.
2
 
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
598-226CKH100M
Fabr. N.º: 226CKH100M
Fabricante: Cornell Dubilier
Desc.: Condensadores electrolíticos de aluminio (con terminales radiales) 22uF 100V
20%
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
2
 
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
660-MF1/4DCT52R2460F
Fabr. N.º: MF1/4DCT52R2460F
Fabricante: KOA Speer
Desc.: Resistores de película de metal ­ a través del orificio 1/4W 246 ohm 1%
100ppm
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
2
 
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
279-YR1B787RCC
Fabr. N.º: YR1B787RCC
Fabricante: TE Connectivity
Desc.: Resistores de película de metal ­ a través del orificio YR1 0.1% 787R
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
2
 
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
71-RN55E-B-53/R
Fabr. N.º: RN55E53R0BRE6
Fabricante: Vishay
Desc.: Resistores de película de metal ­ a través del orificio 1/10watt 53ohms .1%
25ppm
RoHS: No
4
 
Disponibilidad 
4 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
660-MF1/2CCT52R61R9F
Fabr. N.º: MF1/2CCT52R61R9F
Fabricante: KOA Speer
Desc.: Resistores de película de metal ­ a través del orificio 61.9ohms 1% 50PPM
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
4
 
Disponibilidad 
4 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
71-CPF1-B-50
Fabr. N.º: CPF150R000BHB14
Fabricante: Vishay
Desc.: Resistores de película de metal ­ a través del orificio 1watt 50ohms 0.1%
RoHS: No
4
 
Disponibilidad 
0 Se envía ahora
4 Pedidos en espera
Mouser
REF:
71-CMF557K8700BEEK
Fabr. N.º: CMF557K8700BEEK
Fabricante: Vishay
Desc.: Resistores de película de metal ­ a través del orificio 1/2watt 7.87Kohm .1%
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
1
 
Disponibilidad 
1 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
279-YR1B7K87CC
Fabr. N.º: YR1B7K87CC
Fabricante: TE Connectivity
Desc.: Resistores de película de metal ­ a través del orificio YR1 0.1% 7K87
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
1
 
Disponibilidad 
1 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
71-CMF70-D-250K
Fabr. N.º: CMF70250K00DHBF
Fabricante: Vishay
Desc.: Resistores de película de metal ­ a través del orificio 1.75W 250Kohms 0.5%
RoHS: No
1
 
Disponibilidad 
1 Se envía ahora
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0,417 € 1,67 €
-0- -0-
0,085 € 0,68 €
0,179 € 1,43 €
-0- -0-
0,085 € 0,34 €
0,111 € 0,44 €
0,196 € 0,78 €
Mouser
REF:
810-C2012X7R1E335K
Fabr. N.º: C2012X7R1E335K125AB
Fabricante: TDK
Desc.: Condensadores de cerámica multicapa (MLCC­ SMD/SMT) 0805 25V 3.3uF
X7R 10% T: 1.25mm
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
4
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
4 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
81-GRM40X104K50L
Fabr. N.º: GRM21BR71H104KA01L
Fabricante: Murata
Desc.: Condensadores de cerámica multicapa (MLCC­ SMD/SMT) .1UF 50V 10%
0805
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
Información: Ver información adicional del producto
Ciclo de
vida:
Obsoleto
2
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
No disponible 
 
Producto similar 
81-
GRM155R71H104KE4D
Mouser
REF:
81-GRM40X103K50D
Fabr. N.º: GRM216R71H103KA01D
Fabricante: Murata
Desc.: Condensadores de cerámica multicapa (MLCC­ SMD/SMT) .01UF 50V 10%
0805
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
Ciclo de
vida:
Descatalogado: Retirada prevista. El fabricante va a descatalogar este
producto.
8
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
0 Se envía ahora
8 Pedidos en espera
 
Se han informado
demoras de fabricación
en este producto.
 
Esta pieza está sujeta a
una cantidad mínima de
pedido.
Mouser
REF:
81-GCM2165C1H102JA6D
Fabr. N.º: GCM2165C1H102JA16D
Fabricante: Murata
Desc.: Condensadores de cerámica multicapa (MLCC­ SMD/SMT) 0.001uF 50Volts
C0G 5%
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
Ciclo de
vida:
NRND: No se recomienda para nuevos diseños.
8
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
8 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
81-GRM40C331J50D
Fabr. N.º: GRM2165C1H331JA01D
Fabricante: Murata
Desc.: Condensadores de cerámica multicapa (MLCC­ SMD/SMT) 0805 330pF 50volts
C0G 5%
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
Ciclo de
vida:
NRND: No se recomienda para nuevos diseños.
4
 
Pedido mínimo de 4000
 
Los pedidos de este
artículo se deben
realizar en múltiplos de
4000
Mouser
REF:
80-C0805C470J5G
Fabr. N.º: C0805C470J5GACTU
Fabricante: KEMET
Desc.: Condensadores de cerámica multicapa (MLCC­ SMD/SMT) 50volts 47pF C0G
5%
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
4
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
0 Se envía ahora
4 Pedidos en espera
Mouser
REF:
80-C0805C560J5G
Fabr. N.º: C0805C560J5GACTU
Fabricante: KEMET
Desc.: Condensadores de cerámica multicapa (MLCC­ SMD/SMT) 50volts 56pF C0G
5%
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
4
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
4 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
80-C0805C180K5G
Fabr. N.º: C0805C180K5GACTU
Fabricante: KEMET
Desc.: Condensadores de cerámica multicapa (MLCC­ SMD/SMT) 50volts 18pF C0G
4
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
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0,264 € 0,53 €
0,102 € 0,20 €
0,204 € 0,41 €
0,008 € 0,80 €
0,111 € 0,22 €
0,111 € 0,44 €
0,085 € 0,17 €
0,951 € 2,85 €
0,366 € 0,73 €
1,77 € 3,54 €
10%
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
Disponibilidad 
4 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
77-VJ0805A6R8BXACBC
Fabr. N.º: VJ0805A6R8BXACW1BC
Fabricante: Vishay
Desc.: Condensadores de cerámica multicapa (MLCC­ SMD/SMT) 0805 6.8pF 50volts
C0G +/­0.1pF
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
2
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
0 Se envía ahora
2 Pedidos en espera
 
Se han informado
demoras de fabricación
en este producto.
Mouser
REF:
603-CC805CRNPO9BN4R0
Fabr. N.º: CC0805CRNPO9BN4R0
Fabricante: Yageo
Desc.: Condensadores de cerámica multicapa (MLCC­ SMD/SMT) 4.0pF 50V NPO
.25pF
RoHS: Conforme con RoHS por exención
2
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
581-08055A2R0C
Fabr. N.º: 08055A2R0CAT2A
Fabricante: AVX
Desc.: Condensadores de cerámica multicapa (MLCC­ SMD/SMT) 50V 2pF C0G 0805
.25pF Tol
RoHS: Conforme con RoHS por exención
2
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
603-RC0805JR-070RL
Fabr. N.º: RC0805JR-070RL
Fabricante: Yageo
Desc.: Resistores de película gruesa ­ SMD ZERO OHM JUMPER
RoHS: Conforme con RoHS por exención
100
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
0 Se envía ahora
100 Pedidos en espera
Mouser
REF:
603-RC0805FR-0718RL
Fabr. N.º: RC0805FR-0718RL
Fabricante: Yageo
Desc.: Resistores de película gruesa ­ SMD 18 OHM 1%
RoHS: Conforme con RoHS por exención
2
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
0 Se envía ahora
2 Pedidos en espera
Mouser
REF:
603-RC0805FR-07180RL
Fabr. N.º: RC0805FR-07180RL
Fabricante: Yageo
Desc.: Resistores de película gruesa ­ SMD 180 OHM 1%
RoHS: Conforme con RoHS por exención
4
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
4 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
652-CE201210-2N7D
Fabr. N.º: CE201210-2N7D
Fabricante: Bourns
Desc.: Inductores fijos 2.7nH .3% .85mm Multi Layer
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
2
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
994-0603HC-6N8XJLW
Fabr. N.º: 0603HC-6N8XJLW
Fabricante: Coilcraft
Desc.: Inductores fijos 0603HC High Current 6.8 nH 5 % 2.1A
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
3
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
3 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
963-NR3012T1R0N
Fabr. N.º: NR3012T1R0N
Fabricante: Taiyo Yuden
Desc.: Inductores fijos 3012 1uH 60mOhms +/­30% 1490mA LwPrfl
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
2
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser 595-OPA320AIDBVR 2
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10,04 € 20,08 €
2,07 € 4,14 €
2,42 € 4,84 €
0,935 € 2,81 €
0,91 € 1,82 €
0,638 € 1,91 €
0,272 € 2,18 €
0,873 € 3,49 €
0,629 € 2,52 €
REF:
Fabr. N.º: OPA320AIDBVR
Fabricante: Texas Instruments
Desc.: Amplificadores de precisión PRECISION,20MHZ,RRIO CMOS OP AMP
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
772-RF5110GTR7
Fabr. N.º: RF5110GTR7
Fabricante: Qorvo
Desc.: Amplificador de RF 150­960MHz Pout 32dBm PAE 53%
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
2
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
739-BMIS-206-C
Fabr. N.º: BMIS-206-C
Fabricante: Laird
Desc.: Juntas, láminas, dispositivos de absorción y protecciones de EMI BMIS­206
Cover 1.468"x1.344"
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
Información: Ver información adicional del producto
2
 
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
739-BMIS-206-F
Fabr. N.º: BMIS-206-F
Fabricante: Laird
Desc.: Juntas, láminas, dispositivos de absorción y protecciones de EMI BMIS­206
Frame 1.450"x1.326"
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
Información: Ver información adicional del producto
2
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
855-M20-7820842
Fabr. N.º: M20-7820842
Fabricante: Harwin
Desc.: Alojamientos de cables y cabecera 8 PIN SIL VERTICAL SOCKET GOLD+TIN
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
3
 
Disponibilidad 
3 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
538-22-28-4163
Fabr. N.º: 22-28-4163
Fabricante: Molex
Desc.: Alojamientos de cables y cabecera 16CKT HEADER
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
2
 
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
798-DF11-6DP-2DSA01
Fabr. N.º: DF11-6DP-2DSA(01)
Fabricante: Hirose Electric
Desc.: Alojamientos de cables y cabecera 2MM V PCB HEADER 6P DR THRU­HOLE
GLD
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
3
 
Disponibilidad 
3 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
815-AISC-1210-22NJ-T
Fabr. N.º: AISC-1210-22NJ-T
Fabricante: ABRACON
Desc.: Inductores fijos 22nH +/­5% 1000mA 0.10ohm
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
8
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
8 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
994-1008CT-300XJLB
Fabr. N.º: 1008CT-300XJLB
Fabricante: Coilcraft
Desc.: Inductores fijos 1008CT Low Profile 30 nH 5 % 0.6 A
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
4
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
4 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
80-C1210C220J5G
Fabr. N.º: C1210C220J5GACTU
Fabricante: KEMET
Desc.: Condensadores de cerámica multicapa (MLCC­ SMD/SMT) 50volts 22pF C0G
5%
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
4
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
4 Se envía ahora
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2,49 € 14,94 €
1,10 € 4,40 €
1,15 € 4,60 €
1,12 € 4,48 €
0,63 € 1,26 €
2,53 € 5,06 €
1,87 € 3,74 €
0,748 € 1,50 €
0,026 € 0,26 €
0,765 € 3,06 €
Mouser
REF:
712-CONSMA001-G
Fabr. N.º: CONSMA001-G
Fabricante: Linx Technologies
Desc.: Conectores RF / conectores coaxiales SMA Female PCB Mount­Gold
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
6
 
Disponibilidad 
6 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
80-T521B335M35ATE150
Fabr. N.º: T521B335M035ATE150
Fabricante: KEMET
Desc.: Capacitadores de tantalio ­ SMD polímero 35V 3.3uF 1311 20%
ESR=150mOhms
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
Ciclo de
vida:
Nuevo producto: Novedad de este fabricante.
4
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
4 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
80-T520A106M10ATE80
Fabr. N.º: T520A106M010ATE080
Fabricante: KEMET
Desc.: Capacitadores de tantalio ­ SMD polímero 10V 10uF 1206 20%
ESR=80mOhms
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
Información: Ver información adicional del producto
4
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
4 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
579-24LC512T-I/SN
Fabr. N.º: 24LC512T-I/SN
Fabricante: Microchip
Desc.: EEPROM 512K 64K X 8 2.5V SER EE IND
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
4
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
4 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
710-691102710002
Fabr. N.º: 691102710002
Fabricante: Wurth Electronics
Desc.: Bloques terminales fijos WR­TBL Model 102 2Pin 5mm Hztl
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
2
 
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
523-132360
Fabr. N.º: 132360
Fabricante: Amphenol
Desc.: Terminadores RF SMA MALE RESISTOR CAP 50 OHM
RoHS: Conforme con RoHS por exención
2
 
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
595-LMS1585AISX33/NO
Fabr. N.º: LMS1585AISX-3.3/NO
Fabricante: Texas Instruments
Desc.: Reguladores de voltaje LDO 5A Fixed / Adjustable Output Linear Regulators /
LDO 3­DDPAK/TO­263 ­40 to 125
RoHS: Conforme con RoHS por exención
Ciclo de
vida:
Nuevo producto: Novedad de este fabricante.
2
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
80-C0805C220F5G
Fabr. N.º: C0805C220F5GACTU
Fabricante: KEMET
Desc.: Condensadores de cerámica multicapa (MLCC­ SMD/SMT) 50volts 22pF 1%
0805 C0G
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
Ciclo de
vida:
Nuevo producto: Novedad de este fabricante.
2
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
603-RC0805FR-074K7L
Fabr. N.º: RC0805FR-074K7L
Fabricante: Yageo
Desc.: Resistores de película gruesa ­ SMD 4.7K OHM 1%
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
10
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
10 Se envía ahora
Mouser 960-RECE20279001E01 4
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2,48 € 4,96 €
0,23 € 0,92 €
0,289 € 2,31 €
0,298 € 0,89 €
0,085 € 0,26 €
0,151 € 0,45 €
0,434 € 1,30 €
0,085 € 0,43 €
0,68 € 0,68 €
1,96 € 3,92 €
REF:
Fabr. N.º: RECE-20279-001E-01
Fabricante: Taoglas
Desc.: Conectores RF / conectores coaxiales ONBRD IPEX MHF RECEPTACLE
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
4 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
960-CAB011
Fabr. N.º: CAB.011
Fabricante: Taoglas
Desc.: Montajes de cable RF SMA(F) JK­IPEX MHF1 U.FL 1.13 100MM
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
2
 
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
81-LQW18AN4N3C0ZD
Fabr. N.º: LQW18AN4N3C0ZD
Fabricante: Murata
Desc.: Inductores fijos 0603 4.3nH 0.059ohms 850mA +/­0.2nH
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
4
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
4 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
581-12061A6R0CAT2A
Fabr. N.º: 12061A6R0CAT2A
Fabricante: AVX
Desc.: Condensadores de cerámica multicapa (MLCC­ SMD/SMT) 100V 6pF C0G 1206
.25pF Tol
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
8
 
Opción de
empaquetado:  
Cinta extraída
Disponibilidad 
8 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
511-L78L05CZ
Fabr. N.º: L78L05CZ
Fabricante: STMicroelectronics
Desc.: Reguladores de voltaje lineal 5.0V 0.1A Positive
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
Ciclo de
vida:
NRND: No se recomienda para nuevos diseños.
3
 
Disponibilidad 
3 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
598-106CKE063M
Fabr. N.º: 106CKE063M
Fabricante: Cornell Dubilier
Desc.: Condensadores electrolíticos de aluminio (con terminales radiales) 10uF 63
Volts 20% LYTICS/IC
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
3
 
Disponibilidad 
3 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
660-MF1/2LCT52R391J
Fabr. N.º: MF1/2LCT52R391J
Fabricante: KOA Speer
Desc.: Resistores de película de metal ­ a través del orificio 1/2 WATT 390 OHM 5%
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
3
 
Disponibilidad 
3 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
774-201UR101B
Fabr. N.º: 201UR101B
Fabricante: CTS
Desc.: Resistencias eléctricos ­ Agujero pasante 100ohms 20% Smooth Edge
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
3
 
Disponibilidad 
3 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
512-1N4148
Fabr. N.º: 1N4148
Fabricante: ON Semiconductor
Desc.: Diodos: de propósito general, potencia y conmutación 100V Io/200mA BULK
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
5
 
Disponibilidad 
5 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
623-2677006302
Fabr. N.º: 2677006302
Fabricante: Fair-Rite
Desc.: Núcleos de cable de ferrita 77 SHIELD BEAD Z= 33 OHM @25MHz
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
1
 
Disponibilidad 
1 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
610-BC107 2
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0,349 € 1,05 €
0,519 € 1,56 €
0,238 € 0,48 €
TOTAL DE MERCANCÍA: 264,94 € (EUR)
Actualizar proyecto X  1 
Notas del proyecto Búsqueda de productos  Continuar comprando
† Los pedidos de MouseReel™ no pueden cancelarse ni devolverse.
Fabr. N.º: BC107
Fabricante: Central Semiconductor
Desc.: Transistores bipolares ­ BJT NPN 50Vcbo 45Vceo 6.0Vebo 200mA 600Pd
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
810-FA24NP2W102JNU06
Fabr. N.º: FA24NP02W102JNU06
Fabricante: TDK
Desc.: Condensadores de cerámica multicapa (MLCC), con alimentación 450V
1000pF NP0 5% RAD LS:5mm AEC­Q200
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
Ciclo de
vida:
Nuevo producto: Novedad de este fabricante.
3
 
Disponibilidad 
3 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
810-FA24NP2E103JNU06
Fabr. N.º: FA24NP02E103JNU06
Fabricante: TDK
Desc.: Condensadores de cerámica multicapa (MLCC), con alimentación 250V 0.01uF
NP0 5% RAD LS:5mm AEC­Q200
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
Ciclo de
vida:
Nuevo producto: Novedad de este fabricante.
3
 
Disponibilidad 
3 Se envía ahora
Mouser
REF:
594-MRS25000C1002FCT
Fabr. N.º: MRS25000C1002FCT00
Fabricante: Vishay
Desc.: Resistores de película fina ­ a través del orificio .6watt 10Kohms 1%
RoHS: Cumple RoHS
2
 
Disponibilidad 
2 Se envía ahora
 
 
Para información adicional sobre disponibilidad, pulse en el N.º Ref. Mouser
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
